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Forsaken.
'Twas many months ago, my love,
When last we said good-by;
Perchance we ne'er shall meet again
Beneath the sun-lit sky.
But in my memory fondly dwells
Thine image fair and bright,
And fancy paints the lovely smile,
As glow the stars at night.
Each tender word and look of thine,
By me is cherished still ;
And oft in sad and lonely hours
My soul with joy doth thrill.
The heart throbs warmly now, my love,
As in the golden hours,
When we so oft did breathe our love
Beneath the shady bowers.
But earth has now no charms for me ;
Our paths are severed wide ;
My heart is sad, I mourn for thee,
As down life's stream we glide .
The star so bright that led my way,
Has vanished from my sight,
And all the weary, lonely days
Are dark as starless night.
But the tie that binds my heart to thee
What mortal hand can sever?
My love for thee can never die,
For I am thine forever .

D. T .

GOCHENOU.R. .
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R ealism in American Fiction.
From the earliest dawn of American literature till the
present day one field after another has been explored until
almost the whole world of literature feels the influence and the
power of the American mind. The bold, imaginative lines of
Captain Smith, in his Annals of the Virginia Colonies, gave
in 1608 to the small, turbid fountain which was destined to
become, while not the strongest, one of the most refreshing
and crystalline streams which has ever w~terecl any land.
For more than a century afterwards nothing of literary
importance was produced . The rather disconnected and fragmentary productions of that period serve today simply as matter for the historian. But in the early part of the eighteenth
century an important character stands out as a landmark in
literature. Franklin was in the truest sense a mah of letters.
Later followed both political and theological writers.
But it was not until the daylight of the nineteenth century
was dawning upon the world that a distinct beginning was
made in romance by Charles Brockdon Brown. The gate to
the field of fiction now stood ajar, and the "light which never
was on Ian~ or sea' ' shone forth both to dazzle and please the
eyes of the world. And this same light-or idealism beyond
reason or possibility-was characteristic of all subsequent
novelist~ uutil, about the middle of the present century , Hawthorne introduced into his productions a certain amount of
realism ; or perhaps more correctly, he modified idealism so as
to harmonize with realism. His predecessors had their real
characters w orking out ideal destinies . Hawthorne idealized
both character and plot. His persons ) however, are not ideal
to extravagance, for he presents to us a being that could well
exist, and could work out the destin y which he wishes under
the given -reasonable circumstances . Beneath his charming,
flovdng , style moves a current of strong philosophical analysis
of real human character. He enters by sympathy into the
being he is studying, looks out through his eyes, and then in a
realistic , philosophical manner interprets him in his own bea:ti-
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Since their works have been given t.o the world many other
writers seem to have been affected by their ideas; and indeed a
few subsequent writers have devoted their efforts to realism . It
is a problem that is engaging the thought and time of many of
our writers at the present day. It is unsafe to predict with any
degree of certainty just what the outcome will be; however, it
is not probable that a school of pure realists will be founded in
the near future.
All of the later writers seem to have more or less of the
ideal woven in; they seek to portray the ideal in the real and
not the real without the ideal. It is entirely probable, though,
that the theory of James and Howells will continue to have its
usefulness, and such novels of the next half century as shall
live will partake both of the ideal and real-a harmonious, sub lime blending of the two elements.
J. A. GARBER.

Clippings .
How dear to my heart
Is the cas h on subscription,
When the generous subscriber
Presents it to view;
But the man who won't pay
We refrain from description,
For perhaps, g·en tle reader,
That man might be you.-Ex.

UNCLE TOM .
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Uncle T o:m .
ere lived in the northern part of the.Valley of Virginia a

of persons noted for their tendency to live alone. They
ent into society ; they never married, the father being

y exception so far back as I know their history ; they
e t to church, except now and then on a funeral occasion.
ey lived together on this little farm shut out from the
the world, where they died away one by one until all
one, each in his own little cell in the family grave-yard.

I said, here on this little farm they all lived and died,
Tom, as we al ways called him, being the last and the only
hom I have any distinct remembrance . He was short,
ily built; he wore a large hat with a broad brim, each
hich he always kept rolled up to the crown; his coat was
ack filled with large round-headed brass buttons arranged
from his chin to its lower extremity ; his pantaloons
ort and tightly fitted, reaching a point about midway beknees and his ankles, and containing enormous pockets
out at the sides by their contents of leather strings, tar
d fencing nails .
farm lay on the side of a very high ridge, which gently
ft' to tbe level cf the surrounding country. It looked as
ght once have been a fertile farm, but now it was almost
covered with brush. An old steep-roofed log house
on one side of the farm in a deep hollow which broke
the Iidge. It h8.d one small window on the back side,
fron t, and a stove pipe protruding from one side, which
to allow the smoke to escape from the :fire within . On
inating point of the entire vicinity stood au old totterrn. The mud once used to fill the space between the
long ago fallen out, so that the contents within could
seen from any point on the outside. Thus the home
y being changed by t he eternal hand of time as death
tly upon the last of th is peculiar famil v.
1 never forget the t ime nor place wh en I first saw old
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Uncle Tom. It was at the funeral of his sister-the last of all
his family relatives.
I was little more than an infant, b ut
t he fact that the funeral sermon was preached in the woo ds made
the event so impressive that I shall retain t he picture of that
little congregation through life. It was on a beautiful, sloping
hill side. The congregation was seated on benches made of old
boards, laid across logs which lay parallel with each other, with
a space of five or six feet between them. Uncle Tom sat on the
front bench with his eyes fixed on the opened casket between
him and the minister.
There lay all that could be near and
dear to him; the only being upon whom he could bestow his
affections, or from whom he could receive any encouragement in
the trouble of a lonely life. He made no outward demonstration
of grief, but, though a mere child, I could see back of what
seemed coldness and indifference an indescribable grief.
After this he farmed but little--merely enough to support
his bodily wants. His farm was now almost a wilderness. He
never p ulled up a weed, cut down a bush, or repaired a fence.
Whenever he wanted to plant his corn he selected a spot where
there happened to be no brush. The surrounding farmers made
no impression upon him; he began to prepare his land for the
crop when it best suited him; he cultivated it in a manner most
convenient to himself; instead of turning over the soil with a
good plough he used a small one merely to scratch loose enough
earth to cover the grain. In the spring, while preparing to plant
his little crop, he could be heard for more than a mile calling to
his disobedient horse. Many a time, while working busily in
my father's field, have I been startled by his impetuous cries of
" You Swal-1-1 ! Gee-e-e ! Whoa-o-i-i l Gee-e-e ! "
He had but this o ne hor:.;e which he hitched to a.n old sled to do
all his hauling. I remember 0nce he came to my father's with his
sled full of appl es to make 'cider. Aft:u he had mad e the cider and
had reached , on his way home, a little knoll in the road nec::r our barn,
his horse suddenly st0pped and refused to pull the sled any farther.
U ncle Tom got down from the saddle and tried to lead her , but she
would n ot move a step. Just then father came up and offered to assist
him. So he told Uncle Tom to take hoid of the bridle and he, knowing the nature of the animal, began to lay on the lash. She began to
prance and Uncle Tom, scared almost to death, cried out, "Uh ! Uh !

UNCLE TOM .
Sh-she'll ktll me!"
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Just then she gave a sudden

and he let go of the rems and scrambled out of her way, say ing,
now, didn't I tell you she'd kill me ! " "Oh, no, Uncle Tom,
not dead yet!" said father . ''Well, then,'' said he, "l'm dirne
this way he passed bis simple life. He had some money, which
d )end only to the very best men of the neighborhood. When
to grow feeble he had many friends who hoped to obtam his
ne. But, being without relatives as he was, he gave it all to a
for keepmg him the rest of his life. So he was comfortably profor 1n his old age, And on last wmter they quietly laid him to
· e his sister in the old family grave y<!.rd.
D.
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Pocahontas.
On February 18, 1899, John W. Daniel presented to the
Senate the portrait of the Indian Princess, Pocahontas, daughter
of the great Indian king, powhatan. The portrait was willingly
accepted and is now hanging in the Senate wing of the Capitol.
There is hardly any story so full of interest and beauty as
the story of Pocahontas.
A deep attractiveness lingers about
every tradition of the lives and customs of the American Indians,
and we should cherish every legend concerning them, vvhether true
or fictitious. Should the Indians, that dark) mysterious race, the
wild first children of America-should they die away without
leaving a strange poetic legend associated with every stream and
forest that they used to haunt? To every one tha1- hears it, the
strange, sad story of Pocahontas must always be interesting and
beauti fol.
She was born in the deep old forest of Virginia, and she
knew not but that it was all the vvorld. Her companions were as
rough and unkempt as her native home; but a good fate seems
to have given her a gentle, inviolable spirit at birth, so that the
savage men and savage wilderness with which she \Vas surrounded could exert no baneful influence upon her. A light and
joy to her kingly father and his tribe, she was called Pocahontas,
which, it is said, has the beautiful meaning, A bright stream
between two hills . And so indeed her life was.
The struggles of the early colonists in America, especially
in Virginia, were many and terrible. None but heroes would
have dared to pass the dangers of a stormy sea to come and
settle in a wild and savage land and to bear the sufferings that
were sure to befall them. The attacks of the cruel, treacherous
Indians had constantly to be resisted; mutinies arose among their
own numbers; home-sickness filled every h eart, for without
mother or wife or sister they had come to this lonely shore. In
such a condition of these settlers~ Pocahontas comes to be a joy
and comfort with her presence, to be a reconciliation between
them and their warlike brethren, and to feed them with her own
hands while they were famishing. vVith the name of John Smith,

POCAHONTAS.
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of Virginia, must ever be associated the name of Pocais helper and deliverer.
was taken from her forest and her dark-faced people to
gland, not as a savage heathen's child, but as the daughter
g, worthy to be presented at the royal courts. The civiof England-the cultivated and flourishing fields, the
·es with their stately edifices and regular stn~ets, the
throngs of pale faces with their quiet demeanor and
manners-all this must have been strange and wonderful
thful eyes, which had hitherto looked on nothing but
rugged and wild-the vast forests, the poor wigwams,
h, dark features and cruel, fiery dispositions of her
But England beheld her with more surprise and
on than that with which she looked on England.
she went, great and noble people came to see and talk
, she was the center of society and fashion. What a
is this-one born and reared among ·heathen in an
d wilderness is now admired at the court of an
ed sovereign. But wild America was dearer to her
fair England, and she started to return. But death
er too soon, and here beyond the sea, far away from her
d, her young life was ended
literature can boast a legend of more attractive origin,
touching pathos, of more poetic circumstances than this
of the Indian girl. What hidden poems lurk thereinunsung epic is there, waiting for a master voice to be
to sound its rapturous melody to the world! There
could exhaust his store of high-born epithets, there are
owy forests and resounding seas, there is the rosy dawn, the long-shadowed spear, the singing bow, the
ed girl, the long.haired, crafty-minded, man-slaying
-there is the tender story of opposed love and the tale of
charm of romance will ever haug over the story of
; and that flower of the wilderness will ever shed its
and its fragrance over the rude, sombre, and cruel
our people's earliest struggles to get a foothold in the
inhabitants are now as the stars of heaven, the leaves
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of the trees and the sands of the sea. But far beyond this it
should not be forgotten that she was indeed the guardian spirit
of the great founder-captain, John Smith, and his feeble company; and who knows but for her what had been the new world's
destiny?
"It is meet that her portrait should hang in the capitol of
our cou?try in remembrance ofherlovely character and her pfous
deeds, and the myriads that gaze upon it, wondering whence came
the gentle spirit that dwelt in the savage breast will also be
minded that all men are brethren and that even in the dark
shadows of the primeval forest there may shine a light from
heaven, and there be found, A spark of that celestial fire
By angels shared,
To lift from earth our low desir e.' "

w.

T.

MYERS .

OTHER WORLDS THAN OUHS.

11

Other Worlds Than Ours.
we contemplate the immensity of space we are overith its vastness and almost crushed with the thought
narrow and limited range. When we stand beneath
monument, or on the brink of a high precipice, a
four own insignificance and frailty rushes upon us with
e force. On some starry night walk out under the
me of sparkling gems and you will be impressed with
hat there are innumerable bodies almost unknown to
by means of a telescope draw nearer those sweeping
d you will conclude that there are other worlds than
though there is a feeling of strained energy in the conof vastness, still it is the natural inclination of man
11 things in possible reach.
contemplation of the stellar heavens must have occuminds of man in the very earliest ages, long before
history or even the beginning of tradition. The objects
immediately surrounding would certainly be of interest,
iarity with these would tend to lessen the desire to
eeply into the attending phenomena. Nor is it greatly
today; we know that the tiny spear of grass or the
shrub is a world of beauty and marvellous structure,
itself to proclaim the glory of the Creator's bandit it does not have the attractive feature of immensity.
e mighty that we are irresistibly drawn-to the far
the inaccessible. And so the contemplation at least,
study, of the heavens, is universal. As far back into
ages as history goes, we learn that the ancient Egyptians
lonians and Assyrians were interested in the stars; the
of David's study of the heavens was that they declare
of God, and it was by this means that the eager philof the East were led to the birth place of the Saviour

Id.

etimes feel that ours is the most impottant world,
to us, yet it is by no means the mo;:;t extensive, nor
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is our solar system the only one. Millions of miles out in the
infinitude of space there are other immense systems of worlds,
from whose position our system is but insignificant, and our
great earth is too little to be seen at all. There are other worlds
surrounded with heavens as brilliant and as glorious as our own,
and can we not reasonably suppose that there, too-, man could live
and prosper if the great gulf could be crossed? While we are
not able to solve the many questions relating to the existence of
matter beyond our world, we are at least impressed with the fact
that there are other worlds than ou.rs, and that our range is too
small for comparison with the immense bounds beyond us.
Not only in the physical view are there other worlds, but
there are also other worlds of knowledge, other worlds of thought,
other worlds of action. How often are we so filled and blinded
by the circle of our own action, thought, and knowledge, that
we do not realize that beyond us are men and women just as
active and earnest; that there are other subjects of thought just
as important as our ovm; that there are heights and depths of
knowledge that we have never and may never reach.
Too many are contented with limited range, and consider
their present attainments satisfactory. It is really startling that
men and women will be satisfied, when untold riches are bound
up in worlds of knowledge that we may reach. The longing and
thirsting after knowledge that characterizes all great men is the
key that unlocks the doors to many worlds that we have not yet
entered. Sir Isaac Newton, whose research led hini into many
fields of knowledge, with a vision of many worlds beyond,
exclaimed that he.was as a child gathering pebbles on the beach
while the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before him .
Who has sounded the depths of knowledge in any of its phases?
Inquire of the greatest thinkers of the age whether they have
reached all the truth in any of their researches, and they will
tell yon they have not. Who is not attracted by the vast unlimited, infinite ocean of truth, and who is not constrained -to
reach other worlds of knowledge still unknown to him? Holmes
declared that some men's minds run in such small circles that
five minutes conversation gives you an ark long enough to determine the whole curve . What imprisonment and what slavery!

OTHER WOTILDS THAN OURS.
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roam over, and the immortal mind confined to a
msignifican t to be noticed!
ugh you are not able to explore the vast worlds that
ly whirling through space far out in the material
till there are many vast fields of usefulness in your
you have not attempted to enter. Our own world is
and affords too many opportunities for our present
d it is very sure that when we shall have reached all
1d there will be others open to us. Until then we are
for other worlds.
y not be able to grasp all the knowledge that .m any
reached, yet those vast worlds are inviting us on and
of our search will be great. No heart should falter or
use of the vastr..ess, for although there is much never
e mind of man has fewer limits than we generally
o labor is too great, no effort lost, that has for its
discovery of new worlds . May all our efforts be to
new worlds of activity and usefulness, then our
will be gladdened by the beauties and glories of
of our discoveries, and ,., hile the countless worlds
their musical rhythm, we shall spend the eternal
plating the many new worlds about us.
J. C. MYitRS, 'oo.
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Editorial.
With this issue the PHrLOMA'rHEAN, after several months'
pause, has begun its march again, but under the guidance of new
hands. Our first expression in these columns must be that of
gratitude to our predecessors of the staff, who, to set the college
paper upon a sure financial and literary basis, shuned no reasona- '
ble sacrifice. And their efforts have not been without reward,
for, however light these pages may feel in your hands, however
faulty these compositions may seem to your critical eye, remember that there was a time, not long since, when you discerned
greater lightness and greater imperfections in them than you now
do. And to those efforts is due the comparatively hopeful and
pleasant prospect which lies before us.
It is the purpose of the present members of the staff to keep

this magazine securely in the rank it now holds. The interest
we have in its work and our own pride will not let us lower that
standard. But what hinders us from raising- it even higher?
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preceding
the Alumni have recently been united in an organized
. With the help of these we shall succeed. You,
today , members of the Victorian and Virginia Lee
remember you have bound yourselves to unite in suppaper you publish. You, Alumi;ii, be not so forgetAlma Mater as not to listen to her voice now, and
the PHILOMA'l'HEAN humbly claims to be. Do not
ubscribe at once if you have not done so already.
nee and eucouragement are needed and solicited;
, we repeat we cannot fail, and we know that this
ill be a worthy representative of the societies and

***

that an alumni department is opened this
a few notes of interest about several of the alumni,
ly of the graduating class of '99. This department
tinned , and it solicits communication from the memrecently organized association. Wherever you are
r long ago you departed from the side of your Alma
are many who yet remember you, and who will be
a letter from your hand. This beginning will give

***

f those who hitherto have assisted in the publication
MATHEAN will henceforth read its pages far away,
are engaged in their several pursuits. Nevertheless
metimes think of us, and wish us prosperity as when
here in person. It will be a pleasure to every accusr of this magazine to see their 11ld familiar names suband then to columns herein, as in times past.
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LOCALS .

Loe.a.ls.
September 5th was a glorious day for old B. C.- one of
happy re-unions for the old boys and girls, and of new experiences of pleasure for those just entering. It would be impossible to name all the students, both old and new, who were present
at the opening, or who have entered since, but let it suffice to
say that in the eighteen years of the school's history no session
has opened with an attendance so encouraging as the present
one. The neighboring States, notably Maryland and West
V irginia, are well represented; but best of all, Old Virginia is
standing by her own; and from the Valley counties chiefly, those ·
who know the college best, the largest proportion of students
comes. The enrollment at the beginning was between eighty
and ninety, and almost daily additions have been made since.
The fact that positions of trust an<l honor seek our students
before their courses are completed means something, and the
people of the Valley are not slow in recognizing it.
Despite the fact that Mrs. Roller has been one of our busiest
workers during the summer, she comes back to her duties here
with renewed vigor and heightened inspiration. She speaks in
the highest terms of the avantages afforded her at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music, where most of her vacation was spent
and where she enjoyed many musical treats.
On the evening of the r6th ult. the friends and members of
the Virginia Lee society had an occasion of rare enjoyment and
entertainment. Miss Minnie Funk, of Singer's Glen, a graduate
of KeMar, who has the distinction of having carried off
highest honors for two successive years from that widely patronized school, recited for us in the most fascinating and even
dramatic manner, "The Whistling Regiment." .The rendering
of this most beautiful poem was but little short of perfection.
Her purity of tone and clearness of articulation showed an
almost complete mastery of her art; and her grace of gesture
would go far towards commanding worthy recognition on the
stage should she desire it. Miss Funk will long be remembered by the students and friends of the college whose privilege
it was to hear her.
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Exchanges_.
It is the purpose of the present editor of this department to follow
the general course pursued by the former editor. The character of exchanges will be noticed and crit cisrns offered in a humble way.
The Exchange Department m a college magazine ought to be help.
tul: and if properly conducted it: will be so.
Some of the ma&!:azines
which cotne to our hands have no such department at all; others have
carelessly edited pages, apparently to keep up the formality, but no
effort seems to be made to make the department mteresting. In our
opinion these magazines are neglectm5 one of theii: most important de.
partments. The college world is brought mto closer sympathy by the
reviews in these departments, and through its influence students everwhere feel that they have distant companions striving for the same end,
and that all have a common interest in view. Without such notice of
the... work of other journals, ther-e is nothing to excite careful companson
of our articles with those of other college men; and hence we do not
have this incentive to urge us to improve our composition. But agam it
is our pleasure lo examine many magazines which have this department
well edited. It is to be hoped that all the college magazmes will have
carefully edited exchange departments during the present session.
It should not be the exchange editor's purpose to find fault with
and ridicule other magazmes, but to make a careful and honest review
of them. If this is done in the proper spirit there need be no cause for
bitter feelings on the part ot any one,
Our weak points will be the
more quickly corrected it shown to us, and we shall be encouraged when
our successful efforts are commended.

T HE PHILOMATHEAN MONTHLY .
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Alumni.
ecutive Committee is hereby requested to assemble
ege office at 10 A. M., Saturday, November 4th, to
1te provision for the conducting of this department.
, By-Laws.
~~~~~

g is at the University of Virginia.
Crist is a " prof" in the Prince William Normal

Ancient Languages and
in Lordsburg College, California.
ayland remains as a teacher in the Alma Mater.
Conner also stays with the Alma Mater and succeeds
as " Knight of the Quill."
• Garber will teach near Timberville.
Zigler is principal at Mayland .
• Showalter will teach at Scott's Ford.
bcr has returned to Bridgewater for post-graduate
~~~-<:::>~

N. H. Beahm has accepted the presidency of LordsC. Beahm has succeeded to the principalship at
B. Fitzwater has charge of the Brethren Church at
diana.
A. Garber still holds his position under the Governhington. His recent visit to Bridgewater was appreD. Shaver, a graduate in Music of '97, still loves
:vine/' but it must now take second place in his affecand Miss C. Agnes Miller were married just shortly

D~. ~.

S.

E. R. MILLER,

Su.tITZE~,

t>entist,
fi_attttisonbuttg,

... ...

Physician and Surgeon,
Vittginia.

Establis!le<l in 18 73.

DR. J. D. BUCHER,

Btridgewatett, Va.

Telephone Connection.

Dr. E. C. BE.ALL,
DENTIST.

DENTIST,

(Graduateof University of Maryland.)

BRIDGEWATER, - - VIRGINIA.

CROWN AND BRIDGEWORK

Established

in

1872.

H. M. ARGABRIGHT, M. D., ·
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA.

Residence. Crawfor~I
and Officein

A SPECIALTY.

Bttidgewatett,

...

Vittginia,

Dr. Frank L. Harris,
Dentist,

PropertvJ Street.
on Main

I-'l arrisonburg,

Telephon Settviee.

..

-

Virginia.

* raE cans. n. EhhIOTT GO., *
N. W. Corner Broad and Rice Sts.,

Pliiladel phia,

Commencement Invitations
---AND----

Class Day Progra1ns.
Class and Frate rnity Statio ne ry,
F raternity C a rds and VisHing Cards , M e nus and
Dance Frog-rams,
Book Plates,

I

~

.~~

Class Pins and J\fedals.

g[ass Annuals and Artistic Printing
':';'i'

·----.~

·rurouRsESOF-sTUDY··---i
Shall My Children Pursue?

This is o_ne of the most important questions that can come before a parent; but it is a question that claims your attention, and
you must meet it, for you cannot afford to let them go without an
education. Let us he_lp you to decide it.

:BRIDGEW4TER COLLEGE
__,..,.,~1·0FFERS-1<

I.

A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a m\].n or woman of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordinarily given
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

II. An English Course,

Which gives a moderate range of general culture, and
aims especially to lay a good practical foundation for teaching, or any calling in life demanding a good English education.

III. A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing Old and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed for a thorough
understanding of the Bible.

IV. A Cornmercial Course,

Which drills the student along the lines to be pursued in
actual business.

V. A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
VI.

To which the student is not admitted unless fully prepared.

Several Music Courses

Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Are you interested in any of the above courses? Do not fail
to correspond with us before placing your son or daughter in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the
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Over the Sea.
My dearest friend, a gallant youth,
Has left his home and me
Upon the coast·of sunny South,
And crossed the wide, wild sea.

I saw the great ship sail away ;
The proud flags floated high ;
I saw them steaming- down the bay,
And in the deep east die.

And many a fear was fretting me,
Of rocks and storms and war,
Lest he should ne'er return to see
The happy southern shore.

But the winds and waves within the bay
In pity whispered me:
We'll waft him, some triumphant day,
All safely back to thee.

Tho11gh many a sun has dyed the west,
He yet remains afar ;
And I for waiting cannot rest,
Nor he for painful war.

0 wind upon the eastern wave,
0 wave upon the sea,
Remember the_promise that ye gave,
And bear him back to me !

-W. T. 1\1.
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Tl1e M an ·who "'W ins.
The man who wins is the man with a purpose. The great
Atlantic cable was laid because Cyrus W. Field purposed to do it.
Whatever other men thought, did, or said, this he determined to
do ; and although he must cross the ocean fifty times; although
the tempests of heaven's raging element_s were shattering again
and again his fairest hopes; and although the storms of the
world's ridicule were howling harshly in his ears, his purpose
was still supreme, still persistent, and finally triumphant; for the
clouds at last parted ; the tempests gave way to calm and security; opposers became supporters; and the doggerels of ridicule
turned to the paeans of praise. Every heart -throb of nations
that is at this moment pulsating through that vast system by
which the earth 's most distant members have instant communication, adds a continual impetus of v igor to Field's enduring
tenacity , and pays a constant tribute to the power of his purpose.
The discovery of the New World four cen tnries ago was
the glorious outcome of a life-long purpose.
Columbus ·was
determined upon "going west," and when once his back was
turned upon the shores of Europe and his face tO\vard the set_
ting sun, there was one thing, and one thing only, to be done .
" Today we sailed westward , which is our course," were the
simple but grandly eloquent words which Columbus wrote in his
journal day after day. Hope might rise with the morning and
fade with the ·waning day ; terrors without might be added to
distractions and mutinies within ; yet the great navigator stood
unappalled, pushed on and on due west, "which was his course,"
and night after night put his purpose on record for the inspiration of succeeding generations.
Just as an un wavering aim gave Columbus the foremost
place among discoverers, so also a purpose no less determined
transformed an obscure Corsican artilleryman into the great
arbiter of nations ; made P itt, Disraeli, and Gladstone Premiers
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d; loaded upon William J. Bryan the honors of the
nvention, and made William McKinley President of
States.
cars ago, from one of the remote counties of Virginia,

youth tra\·elled on foot and horseback, through
lties, the long and laborious distance to West Point.
etime anotherawkward boy was building large plans on
ts as he pored intently night after night over chance
hich he read by the fitful light of a pine-knot fire,
moky rafters of an humble cabin on the Illinois
e of these young men became the redoubtable Stonen, the greatest genius of the Ciyil \Var; the other
am Lincoln, the second father of American liberties;
th of these men honor rose from no condition save
, and success was solely the result of a determined
They went in to win, and they won.
who wins not only has a purpose, but a high purdares not despise the day of small beginnings, but he
se low ideals. He must aim at the highest in the
if he would realize the best and noblest in the realm
nt. No work is too humble for h'1in, because he
lowest service by the most excellent possible peran exalted purpose energetically pursued will in most

g a greater or less degree of reward, the highest success
ts from the course of conduct that has been best conmost happily adapted to the faculties of the individual.
"on, therefore, of a life calling is most important. The
of life are too precious to be recklessly jeopardized
rtain channels or precarious experiments. Thereyou resolve to fill a place in the world, and to fill it
ust at the same time determine what that place shall
our life will be wasted either in idly dreaming of great
me or in vainly exhausting your powers on ill-advised
g enterprises .

is a place in the world for every worker, and a place
any idler. There are just as many places to work
are workers to fill them , but every man must seek
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his plaee, or at least prepare himself for it. There is something
that he can db better than anybody else ; and if he can find that
one thing he is bound to excel, other thing beings equal.
It may not always be possible for one to find the place for
which he is best adapted; but certain natural tendencies may be
trusted to guide him in that direction. It would be absurd for
a man to attempt to make a success in a line of work of which
he is totally ignorant, or for which he is wholly unfitted by
nature. We are told in the ancient fable of the mule that tried
to dance, of his wretched failure, and the unhappy result. This
simply illustrates the fact that a man must use discretion in applying his energy-must not simply have a purpose, and a high
purpose, but a well-chosen purpose.

Hundreds of men fail in life simply because they try to do
something that plenty of other men can do better than they can
ever be able to do it. A man may succeed admirably as a
farmer, when he would fail hopelessly as a merchant; the prosperous business man might make himself ridiculous by turning
his attention to literature; while the most brilliant journalist
might never win the slightest recognition as a civil engineer.
The shepherd boy of Bethleham could not adjust himself to
King Saul's armor, but he could sling a stone better than any
man in the Israelitish camp, and by that simple means he won
the most notable of his many notable victories. Daniel W eQster
was a failure on his father's farm, but one of the grandest successes in the halls of American Congress.
But here is the rock that wrecks many a young man's fairest
prospects : too many conceive the notion early in life that they
are waiting Websters or Gambettas, only needing an opportunity
when they will astonish the world with their eloquence and
stimulate their fellow-countrymen by their patriotic utterances
as with a current of magnetic fire. Lofty aspirations are indeed
elevating, and there is no brilliant achievement without them ;
but the fatal mistake is made by expecting to leap into prominence at a single bound; by hoping to do great things without
first getting ready by doing little. things. Too many aspire to
the distinction that skill and power command, but despise the
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drudgery by which skill and power are acquired.
do not realize that11

The heights by great men ·reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight;
But they, while their companions slept,
\Vere toiling upw-ard in the night."

be sure Gambetta leaped from obscurity into prominence
, by a single bound ; nobody knew of him one day,
e next he was the hero of all France. But behind that
advent of dazzling brilliancy ·which flashed forth as a
t meteor, but which continued to shine as a fixed star,
ys of careful study, years ef patient toil.
Try and come home somebody,'' said the fond mother to
ta as she sent him off to Paris to school.
Poverty
this lad hard in his little garret study and his clothes
abby, but what of that? He had made up his miud to
in the world. For years this youth was chained to his
d worked like a hero. At last his opportunity came. A
man was to plead a great cause on a certain day; but, being
chose this young- man, absnlutely unknown, rough and
, to take bis place . For many years Gambetta had been
ng for such an opportunity, and he was equal to it, for he
one of the greatest speeches that up to that time had ever
eard in France. That night all the papers in Paris were
ng the praises of this ragged, uncouth Bohemian, and
ll France recognized him as the Republican leader.
And are such things impossito you and me? No ! It is simply a Jefferson, who
a lifetime to a Rip Van Winkle; a Booth, who plays one
er until he can play it better than any other man living.
Edison, a Morse, a Bell, a Howe, a Stephenson, a ·watt.
Adam Smith, spending ten years on the Wealth of
ns. It is Gibbon, giving twenty years to his Decline and
of the Roman Empire. It is a Hume, writing thirteen
a day 011 his History of England. It is a Webster, spendrty-six years on his dictionary. It is a Bancroft, working
-sh years on his History of the United States. It is a
n, writing his Chronology of Ancient Nations sixteen
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times. It is a Grant, who proposes to "fight it out on this line
if it takes all summer."
·
Then the man who wins is the man who sticks to his chosen
course. He is the man of patience, the man of industry, the man
of firm convictio~s and strong moral courage. He is the man of
system, who plans his work and works his plan; who begins no
day's work without seeing before him a definite outline of what
he proposes to accomplish. And last, and above all, the man
who wins is the man of characte1·, of upright and honest principle,
whom men delight to trust with rank and position and whose
labors the great Father of us all loves to crown with princely
honor and everlasting reward.
· J. W. WAYLAND.

Birds of Summer.
Hasten, birds of summer,
Winter draweth nigh,
And to birds and flowers
vVe must say good-bye.
You have made us happy
Thro' the summer days;
Now we join to praise you
In our autumn lays.
In the sunny South-land,
Under balmy skies,
From the early morning
Till the daylight dies,
You will blend your voices
In each glad refrain,
Till some heart rejoices
And forgets its pain.
Halite, then, birds of summer,
Haste from northern snows,
And in southern bowers
Lighten human woes.
We will not forget you
While afar you roam,
Till with spring-time flowers
You again shall come.
-vVALTER Woonr,AwN .
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The Mirage of Life.
many wonderful phenomena in this world of
mirage is one of the most startling. Imagine a
a great desert, hundreds of miles from anything but
d. The supply of water has been exhausted, and
most perishing, while the sun sends down his hot
elenting force. The ground burns beneath their
ir bas settled on every brow, when suddenly a glad
d-'' Look, yonder is an oasis.'' At that cry every
s, and hope springs anew into each breast. Sure
it lies in plain view. They see the groves of verthe clear sparkling water in the lake, the little islets
g green, and flowers, even, growing round. Their
irits are reanimated by this view. They think of
re; they press foward, eager to quench their thirst.
advance a strange phenomenon arises-the oasis
recede from them. Again and again they advance, but
coveted object retires, until, exhausted by fatigue,
thirst, and overpowered by excitement, they sink in
d realize that they have been following the mirage of
Vain, delusive mirage, leading them on with a hope
cast them, at last, into utter despair.
a picture of Nature's mirage, which, perhaps, we
know. Yet there is a mirage which many follow,
ptive and alluring as this. It is the mirage of life.
on the threshold of manhood and womanhood, gazing
Id's great arena, what is the picture that is presented
of youth ? Everything is gilded by the deceptive
mirage. The road to success lies just before. On
d the castles of ambition, the temples of fame, the
eatness; on the other, the still higher pinnacles of
renown, and further on lies the great sea of wealth.
bitious youth nothing is impossible; all this will be
that is conducive to happiness. Toil. and labor and
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pain are not thought of. Life is a great opportunity. Viewed
in this light, it is a pleasure to hasten to the attainments desired.
·why spend time in preparation? Why waste precious moments
in toil that may be unnecessary? Youth with bright hopes and
exalted spirits goes forth. But the picture seems not so bright,
even now, as it did at first sight. Shadows seem to lurk along
the way, and doubts begin to pass through the mind. Then
disappointment and trouble comes, and no preparation has been
made to meet them-no thought has been given to the fact that
nothing truly great can be achieved without earnest labor. But
the mirage still lies before him. It is no nearer, yet certainly it
can be at no great distance . The thing desired lies farther on.
And now, as he looks, the picture is dimmer than before. Has
the sun ceased to shine ? ·where has all the brightness, all the
beauty gone? It is receding now, and he is still striving to
reach it. In the great desire for gain friends are forgotten, love
is forgotten, honor, home and even Heaven are forgotten. The
years roll by. He sees others standing where he hoped to stand; ·
others receiving the honors he had hoped to receive. The end
must soon be near, the goal must soon be reached. The picture,
once so beautifully bright, has almost faded-the last lingering
light dies away, and Age, now no longer Youth, stands on the
brink of death, and gazes back: "Oh, youth, youth, were you
once more with me, ho\v different all would be ! How ardently
would I prepare for the conflicts of life ! But it is now too late.
In disappointment I die."
Thus a life that might have been
useful was spent in following delusive hopes. A life that might
have been crowned with the highest honor was unknown to the
poorest, because no effort was made to battle with the conflicts
of life. A life that might have been held up as an example to
all posterity, was a miserable failure, because in waiting for success to come, it passed by, and left the soul in darkness and
despair.
Let us not be deceived by the mirage of life . Let us prepare ourselves to meet the discouragements and dangers of life.
Let us start with a determination to win, with undaunted courage to fight for the right, with energy to perform each duty
faithfully, with power to overcome every obstacle. Let us m~et

THI~
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trials with true bravery. I,et us, by our good deeds
tions, be an example to those around us.
hen our departure is at hand we may look back over
and our names will be written in the hearts of men,
lips have been sealed in death and our bodies have
dust.
0. F. S .

To My Friend in Maryla11d.
If e'er
To your surprise,
Should greet your eyes
The one you love
So true,
Would it not be right
To steal from sight
Where are ~one but she
And you,
As in days of old
When winds blow cold
Your tale you told ?
She too,_
With love so _warm
That knows no harm
Did speak her charm
To y~m.

-G. T.
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Lee a t

I~exington.

It is as a warrior that Lee has shown his genius and won
his fame, that he has endeared himself to every Southern heart;
it is his sacrifice, his heroism, and his greatness as Confederate
chieftain, that are the most interesting and prominent features in
his life. But there are many attractive things after his military
career; his glory did not cease when he sheathed his sword; his
greatness did not vanish when his army was surrendered. True
glory and greatness 'never end, but are as imperishable as trnth
itself. So the great man -we shall follow to the end; when his
great deed has been done and his fame established forever, we
shall follow him still, whether at home or abroad. The orator's
words yet continue to thrill _us, though spoken no more in the
forum, ,but at the private fireside; the philosopher's theories still
hold our minds, though spoken no more about the soul or the
universe, but on the simple ways of life; so the warrior, whose
genius was the bulwark of a falling nation, shall not pass from
notice as soon as he sheathes his sword; but our eyes will follow
him with eager attention, until our hands have laid him with
sorrO\·V in the grave and have reared a marble shaft to mark the
spot, as symbolical of that more lasting memoria which history
has in keeping.

When the great struggle of the civil war had ended , when
the last cloud Of battle-smoke had vanished away and the songs
of peace had succeeded the notes of war, the hero and champion
of the vanquished cause laid down his sword forever, and turned
aside to pass the rest of his life in quiet. But the echoes of his
fame resounded upon his ears and debarred htm from the rest he
coveted. Stations of honor and of wealth were offered him on
every hand, but he declined them all. To Virginia, his home
and native state, he had vowed hi~ lifelong services, and he
\-vould keep his vow by presenting to the ·w orld an esample of

LEE AT LEXINGTON.
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zenship in peace, as he had of valor in time of war.
t last the presidency of Washington College was
him, he accepted it with the following words: "I
young men of the South in battle; I have seen many
1 under my standard. I shall devote my life now to
g men to do their duty in life.''
in Virginia, his native state, which he had loved far
ealth, honor and power, and to which he had given
, he began a new work with the same courage and
that characterized his life. He had loved Virginia
nt sons; he was willing to share their fortune, good
led them on to many a battle-field and many a vicen on the gory plain of Gettysburg or in the terrible
e saw the young and brave of the South strewn out
heart was swelled with a great grief and tears of
from his eves. And now again, after the last heart
n the sword, he would still lead the youth, the comfatlen, on to victory, in the battle of life.
e beheld his beloved state strewn with the ashes of
omes and her families broken and scattered asunder;
her bereaved of ten thousand young heroes, once
d now her lamentation; when he saw her glorious
en in the dust under the feet of numberless enemies;
high hopes h~d been crushed to earth and his
utterly destroyed-even then he did not yield to
pair, but cheerfully laid new purposes and cherished
These hopes were not of war or sedition, but of
dustry. ''I must abide Virginia's fortnne, and
That is what he said. Virginia was desolated;
her homes rebuilt and her fields cultivated anew;
erchildren in death; he would see a new generation
ld guide them in the ways of duty; she was cast
ranee and poverty; he would help to bring back her
wealth.
pon his majestic form and countenance as he stood
nd to recall the. station he had held and lost, to
of encouragement, of praise or of censure-these
er to be forgotten by the students of Washington
hen he was laid to rest, they could realize that ~
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great soul had departed. History and eulogy were not needed
to persuade them how strong and noble a man had lived among
them; they in person had witnessed and honored his character
and genius; and, with the brave soldiers who followed him·, they
were assured that the greatest and noblest man on ·American soil
had been chosen to stand foremost in defence of the rights of
the Confederacy.
What was once Washington College is now Washington and
Lee University, and it is no blemish to the honor of the Father
of his Country to have his name coupled with that of Robert
Lee. Each was a hero-not afraid to lead where others dared to
follow, moderate in prosperity, patient and hopeful in adversity,
generous to subdued enemies and adored by friends. Each was
a patriot-loving his country better than his life, devoting to it
the strength of his youth and the counsel of his age, sharing
both 1.ts good and evil fortune. Each was a Virginian, in birth
and death, and Virginia will remember these two when her other
sons, if possible, have been forgotten; she will grant to these the
best portion of her. love and honor; she will keep their monuments as precious jewels, dearer than she would hold a Parthenon or Colosseum.
W. T. MY:ERS.
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Virginia Among the States.
is there so vile that loves not his co-untry's flag?
can's lukewarm blood swells not before the Stars
What man rejoices not to behold the banner of his
aving high in the atmosphere of fame where it has
by the valor of her sons and the virtue of her

1al that state which has been named the mother
, that state which has firmly grasped the doctrines
held sacred the traditions of her forefathers, and
absorbed the blood of America's most noble
love her because she is grounded upon principles
ot decay and torture can never -shake.
dred and eighty-five Sir Walter Raleigh first
n American soil. The land he discovered .he
of in the name of Her Majesty, Queen Eiizabeth.
et beautiful land was called Virginia in honor of
Virginia's borders were at first very large;
washed by the waters of the Pacific, while the
bordered upon the north and South Carolina
it in the south. Thus was Virginia, the mother of
the earliest da\vn of our national existence she has
territory piecemeal to other states upon whose
institutions worthy of the children of such a
storm clouds of the revolution threatened the .
who bad sought safety from the tyraniCal hand
land, who could foretell its inevitableness and
d stand of " Right against Might/' except the
p triots of Virginia? They gave their soil for
their food and homes to the hungry soldiers, and
nd blood a living sacrifice for that which they
ly. And proud are we that England's WaterlOo
usterlitz. And when the turbulant waters \.Vere
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once more placid, which of the thirteen sisters stood preeminentfin
the construction of that fabric which stands today eclipsed by
nothing of its kind in all the world? With her patriots at the
helm, she steered straight her course to prosperity and power.
She chose the wisdom of her Jefferson, the integrity of her
Madison, the justice of her Mar~hall, and the doctrines of her
Monroe as the constellation to guide her ·steps to those lofty
heights of eminence to which she has attained.
Well bas she proven herself worthy the name of '' Mother
of the Union." And her honor rests not upon her part in the
Revolution alone. but also upon her actions 'Yhen the fury an<l
indignation of the North swept like a mighty gust from Pennsylvania to the Gulf. It was Virginia that saw how irrevocably
disastrous \v0uld be the result of such radicalism ; it was she
that tried repeatedly to ward off the storm. But war was inevitable, and it came. She had cried peace ! peace! but there was
no peace. Her soil again become a duelling ground. Her
rivers ran crimson to the sea; her fields were devastated, her
barns burned, her treasuries emptied, and her homes rent to
The fatherless called upon her for food when her stores
pieces.
were exhausted. But never was a state nobler than "vhen she bared
her bosom and bade her sons t" dig deep for the hidden treasures, the value of which, though after thirty years or more, can
not be estimated ; for .as yet the search for them is just in the
dawn. Tattered and torn as she was, dismembered and bleeding, the uncrowned Queen stood gazing upon her ruined homes,
and weeping the loss of her children; held down under the
military rule of the Union she bad helped to make, but still
unstained with dishonor,she bore her sorrows with an uncomplaining dignity that challenges the admiration of the world. And
in eighteen hundred and seventy she re-assumed her high
position and the voices of her statesmen again reverberate within
the national assembly, where she is revered today as the Mother
of the Republic.
Virginia's resources have contributed to make her position
in the commercial world one of exalted importance. California's
mines are rich with gold; Nevada's plains produce their silver;
the Dakotas wave with golden grain; the prairies of Te.xas lie
broad to the sun; Florida's sunny clime invites the orange, and
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i has been called the garden spot of the New World.

pulation has reached to one and a half million. Her
enclose more than forty-two thousand square miles. She
itful soil, boundless mineral wealth, magnificent rivers,
c mountains, rich valleys, glassy bays, and crystal
, all offering inestimable advantages for commerce and
ture. The interests of her farms, furnaces, forges, and
mills all blend in beautiful harmony, and her people are ·
t , industrious, frugal, law-abiding and God-fearing
Then what more could be desired to add to her
and increase her glory ?
since the earliest down of her existence she has held
tional advantages that have been challenged by none
ister's institutions. Her free school system has met the
of every guest that has come to her from foreign and
'ng countries.
By this system each little mountain
ears the voice of the school master and every boy and
rdless of wealth and distinction, receives the blessings
esources. Her high schools and colleges have won for
t excellency, and we are glad to say that her institutions
'ng are only in their infancy. Here, there, and every
c see the benevolent institutions instructing the blind ,
the dumb, and caring for the unfortunate.
us have we noticed in a desultory review that Old V ii-' in the most adverse circumstances , maintained a
among the states that .i s really exalted.
e have stood so steadfast; none have stood so firm for
or have any of the states a history so replete w ith honor.
ed old state is famous for stamping out heresies, fall ad fanaticism. Anarchy has reared its head , communism
bed out of its foul den, and fanaticisms have breathed
us odors upon the inhabitants of Virginia, but their
e er been, ''Toleration to the wind! " They have asked
for their sword but the notches on its blad e. They
ith the courage that duty begat ; with the resolution
triotic fervor gives; with the fires that love of home and
and kindles. Such have been the sentiments of all true
By st~ch measures has our old state won for herself
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Today the council chambers of the nation are decotat~d
wifh fhe images of her statesmen.
Monumeilts of her sages,
heroes, and patriots stand in their stateliness facing the blue
canopy of heaven. Her bench has ever been ado'r ned by her
judges, who have maintained the purity of their ermin:e robes.
Her bar is distinguished for its character and ability, and from
the pulpit of every Christian .denomination het eloquent son·s
are sending with devout fervor the inspired -word of the living
God. With all these reflections crowding around, with '\vhat
pride can this old Commonwealth look the world in the face, and
when asked for her jewels, point to her sons; and when asked
for her passport to the heights of imperishable fame ~ point to her
traditions and challenge not only her sister states, but the nationalities of the earth in any era of their existance.
Other people have also received blessings and have likewise
risen high 1.n the atmosphere of fame. They, too ; have climbed
to the topmost round on the ladder of material greatness and
then have fallen from their dizzy heights and been stripped from
their glories with no beauty for their ashes, no oil of joy for
their sorrows, and no garland of praise for their heavy spirit.
Therefore let us resolve that we will preserve her blessings,
keep sacred her traditions, and add to her glory.
D. T. GOCHENOUR.
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Editorial.
joy that a new student is ushered into the halls
by those who have come before him-with joy,

ith song or dance or festival to make it manifest.
e champion of athletics to greet him with strong
en come some of those with ''imaginations all
d lastly the magazine editor, who falls in none
classes, speaks his pleasure, with less suavity per.
with less sincerity. After other initiations, more
ble, the new comer takes the place he merits, and
the reception given by our smaller colleges, which,
er and more famous, have those that love them.
tudent can forget it-the first day andmight he
tlege precincts? The foolish may forget, but not
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he who searches for learning as for hidden treasures, nor he who
has sttffered sacrifice to see that day come. Did Tom Brown
forget his first day at Rugby, or little Arthur his first night,
when he knelt to say his prayers among that prayerless crowd?
But the law of accommodation will kindly smooth the ruggedness of the beginning, and all things will find their level.
False fears will vanish ; hopes too high will fall ; inconsiderate
resolutions will be broken; the college boy is still but a boy,
with energies that tire and desires that fail. As the change goes
on, he looks back with more amusement and compassion on his
first entrance, somewhat as Franklin remembered his first walk
up Market Street. So at least it will be, if humility renders him
susceptible of the high influences about him;_ so it has been to
every one who knew his ignorance and is now learned , v,rho felt
his weakness and is now strong.

***

In most college magazines short stories are the ·pride of

those that have them, and the desire and complaint of those that
have them not. They are indeed one of the most desirable
features of a college paper, and yet the most difficult to get;
perhaps desirable because difficult. However, we regard an
editor fortunate when he is surrounded by contributors whose
memories or imaginations are teeming with love and adventure.
And _yet what youthful mind is void of these ? It does not need
a genius to imagine or experience or observe an mcident of
interest, nor yet one to relate it ; but of course if there be a
genius at hand, so much the better it is. The contributors of
the MoNTHLY will remember this , and next isstte we shall have
our stories.

***

It seems impossible for a student to keep up with the pres-

ent, when, his mind is hidden in the past-groping among the
classics, treading on the dust of decayed empires, communing
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ters of ancient myths and traditions, until he is
"ous that the sun of today is shining, and that
theories, of politics and war are raging even now.
on up subjects for orations, essays or poems, a
of them, winding out from the past, glides before
We feel content to let the world run on, as one
dreaming on the cars, confiding in others to guide
eir fast race over the rivers, under the mountains,
e darkness. Thus for a while we shall live and
our life and thought will be sufficiently matured
the ranks of the hurrying present.
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LOCALS.

Locals .
Each Monday morning adds to our roll the names of new
students, and both Wardo Hall and the White House rejoice at
the thought that the dormitories are no longer vacant. Of those
who have lately joined our number we mention the names of
Misses B~ssie and Florence Flory, Sarah Garber, Sallie Evans,
Ottie Wine, and Messrs. B. F. Wyand, J.M. Early, and 0 . W.
Miller, and we are glad to learn of many others who contemplate being with us soon.
P. 0. Cline spent the first week of the month at his home
hunting.
On last week our musicians were greatly · rejoiced at the
sight of Prof. Hildebrand moving into Chapel an excellent piano,
just from the factory.
On Thursday, November 2nd, Prof. W. B. Yount conducted
the funeral services of our much loved and respected Prof. I. T.
Good, whose sad death is noted in the Alumni Department.
Elder David Zigler, of Mayland, Va., came to the G. B.
Brethren Church in Bridgewater, October 16th, and continued
a series of meetings until the evening of the thirty-first. Eleven
were received by baptism.
Chapel s~rvices were conducted by Eld. P. B. Fitzwater, of
Elkhart, Ind. He spoke to a large and attentive. He will be
remembered by many of the older students and PHILOMATHEAN
readers as one of B. C.'s sons.
Miss Maude Jordon was pleased with a visit from her mother
and sister recently.
Football has gained ascendency over baseball, and the boys
seem to enjoy the former, regardless of bruises, spraiP-s and cuts
received in the collisions. The loss of our famous goal runner
of last year is much realized.
We regret to hear that our old friend, A. Vv. Arnold, of
Purgitsville, W. Va., happened with such a misfortune. While
going to the neighboring village his horse became frightened and
ran away, throwing him from his buggy and injnring him
severely. Yet we gladly report that he is recovering rapidly.
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nia Lee Literary Society held its regular anniveron the evening of November 4th. The occasion
ed by all. The program was one expressive of
, and old Virginia and her sons were held forth
. Among those productions worthy of mention
al poem by J. W. Wayland, recited by Miss
The occasion was such, we hope, that will
tum again November 10, when the Victorian Soer a program of like nature.
to hear that our old friend, A. W. Arnold, of
. Va., happened with such misfortune. While
eigbboring village his horse became frightened
throwing him from his buggy and injuring him
t •e gladly report that he is recovering rapidly.
Garber, who was taken ill with fever a short
returned to hi~ home in Timberville, is again
t, and we hope he may soon be able to reassume
g us. The boys all express their best wishes in
ell as the girls.
'e E. McKinney, who will be remembered as a
of the College, left for her home last Monday.
e Flory and family, formerly of College street,
East Virginia.
Senger took a :flying trip to Washington recently
easant time. But he did not see McKinley. He
sure that the President was much disappointed.
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EXCHANGES.

Exchanges.
One of the first magazines of the new volume to reach our
table was The Trinity Archive. Its size and general appearance
speak much for the success of its present volume. Its editor
and his assistants, judging from their departments, are wideawake men and mean to make their magazine the best possible.
The editor in his opening editorial has given much matter
worthy of careful reading, and if his suggestions were followed
there would be a general improvement in our college journals.
His antipathy, however, for the result of the labors of aspiring
young poets seems hardly justifiable. Ohr magazines need to
encourage poetic genius as well as any other kind of literary
genius, and this cannot be done by casting aside every attempt
that would not bring its author fame. "Fort Raleigh-Its
History" is a well written article and its author deserves credit
for bis careful treatment of the subject. Also there are several
stories in the October number of The Archive which are interesting. All the departments are carefully edited.
~m~:Ol~~

The Western Maryland College lVlonthly contains several
good articles. In "Two Types of the College Girl," the
author has succeed in combining interest and moral. The story
is quite readable. The articles in the Monthly do not seem to
represent as much care and labor as should be given them.
Some seem to be written to fill up. This is often seen in the
magazine where the student body is not as a whole interested in
the success of the paper. In such cases the whole work devolves
upon the· editor and a few others, who for want of time often
· have to publish matter that otherwise would be thrown aside as
unworthy. The exchange editor has a peculiar idea as to the
matter that should fill his department. It hardly ::;eems advisable to clip from newspapers or to fill this department with the
funny things of the current press. We hope to see the iVlonthly
raised to a higher standard, for it represents a school that ought
to get up a first-class magazine.
®®~

The Dickinsonian comes to us filled with good articles. The
contributions of the Alumni of different periods of the institu-
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interesting feature to the magazine. This plan
followed by others. It not only -secures splendid
but also holds the interest and support of the
gentirely too rare. ''A College Riot" and "Rem'47-'49 '' are both interesting articles. The plot
Logical Professor of Logic '' is a good one and
in a rather pleasing way. The Dicldnsonian has
department.
te:elnte:o:o:a:o:o:o:~n

When She is Gone.
n she is gone, dies out the light
On fretted nave and panelled wall,
th sable skirts the voiceless night
weeps sombre-eyed adown the halllife be sweet with love alone,
en hfe is death when she is gone.
n she is gone the dark old pines
By whom her foot hath found a place
row tremulous o'er her loneliness,
And whisper of my lady's grace,
d nod to me across the lawn,
they, too, know when she is gone.
en she is gone we wait for her,
nd sigh for her, the pines and I,
d dream old dreams of laughing lips,
nd wonder-glances by and by.
, does she know our hearts are drawn
eath her feet when she is gone?
-Hampden-Sidtzey Magazine.
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AL UMNI.

ALUMNI.
Obitua1·y .

It is with much sadness that we chronicle here the death of
one of our number, Isaac Timothy Good, who died on the last
day of last month. at his home near New Market.
The youth and young manhood of the deceased were such
as gave. unusual promise of a long career of useful service to his
fellowmen; and his many friends, both those among the Alumni
and others, will share the sad surprise, to _learn that the life so
well begun has been so quickly ended.Mr. Good was a member of the Class of '93, and finished
his course with the same care and painstaking effort that were
always characteristic of his work. In the summer of '94 he
completed; in a most creditable manner, the prescribed commercial course at the Rochester Business University and the ensuing
fall accepted a professorship in Bridgewater College, where he
remained two whole sessions and part of a third, discharging
his duties during the entire period in a most satisfactory manner. He was married in November of last year to Miss Mattie
Bushong, ~most estimable young lady of his own neighborhood.
Less than a year ago the G. B. Brethren Church, of which Mr.
Good had been a member from his boyhood, proved the high
estimate of his Christian character by electing him to the Gcspel
ministry .
The remains of the deceased were laid to rest on the 2nd
inst., near the old homestead, in the quiet Cedar Grove Cemetery, which crowns the summit of Rude's Hill and overlooks
the most beautiful portion of the historic Shenandoah Valley.

---- ----Alumni Notes .

M. M. Dixon, S. T., '95, is a member of the prosperous
firm of Jones & Dixon, grocers and confectioners, Bridgewater,
Va.
D. N. Eller, B. E., '87, is an active minister and a professor
in the Botetourt Normal College, Daleville, Va.
W. K.. Franklin, B. E., J86, occupies the chair of vocal and
instrumental music in Lordsburg College, California.
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er, 191, is engaged in the practice of dental sure city, and hoDds a chair in. the dental d.cpartUniversity of Maryland.
tz, B. E.., '90, holds a professorship in Mc~ Kansas, where he has been engaged for several
hbarger, B. E., 1 90, is located at Goods Mills,
enjoys an extensive practice in the healing art.
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This is one of the most important questions that can come before a parent; but it is a question that claims your attention, and
you must meet it, for you cannot afford to let them go without an
education. Let us help you to decide it.

----.>~t·OFFERSIMi•IE~·--

I.

A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a man or woman of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordinarily given
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

I(

An English Course,

i

Which gives a moderate range of general culture, and
aims especially to lay a good practical foundation for teaching, or any calling in life demanding a good English eclucation.

:j

I
I

I

III. A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing Old and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed for a thorough
understanding of the Bible.

IV. A Commercial Course,

Which drills the student along the lines to be pursued in
actual business.

V. A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
To which the student is not admitted unless fully prepared.

VI. Several Music Courses

Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal anrl Instrumental Music.
Are you interested in any of the above courses? Do not fail
to correspond with us before placing your son or daughter in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the
President,

·-==--

W. B. YOUNT, Bttidgewatetr, Va.
---'!!!I===-----

1

-·
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Love's Death.
wintry day when the wind was still,
d the cold sun glimmered low,
wrote our trnmes at the foot of the hill,
a hank of drifte<l snow.
carved them deep in the spotless white ;
orever they should be bient,
ought, till at last they should unite
the mr.rb1e monument.
as the happiest day of many a year,
or our hearts were all aglow
a friendship sweet and a love as pure
the bank of drifted snow.
soon the sun with a fiery frown
ked over the fields of snow,
the drifts so spotless were melted down
o mingle in turbid flow.
ah! the love that we spoke that day,
en the world was without a stain,
the beautiful snow has passed away
nd never will come again.
henever the landscape is enrobed
th snow, and the wind is still,
k I can see our names inscribed
the drift at the foot of the hill.
-G. M. C.
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OBSERVATIONS ON WARDO HALL.

Observations on Ward.o Hall.
An ordinary observer, passing along the road and looking
upon the solemn building called Wardo Hall, might think that
it is any place but a place of mirth and merriment. The College
Building itself, or the cheerful-looking White House, presents a
gayer and livelier appearance than that old, brown pile standing
there alone, like a gray old bachelor who has lost in love for the
twentieth time and is looking down upon the river with half a
mind to end his miseries under its cold wave. But however
serious and sorrowful its exterior may seem, you should know
that inside its walls many a jest and joke are created every hour,
and that many a peal of laughter rises from throats therein and
finds an echo in the caverns of Round Hill, while the windows
chatter and the plaster falls under the tremendous vibration that
issue from the fauces of those far -fart1ed laughers.
It is truly an object of exceeding wonder what powers of
cachination some of these Wardonians do possess. The ladies
of the White House have no doubt been astonished now and then
in the dining hall by the voluminous laughter furnished for their
amusement by some of those who come across the road three
times a day to eat with them.
But when once out of such
restraining presence and feeling themselves free among their
own race in the echoing passages of Wardo Hall, then, and not
till then, do they fully exhibit the depth and breadth of their
faculties for laughter. It is nothing uncommon to see a human
form utterly collapsed on the floor or bed under the in:fl. uence of
an extended smile, and you would conclude with horror that his
smiles had cea£ed forever, when suddenly he rises alive and is
ready to launch out into another long and tempestuous voyage of
merriment. You can know a man by his laugh, the old saying
goes, and there's nothing surer than that, for if you once saw
some of the faces of Wardo Hall expand in all directions until
they arrive at the point which physiognomists term a laugh-- if
you saw this once or twice , I say, yon would know those persons
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imos of Greenland or among the heathen Chinese
d this mirth is not confined to any period of the
our of the day; long before dawn and long after
es ten at night, it is the common fortune of some
r to be hurried back into the world's reality by
f uncontrollable joy bursting from the throat of
ccbanals, who seem to have adopted a ma.xim like
ugh together tonight, for tomorrow we may part.
plain that so far no individual descriptions have
The applications have been entirely general ;
ially designated and no one especially excluded.
face in that building which has not at some time
demonstrated the fact that man is a risible being._
m you think have been fashioned especially for the
the Supeme Court, must now and then yield their
e softening influence of the ludicrous. Things
times which melt the stoniest faces ; and, to tell
e are not many Diogeneses in \Vardo Hall, though
apartments are not much more capacious than the
at grim old Stoic.
ken thus far in general about the laughter and
hall, let us mention one or two particular_cases.
to attend the old school house on the hill and had
cil of your own behind your desk, will remember
formed and inhuman spectacle a man can be made
picture. Either a front or side view is funny
former gives you a better opportunity to distort
rs, while on the latter you have a better chance
strong features of the nose. Well, as it happened
of those youths who went to the old school house
cs, was sitting at his table in Wardo Hall, and.
cil and tablet in his hand, felt the old spirit of
come over him and he drew the picture of a man,
A most woe-begone being it was, too, wHh head
ose and ears and hair and hands and feet all out
oportions, and seeming to realize their sad condiiogize for it. The picture once completed was
a certain one for trial, but hardly had his eyes
a paralysis of inexpressible delight shot through
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his whole being, and he fell to the floor in a paroxyism of
laughter, while volumes of mirth poured . forth from his lungs
as if he would breathe forth his happy soul, that it might be
truly said, he died laughing. But after several convulsions he
revived and stood up to look at the drawing again ; and instead
of expressing his amusement, like a sensible being, by sayi11g
that it was re~l funP-y, and so forth, he took the same old course
of expressing his appreciation of the luclicious and passed off into
another rapture of delight, and threatened to demolish the bed
and other articles in his room. At this stage of his fury the
author of the figure thought it wise to remove it out of his sight,
lest it should be the cause of confusion in that young man's
mental faculties ; so he withdrew irnd marred the outlines of
the pictnre forever.
This is one example out of many .that I might adduce to
show that Wardo Hall has its joys as well as its sorrows, and
that its outward appearance is not a true index to the life and
bustle that goes on within.
Let me descend to a soberer description of our merry hall
its merry inmates. All have seen this oblong structure with its
and one lone chimney, but not all have had the good fortune to
peer through its awful portal and behold the mysteries that
lie within. Who can forget it, that once has seen it? Those
pine boards on the floor, those plaster walls, and, at the other
end, the daylight struggling through a ·dingy window? Wonders
upon wonders ! But let us venture farther in and even walk
down the length of the lower .h all. Here on each hand rise the
rich and stately mansions of Harpine, Sheets, Miller, Sanger,
Petry, \Vampler, Wyand, and Thomas, all which names are
known to the uttermost liniits of the campus. Men of renown! Let
us not disturb them in their search for learning, but pass on to the
habitations of men no less illustrious among us. Since there
is no elevator in operation we must mount these steps on our
feet. Up we go the towering height of seventeen steps, and land
at the top, so much nearer the stars and eveloped in an etherial
atmosphere. This is the exalted altitude occupied by such persons as Wine, Gochenour, Myers, Garber, Cline, Strickler, McKinney, Shirkey, Naff, Kaetzel, Huffman! What a glorious
number ! When before was such a g-enial host gathered under
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How the muse of history will chuckle over these
years hence, when she subscribes them in her ime ! Poets, orators, philosophers ! The name of
ill remain when her pine boards have decayed to
plaster walls have been washed into the ~::a . T : _
izzy amid such contemplations. Let us ret r;1 ce ou.
mother earth, and let us hurry, for look, it is the
e of day, and half a dozen doors are flung open, and
s of dust and dirt, through which you can dimly
of a man, flourishing his broom over his head, and
spitting triumphantly in bis doorway.
d Wardo Hall! Let the heat of summer strike
alls, and the storms of winter beat her sides withbile within may the minds of youth, generation
n, search out the riches of knowlege and truth!
together, Victorian and Virginia Lee, be merry,
per while the pleasant days of youth are not yet
W. J. -B .
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HELEN HUNT JACKSON.

Helen Hunt Jackson.
Helen Hunt Jackson, the most famous woman in American
literature, was born in Massachusetts, 1831. Her father, N. W.
Fiske, was professor of Greek in Amherst College, and her
education was obtained at a female seminary. ·while in society
she was a fascinating young lady, but with no aspiration or inclination to write.
She married Major Edward B. Hunt, and as his wife she
devoted herself to the duties of a wife and mother and the
demands of her social circle. She tried to work for others and
unconsciously reaped a rich harvest for herself. Her husband
was killed by an accident at Brooklyn navy yard while e~peri
menting with one of his own inventions, and their little boy died
soon after his father.
In her great grief she turned her attention to literature, and
her broken heart poured forth its sorrow in deep spiritual poems
that have soothed other broken hearts. Through her grief her
good qualities and still more rare attainments have been recognized and she has been brought into prominence as the most
distinguished of our women poets. Her life is compared to a
fragrant flower yielding its sweetest fragrance when crushed, and
with her .t he saying is verified that '• the sweetest songs are
those that tell of saddest thought.''
While a widow Mrs. Hunt resided for some years at Newport, R. I., and wrote for periodicals under the pen name "H.
H." She made a trip to Europe, and ·1Nhile abroad wrote a
series of interesting letters, which she was afterward persuaded
to publish in a volume entitled "Bits of Travel." In this volume
the winning and humorous side of her character appeared. It
not only contained humor and pathos, but also the s tyle and the
spirit are such as it would be difficult to praise too highly.
She has written several other volumes more or less similar to
"Bits of Travel."
She possessed a broad, charitable mind, and she thought
deeply and logically on spiritual questions.
Her conclusions
were set forth in the form of verse, which have given her the
name of the ablest and profoundest of our women poets. She
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make clear the issue between the human and divine
She considered the trials and temptations of her life
hich she studied with all the ardency of her great
her solutions were given in grave and elegant rhymes.
ount of her failing heai th she left Rhode Island and
lorado where she met and married William A. Jackinent banker of Denver. It was here that her attenawn to the unjust treatment of the Indians by the
the government, until her strongest sympathies were
he same motive that prompted the American colo lt against English oppression, and the Abolitionists
eir crusade against the principle of slavery, led her
the champion of the Indians.
t literary result of her interest in the red race was
y of Dishonor," in which an impassioned appeal is
nobler sentiments of the nation; the wrongs of the
are set forth in strong eloquence and a ringing
ade for humanity and justice. This work cau~ed
ppointed by President Arthur to e.xamine into the
of the California Indians, and she enjoyed the honor
first woman to hold such a position.
realized however that she would not accomplish
ired by what she had written, so in order to reach
he decided to employ a more attractive form, and
callied "Ramona." It is one of those irresistably
ks which appeal to the sympathies of young people
them with interest. The work has been called the
m's Cabin of the Indians," but its literary value is
at of the story written for the ·
years preceding her death her heart, soul and pen
d to this one subject. Her fast failing health served
ten her action and intensify her zeal.
"Romona "
iring effort of her genius, and is perhaps its most
anifestation. The work marks the close of a noble
sures the writer a place in the literature of our
ch few women have attained.
in 1885, and her grave, at her own request, was
yenne Mount, near Pike's Peak. Her only monn-
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'I'HE HOME ON THE SHENANDOAH.

ment she requested to be built by travellers, each one's portion
to be a stone placed there by himself. Her remains were afterwards removed to the cemetery at Colorado Springs, because
visitors desecrated the grave ou the mountain side.
But her
real monument she built by her work and a life full of charitable
acts.
SALLIE GARBJ£R.

-------------

The Home on the Shenandoah.
From Shenandoah's pleasant shore
Where low the willow bends,
With wealth of herbage covered o'er,
My father's farm extends.
The acres all pertain to him
That rise into the west,
Even from the river's winding brim
Up to the last hill's crest.
0 hill and stream and fields between !
My youth was nourished there ;
Through winters white and summers green
I felt no grief or care.
Oh, there my thought was ever free,
My song was ever gay ; .
There all my life appeared to be
A festal holiday.
Those days, ere yet the mind had warred
With doubt and unbelief,
Ere yet the youthful heart was scarred
With falsehood, fear and grief,
· Are now forever passed away,
Yet memory paints them o'er a11d o'er,
And I again return to stray
By Shenandoah's shore.

-W. T. M.
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The Story of Cym beline.
e is not so generally read as most of Shakespeare's
one of his best. It scene is located in Britain and
product of the time when that country paid tribute
e principal characters are Cymbeline, the King,
his adopted son, the Queen his second wife, and
But the most beautiful and tender character
Imogen, the King's daughter, around whom the
unified.
and queen desired to unite Imogen and Cloten in
thus make Cloten king. But Imogen secretly
umus. The result or the marriage was the enragng, the queen, and Cloten, the banishment of
d the imprisonment of Imogen. Both Imogen and
th the deepest sorrow but with perfect composure
surrounding circumstances, content only to live
other. Posthumus went to Italy to live with a
feast in Italy he became disgusted at an Italian
who were lavishing praises on their mistresses·
of the simple virtues of Imogen, which so far
own eulogies that Iachimo, the Italian, chalt he could prove her false and offered to stake a
ount of money against a ring which Imogen had
us at their parting. After much irritation Posthe challenge and Iachimo went to Britain,
d Imogen even more true than represented ; but
and skillful designs he got sufficient evidence to
umus that he had succeeded. Enraged at the
· g deceived by his wife, Posthumus sought
ot to put her to death. He wrote her a letter
eet him at Milford-Haven, and at the same time
letter to Pisanio, his servant, instructing him to
y, and somewhere in the depth of the forest to
to bring back direct evidence that he had carried
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out the plan. After considerable hesitation the servant made
ready for the journey, but never once did he think of taking the
life of her who was dearer to him than his master.
They met, and after travelling a long w::i-y into the forest,
Imogen began to wonder how fai· they had yet to go. This
question confused Pisanio, and she noticed something unusual
in his countenance. Unable to express in words the cause of
his uneasiness, he gave her the letter in which Posthumus had
ordered him to take her life. This information she received as
a death stroke in her bosom, and most earnestly .entreated
Pisanio to do his master's bidding. In order to be loyal to his
mistress and to appear so to his master, Pisanio had devised a
project to save Imogen's life.
There had come at that time a Roman embassador to the
Court of Cymbeline to settle some dissatisfaction existing
between Britain and his own government. This man was to
depart in a few days from Milford-Haven to Italy. Pisanio
conceived the plan for Imogen to disguise her sex in man's
clothes and to wander through the forest t<? Milford-Haven, and
there join herself as page to Lucius, the Roman embassador, and
go to Italy, where she could hourly know the conduct of her
husband. Snatching at the first phantom of hope to escape the
ceaseless shot of wicked eyes, she immediately prepared herself
for the undertaking. After becoming almost exhausted in her
wandering in the forest she sought refnge in a cave, which she
found to her surprise to be the home of human beings. She
was not here long until the cave-dwellers came in. These simple
mountaineers, whom she afterwards found to be a banished lord
from her father's court and her two brothers whom the lord had
stolen in their infancy and reared m this cavern, soon formed
a deep attachment to the stranger.
vVhile the mountaineers were out, Imogen took a dose of
medicine which Pisanio had given her for a stimulant when she
should become weary . The Queen bad given Pisanio this drug
with the intention of poisoning him, but the physician, s11specting some evil of the Queen, gave her not a poison, but some
drug that would simply produce sleep.
It had this effect on
Imogen , and one of the cave-dwellers , on coming into the cavern,
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dead, and carried her out for burial. During this
who on hearing of Imogen's flight from the palace,
himself in Posthumus' clothes and had set out with
of overtaking and disgracing her and of dragging
the court, came up in front of the cave. By his
d authoritative manner he incurred the displeasure of
ountaineers , and attempted to slay him. But as a
fight Cloten's head was severed from his body and
tream of water.
they were preparing for the burial of Imogen the
of these mountain heroes were moved with sympathy
ow-beings and they took also the body of Cloten,
, nnd gave it as decent a bnrial as was their custom,
ted of depositing the body in some sequestered spot
it with wild flowers. After the most tender and
uies were pronounced by the two brothers over the
eir seemingly dead sister, the body of Cloten was
er side and both were covered with sweet scented
an embassador Lncius failed to make reconciliation
mbeline and the Roman emperor, and war was
een the two countries with this same Lucius at the
Roman forces. On his march to meet the British
the spot where Imogen was buried. -He found her
oon of grief across the headless body of him whom
for her husband. Lucius, attracted by this peculiar
fter hearing her pathetic story, asked her to become
Imogen agreed to this, provided he would allow her
the body that lay by her side. In the meantime
neers had heard of the war and joined themselves to
. The two armies met and at first Lucius prevailed
taius were routed. But these brave heroes of the
t stationed themselves in a commanding position,
de of battle, and captured Lucius, his page Imogen,
d Iachimo, who were in the Roman army.

ners were brought before the king in the British
ent. Lucius, moved by the purity and fidelity of
m he thought to be his boy page, but who was
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he Home of Thomas J effersou.
more than three miles east of Charlottesville, Vire summit of a high mountain stands the house which
e splendid residence of Thomas Jefferson. This
is called Monticello, meaning "little mountain,"
b Jefferson himself gave it.
built road, with many turns to make the ascent less
up from the valley below to the top of the mounanxious sightseer who undertakes to make this
t, soon grows weary, for it is nearly two miles from
the summit of the mountain, and nothing but the
panorama gradually spreadiag out to his gaze, and
ctions awaiting him at the end o~ the journey,
him to push on.
'cello one may view an extensive scope of country.
the north and east we see hills and mountains rising
•~ssion to various degrees of height. Toward the
t prominent picture that greets our eyes is the
of Charlottesville. Many splendid structures are
teen, and rising far above the surrounding buildings
steeples, which seem to vie with one another in
A little farther west we see the University of Virwas the child of Jefferson's old age .
mountain home that distinguished statesman used
watch, through a telescope, the construction of the
the University, which were principally after his own
e which Jefferson occupied is located at the north
sive lawn, which, like the platform of Solomon's
made by digging away and levelling the top of the
The main part of the building consists of a large
· n, the entrance to which is by two porticos, ornapillars. Two small wings, with only a ground
ttic story, are joined to this pavilion . A dome on
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top of the main structure gives it a finished and majestic appearance. The brick used in the erection of this mansion were imported from England and still retain their bright color.
The large lawn which surrounds the dwelling is well kept, and
the many beautiful shade trees standing at intervals over the entire grounds made it a comfortable lonngfog place for the multi tude
of visitors who came to pay their respects to their distinguished
countryman.
The generous owner placed many comfortable
seats on the lawn, some of which may still be seen. Here and
there is a piece of statuary which reveals the fact that Jefferson
was also a patron of the fine arts.
Afong the southern boundary of the lawri and on each side
'of the road leading to are the houses which used to be occupied
by Jefferson's slaves. Many of these houses are now in ruin
and but one or two are any longer occupied. On the western
side of the grounds a raised platform, provided with chairs and
benches, has been erected, whether at Jefferson's request or by
later owners, we do not know.
The family graveyard is located several hundred yards
south of the residence close by the road which leads down from
the mountain. This is an especial attraction for visitors, many
of whom have been so bold and thoughtless as to break open the
iron gate, the only etitrance to the enclosure, and to mtttilate
the tombs in order to get bits of stone for relics. Foreseeing a
possibility of such treatment of his monument, Jefferson ordered
that it should be of rough stone, but bis effort thus to save his
tomb was fruitless, although his directions were followed.
On the shaft which rests over Jefferson's grave is this inscription : " Here was buried Thomas Jefferson, author of the
Declaration of fodependence; · of the Statute of Virginia for
Religious Freedom, and the Father of the University of Virginia." Underneath this is the date of his birth and death.
The whole inscription is according to his desire and request.
A number of Jefferson's near relatives also have a resting
place in this enclosure.
There is a park around the top of the mountain bounded by
a high fence, in which Jefferson used to keep about twenty deer.
They became very .tame and would take corn from the hand of
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. It is said by some of the old attendants that
park, bttt the statement is pro-

·n some deer in this

time Jefferson's home was ·very luxurious. He inestates, and through his wife came into possession
more property as he first possessed. He was not a
nor yet was he economical. His house w~s always
•th the things which go to make a home comfortable.
was very dear to him and all his letters to them prove
been a good httsband and a kind father, to whom
as much attached.
ately for Jefferson, financial embarassment came
t the close of his life. His long public service kept
· business so much that his domestic affairs suffered
management. Then, too, there were often as many
ts at the house, who always took advantage of his
eating to their satisfaction at his table and drinking
his wi.ne casks. The sightseers who now visit this
atic home leave with a feeling of sadness that its
erous owner had to die unhappy because of his
nopoly of his time, and because of the thoughtless"
iiends.
c·. F., 'oo·
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A TRIAL OF LIFE.

A Trial of Life.
At the close of a hot July day we see a young man, whose
face shows lines of care and the ravish of disease, bending over
his . desk. His head is crowned with dark chestnut curls,
brushed back from a high intellectual forehead, while in his dark
brown eyes still gleams the light of energy and perseverence.
Claud Merley had been at his post of duty a:; book-keeper for
three years with scarcely a day of vacation, and his naturally
delicate constitution can no longer bear the confinement, so l1e
is ordered by his doctor to a milder climate for a rest.
Claud's parents were not wealthy, but it was a refined, cultivated home that he left in the quiet little village of Moreland
for the city of New Orleans where he hoped to regain his health
·and return a strong man.
He spent a good deal of his time in excursions on the river,
and down the Gulf, so that after being there for nearly two
months he had ·so far recovered his health tliat he decided to
look ·for some light employment and spend the winter in the
South.
One pleasant morning, rettirning from a drive, he was
shocked to see a horse approaching him at full speed with a terrified ·young lady as a rider. He immediately sprang from his
carriage and confronted the frighter:ed animal, whose sudden
halt tmseated the young lady and she fell close to his carriage.
In an .instant he saw that one of her arms was broken, so he
carefully placed the unconscious form in the vehicle just as her
terrified attendant came up. From him Claud learned
that the young lady's name was E\•elyn Verner, danghter of
Arnold Verner, a wealthy banker of New Orleans.
Having received the number of her residence and given her
horse in charge of the groom, he proceeded to the city with his
unconscious charge. He now took note of her personal appearance: she was of medium height, with light, floating hair, delicately moulded features, and a complexion that was now devoid
of eyery vestige of color, which contrasted strikingly with the
dark blue of her riding habit. Arriving at her home, he gave
her in charge of the frightened servants with a few words of explanation , and leaving his card proceeded to his lodgings. Not
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an hour had elapsed before he was visited by a
Hied, elderly gentleman, who was Evelyn's father
come to thank him for his service. Through his
Claud succeeded in procuring a position. He had
t work several months at!d had given entire satisface mean time he visited the Verner mansion several
ut seeing Evelyn, but learned that she was rapidly
Finally one evening he had the pleasure of seeing
and she added so much to the interest of the hour
tinned to spend many pleasant evenings in the
tured home.
s came and went and Claud had so nearly recovth that he thought of returning home. One moon' at which hour, although in midwinter, in that
me the air was mild and calm, Claud and Evelyn
g down the broad river towards the Gulf, whose
zes made the evening all the more enjoyable.
been gliding along in silence for some time, when
ddenly looking up, found · Paul's eyes intently fixed
laughingly asked what he was looking like a judge
ing down the oars be gazed int0 the liquid depths
eyes and said : '' I have decided to return to my
e, but before I go I want to tell you, that I love
er you all the devotion of a true and faithful heart;
my wife?" He read his answer in the upturned
had grown so dear to him.
bliss was enjoyed only for a few days by the
Claud, on hearing that the war had begun by
Fort Sumpter, decided to return home immedienlist in the army• Accordingly one evening he
e Evelyn goodbye ; when she heard his intentions,
· surprise to see her stand before him, with cheeks
'th a firm voice say : "If you go back and serve
tate I will never be your wife. I love you, but my
t never go to battle against my father and my

nd duty called Claud to his home, love bade him
e was the hour of parting, and whe:µ they did part
faltering lips and trembling hands 1 each scarcely
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hoping to see the other again, and each respecting the loyalty
and patriotism of the other.
The war is over; the struggle ended and the victory won.
Claud returned to his home, again broken in health, but he thought
it lost in a worthy cause, since the negro was no longer a piece of
personal property to be disposed of as the owner may choose, but
a free man and an American citizen. In those long years· Claud
heard of Evelyn twice, once that her father was killed _in battle
and again that she was engaged to marry a young confederate
officer. He heard this news with a pang, but sincerely hoped
that she would be happy. Two years passed away since Claud
returned from the war. He was the possessor of a very pretty
home, and surrounded by his many friends, but he was not contented, and had it not been for his entire devotion to his profes.
sion he would indeed have been unhappy. About this time he
was again sent to New Orleans on business for the firm. He found
many changes since he was there six years ago, yet he met with
quite a number of old acquaintances, but he heard nothing,
neithe-r could he bring himself to ask of Evelyn Verner. One
Sunday hewcntto the church which they had always attended together, and while sitting there eagerly scanning the faces of the
new-comers, he saw a black-robed figure enter and pass up the
aisle to the Verner pew. He could scarcely suppress a cry when
she raised her veil and he saw Evelyn Verner. He asked himself where were her brothers and mother, where her husband,
and why those pale cheeks and tender eyes filled with silent
grief? After service he accosted her and conducted her to her
home, where he afterwards called and learned the sad story of
her life after his departure. Her father and brothers had all
been killed in the war, and it was then that she fotmd her father's affairs so complicated that only a small amount of the vast
fortune remained. Unable to bear the strain, her mother was
soon laid by the side of her beloved relatives.
Thus Evelyn was left to the mercies of the world, but she
took up her life with a will, and this daughter of luxury became
an earner of her daily bread. The hardest thing for her to bear
was the desertion of friends whom she thought to love her, but
who had been attracted only by her wealth. Among these was
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confederate officer, whose pretended affections how j
had not reciprocated, but whom she considered a

w plead with her that they might renew their for-

' but party spirit, all too strong for Evelyn, held
But finally he convinced her that she was allowing
blind her better judgment and to stifle her affections;

ted to leave the place that had been the scene of

and sorrow, and to go with him to grace and brighten
t had become so dreary to him in his loneliness.
S. G.
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The great nineteenth century is drawing to a close. When,
a few days hence, we date nineteen hundred, the greatness and
glory of the present century shall have been consnmmated, and
history will beg-in to operate within a new division of time. It
is now too late for a man, howsoever much he }las desired it, to
win a place among the great names of the past hundred years;
it is now too late for a nation, by works of war or peace, to raise
a prouder flag than that ''1hich now is wa:ving from its capitol.
The exposition of Paris is already in possession of all that the
nineteenth century will ever delight to boast of.
In these hundred years, America, most of all nations, has
increased in power and in glory. See what she was at the year
eighteen hundred, and look upon her now. Then she was a
land but half explored, just freed from the tyranny of England,
struggling against debt, against the insolence of foreigners and
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herself, consenting to yield tribute to a petty state ;
strongest, richest, most glorious section of the earth .
be world's g-reatest and best men lived and died within
Think of the noble geniuses who were born in the first
be century, whose death dates are scattered all
years, some early and some late. Rulers, states' and men of letters , the best of their class, came,
departed between the beginning and the end of
Some of them reached into our day and some of
glad to haYe lived a part of this great period of
en history speaks of Lincoln or Lee, of Gladstone
, we shall not feel entirely separated from their
do from the lives of those before. When we read
or Hawthorne, or Whittier, we shall feel a closer
at we dare intimate over the pages of Burns, Pope
For with the great and good men whose
emember when the world was lamenting ; whose
remember to have seen in the current papers ; the
of whose lives we read with youthful interest and
orship-with such men are we not entitled to a
endship and intimacy, though we have never done
a work comparable with theirs?
young men and women who are now in the colleges,
the hope of America that her prosperity in the
tury will equal or surpass that of the nineteenth .
try is to have characters of power and influence,
at work among our number, preparing for the
must shortly occupy. Happy is the senior who can
e first to step upon the newly-discovered shore.

***

us have grown too old to feel the return of happispect of Christmas. This yearly visitor, coming
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when the earth is barren of herbage and hard with cold, brings
more joy and gladness to the people of the earth than the
fairest day of spring or summer, when nature seems to be at
pains to make mankind happy. The songs of Christmas are
the most delightful; the stories of Christmas the most beautiful; the gifts of Christmas the most affecting and the longest
remembered ; the meetings of Christmas are the joyfulest, when
they that were long absent come back home, and love and
friendship are revived again .
The PHILOMATHEAN wishes a merry Christmas to every
one of its subscribers, and to every one of its exchanges; and
triple joy and inspiration to its poets and story writers, and
whosoever else wields for it a strong and willing pen.
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Locals.
mber the 17th marked the close of the fall term, with
intments and successes. Only a few failures on
ons are reported, just enough to indicate the thoroughe questions on the different subjects. On the evening
y pencils and tablets were laid aside, tpe frown upon
as banished by the thought of better things close at
easant smiles were seen on all faces, for examinations
and this was the evening for pleasttre. So by 7 P. M.
was filled with a happy crowd of students. All had
minds freed from care and with hearts gay and light
he sociable. All had come with one common purlet their minds relax and luxuriate, and to indulge in
ures which only the crowd of young folks, all deterprogram of the evening consisted of plays of various
promptus, pantomimes, social chats, etc. The most
t feature, however, of the evening's enjoyment was the
on of gifts, one to the three prettiest girls, and four to
homeliest boys. The boys choose out Misses Sallie
Sarah Garber and Savilla Wenger as best worthy of
. Made still more beautiful with blushes they received
hich was presented with characteristic gallantry by
Myers. The unfortunates from the other side of the
ived their "boobies" with apparent unconcern, but
the smiling countenances tossed the wounded pride and
dignation of "good boys" whose exteriors presented
charms. We refrain from mentioning their names,
rizes which were so gracefUlly handed to them by Mr.
ers were useful as well as ornamental, also very valuging in cost from 1 to 5 cents. They are cherished by
ors as things of inestimable value. The evening
one of great pleasure and the sociable of '99 will long
bered.
George Flory and wife, of Stuart's Draft, Virginia,
ir dattghters, Bessie and Florence, a visit several weeks
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Misses Nellie Beery and Alma Liskey spent the third Sunday of last month at their homes.
Mr . W. H. Sipe has moved into his residence on College
street which was recently the home of Mr. G. W. Flory . Mr.
Sipe is now supporting the College with a good corps of' 'Juniors.''
Mr. J . M. Thomas was pleasantly surprised by a recent visit
of his father from Maryland.
Misses Bettie and Savilla Wenger spent last Saturday and
Sunday at their home near Mt. Clinton.
Among the new students who came in near the close of the
fall term we note with pleasure Mr. S. J. Gilbert, of Louisiana,
a music teacher of considerable reput3;tion.

J. A. Garber, who bad been at home for quite a while, returned to ns several weeks since, with no traces of fever left except a ravenous _a ppetite and a head minus hair.
A gradual interest in foot-ball is manifested among our ath..
letes since it is known that the . \V. C. A. team of Mt. Clinton
will play on our grounds Saturday afternoon, Dec. 9th. Bridgewater College has a team that she can well be proud of. Following is the line up :
Strickler, H. ,
R. E.
\Vampler ,
R. T .
Early,
R. G .
H edrick ,
c.
Harpine,
L. G.
Cline,
L. 'r.
S hirkey ,
L. E.
G arber,
Q. B.
Sanger ,
R. H . B.
Myers,
L. H . B.
Strickler, E.,
F. B.
The occupants of Wardo Hall were honored by a visit from
the ladies of the White House on Thanksgiving day. Never
before did the old hall receive such a cleaning up, and as a result
the bachelor housekeeping received highest praise from the visitors. In tt1rn Wardo Hall visited the White House at dinner
and feasted on turkey and variou ~ other luxuries of the season.
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ing Thanksgiving services were held in the College
duded by Prof. W. B. Yount. Profs. Latham·,
ayland gave very interesting and appropriate talks . .

lee Club under the direction of ·Prof. Hildebrand is
me good music for the .Christmas programs .
urday, the 9th, the boys met. for the p.nrpose of: ordebating club. J. C. Myers was elected . president
d then followed some animated ·speeclies touching.on
ce of an organization of this kind.
\V. T.
Miller and J. A . Garber were appointed to frame a
and By-Laws which· are · to be submitted to_the
the body on the next meeting.
evening of the 24th ult ., Miss · Marie Bene-dicr, tlie
it of New York City, gave one 9f lier · excellent
the College Hall. Her program was· weff selected
itely given.
Each selection was £refaced by· a'
of the story represented in the composition. Miss
11 be remembered by the lovers of music to have ·
• ar recital in the Town Hall in the spring of '98.
ictorian and Virginia Lee Societies will. render. a
on Thursday. evening, .Dec. 21. An interesting
promised to all who enjoy music and literary, work

her of our boys and girls speJ?.t Su11day, the 10th,
in the country. Misses Lizzie Hays and Rebecca
visiting Mr. Newt . Bowman's. Miss Sallie Acker
Miss Hattie Harnsberger home on SaturdaY,. The
Messrs. B. F. Wampler and R . E . L . Strick ler. was
ildebrand announces that a music.al concert will be
College on Saturday evening, December 16.th.
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Exchanges.
The North Carolina University Magazine is one of our
best and most attractive exchanges. "John Lucas, A Sketch"
is a splendid article. Its author seems thoroughly to appreciate
the former as well as the present condition of southern life.
While there are many digressions in the article, ii'r every case
the observations are pleasing and instructive. Any article that
refers to times "befo' de wah" is always appreciated especially
by the southern youth, and such an article always finds a place
in a college magazine. '' Where the Ocean Breezes Blow'' and
"Etching" are interesting stories. The plots are both good
and the· development is well handled. Too often our stories
are developed so elaborately that the final effect is to make one
tired. It is best to leave the reader a large part to fill in as he
thinks best. The two stories referred to are both examples of
brevity in development . The latter story, however, approaches
the kind that the exchange editor criticises when he says that
too many stories are after the old form, "A man meets a fair
maid by some strange chance, and the two fall in love at once."
"Scotch Traits in Thomas Carlyle" is a strong articl~ and the
best in the Nia.gazine. The author has carefully studied his
subject and has shown many good things about that strong
English character.
3:£~®~:cl~

The Georgetown College Journal is a strong magazine
and is well managed. No issue is ever sent out behind time, a
fact not applicable to many college journals. '' Desommes
Revenge" is a story out of the usual line and for that reason
more interesting. The setting of the story is uneque also and
altogether it is of a kind that is always read with pleasure.
whether all the causes given are correct or not. The other
' 'Causes Which Led to Spain's Political Decline'' is a strong essay,
prose articles are not up to the usual standard. The poetry,
however, is especially 'attractive. "At College, " " If Thou
Didst Know," and "Rondau" deserves special mention.
®(8:0:0:0:0:~~

We gladly welcome among our exchanges the William and
Mary Monthly. It comes from the oldest institution in the
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ts contributors ought to derive abundant inspiration
cient and historic walls about them. "Macauley"
Being Cloaked" are ably written es:lays and do
eir authors. "Stonewall Jackson" is a very fitting
an essay, but the style is too much inflated. The
have sought oratorical effect by this means, but he
y trite phrases. ·'After the black clouds of war have
and the rainbow of peace had appeared in the
retired from the pomp of military life and engaged
ul vocation of teaching the southern youth along
nowledge' ', is a very pompous way of expressing
he took up teaching as a vocation after the close of
tories and poetry are woefully lacking in .the Monthge magazine may be successful without these forms
d11ction, but it is certain that no amount of strength
compensate for the interest lost by omitting stories
All the other departments are well edited, espeo.n~o:o:o:t~~~

tefully acknowledge the receipt of the following

The Hampden-Sidney Magazine, The Dickinsonrth Carolina University Magazine, The Trinity
e King College Magazine, The Georgetown Col' The William and Afary Monthly, The Mercersbly, The Western Maryland College Monthl_v,
and Gray. The Sagitta, The Pilot, The Juniata
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CLIPPINGS.
-- /

Rest.

A TRANSLATION.

Rest is not quitting this busy career,
Rest is the :fitting of self to its.sphere ;
'Tis the brook's motion, clear without strife,
Fleeing to ocean after its life;
'Tis loving and serving the highest and best;
'Tis onward , uswerving,- that is true rest.
-North Ct:irolin a Unirrei·sity 1l1ag,qzfue.

At CoUege.
One place there is ·on earth
\¥here man shines out a man,
Through the mists of gold and birth;
\.Vhere straight without shame or ban,
. He may stand of wont forgetful,
Though the years to come be fretful;
And rich with sad toil regretful.
Thank God, here a man is a man .
Four years in all a life·
May he·that is poor but.a man,·
Cross·the_g!-1lf of- need and strife,
Which after but ·wealth can.stand,
And rank as his deeds are taken,
Though' soon he rudely waken,
By the rich and the proud forsaken.
Thank God, here a .man is a ·man.

- Georgeta wn College Journa.l.

A Photograph.
The sunlight knew and loved her for the laughter in her eyes,
And for the witching smile that gladdens like the summer skies,
And wrought for her an image, finely touched with blushes rare,
And so the world is richer for this vissage debonair.-Ex.
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ALUMNL
NOTICE.

will soon be the duty of the Executive Committee
e Annual Program (See By-Laws Art. II, Sec. 2),
e that each member of the Committee keep the
d and endeavor to provide something at once inter.
appropriate as his· contribution to the work. Any
from any member of the Association will be appre-

CONTRIBUTIONS

DESl~ED.

'ate contributions to this department from the
earnestly solicited. Do not pass this by with a
e, or wait for a personal solicitation, but set to work
d let us receive promptly the result of your efforts,
be a poem, an article of travel, a paper of history, or
f scientific nature. Surely the illustrious corps of
tare numbered in our ranks have learned something
for the world to know. Let us hear from you, if it
dly letter to e~press your interest and to let us know
re and what you are doing.
NOTES.

lick, S. T., '96, is engaged as book~keeper and busiby Mr. G. C. Spitzer, a well-known contraCtor and
Bridgewater and Harrisonburg.
Sanger, Com., '89, is an aCtive minister in the G. B.
ngerville.
Cora A. Driver, B. E., 1 96, is acting postmistress at
church at Timberville, Va.
'tzwatcr, Lie., '94, is still located at Elkhart, Ind.,
t heard from was engaged in a series of revival
South Bend .
. Beahm, B. E., '87, has been forced by failure of
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health to resign, temporarily, at least, the presidency of Lordsburg College, Cal.
I. S. Long, A. B., '99, is earnestly pursuing a course of
post-graduate work at the University of Va. From a recent
communication we learn that he is greatly enjoying his work.
E. G. Wine, Com., '97, is holding a lucrative position as
book-keeper at Norfolk.
G . W. Flory, Com., '94, has recently pttrch.a sed a farm in
Prince William cotmty, Va., where he is at present located.
S. D. Zigler, B. E. , '99, has accepted a professorship in the
new academy at Westminster, Md.
E. M. Beery, Com., ' 90, after completing courses at the
University of Va., and elsewhere, has engaged in the practice
of medicine in New York City.
D. B. Garber, B. E., '86, is an active worker in the Gospel
ministry at Marion , Ind.

H0M2\iS,

Manufac,turer of

iages, Phaetons, Su1111eys, Buggies, Wagons, Ete., Ete.,
BRIDGEWATER,. VA.

I

HA VE recently completed a new
sl),ow room on Main street, near
the Bridge, where I expect to carry
a large stpck of vehicles of my own
make at reasonable prices. I also
have a nice line .of HARNESS at
all prices. Come and see my work
, , before buying. I can please you in
==!::;_("_
·.· Style, Quality and Price.
Prompt Attention given
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Bridge-w-ater, Va.
Reasonable. Meets all Trains.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
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Shall My Children Pursue?
This is one of the most important questions that can come before a parent; but it is a question that claims your attention, and
you must meet it, for you cannot afford to· let them go without an
education. Let us. help you to decide it.

BRIDGEW41'ER COLLEGE
--·~>*POFFERS...,,1c~·-

I.

A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a man or woman of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordinarily given
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

II. An English Course,

Which gives a moderate range of general culture, and
aims especially to lay a good practical wundation for teaching, or any calling in life demanding a good English education.

III. A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing Old and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed for a thorough
understa~ding of the Bible.

IV. A Commercial Course,

.Which drills the student along the lines to be pursued in
actual business.

V. A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
VI.

To which the student is not admitted unless fully prepared.

Several Music Courses

Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Are you interested in any of the above courses ? Do not fail
to correspond .with us before placing your son or daughter in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the
President,

W. B. YOUNT, B11idgewate11, Va.

)

LOMATHEAN
I

1to1ume IV. fto. .\. Januatry, Nineteen
ttundtred, Biridgewatel', College, BJ.fidge..
matel', Vitfginia.
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Love 'for Love.
I have wondered, sweetheart mine.
What I can return to thee
For that precious heart of thine
Thou hast given me.
For I have no gathered gold,
Pride of birth or honored name,
And thy worth's a hundred fold
More than I can claim.
Only love I give to theeLove for love, a sweet exchange,Deepest mutual sympathy
Naught can e'er estrange.

-T. T.

4.
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The Curse of Pelops.
Laius, king of Thebes, had outraged the son of Pelops so
that he died. The wronged father invoked a terrible curse upon
the royal house of Thebes, which received the sanction of Zeus.
Now it chanced that Jocasta, wife of Laius, was childless.
The king, desirous of an heir to sit upon his throne, sent to
Delphi to seek the advice of the oracle, and received the reply
that a son should be born to him who was destined to slay him.
In due time the child was born, but Laius, to thwart the oracle,
had its ankles pierced, its feet bot1nd together, at!.d gave it to a
herdsman to expose on mount Cithceron. The herdsman, lcath to
do the deed, gave the child to a fellow herdsman, who in turn
gave it to his lord, the king of Corinth. As it '\Vas a goodly
child, i t was adopted, receiving the name of Oedipus, and was
reared a~' the child of the king. When he grew to manhood he
was one day taunted by a comrade as being an adopted child.
Though reassured by his supposed parents he was not satisfied
and finally went on a journey to Delphi to enquire of the God.
He received no satisfaction for his enquiries, but was informed that he was destined to slay bis father, marry his mother,
and beget polluted offspring. · Thinking the king and queen of
Corinth were his parents, he resolved never to return to that
place and wandered eastward tovvards Thebes. As he was pro_
ceeding, he was met by a royal chariot and attendants who
treated him rudely. He slew the attend<mts and the king who
sat within. One man unkno\v~1 to Oedipus escaped . Thus
Laius fell by the hand of his son and part of the curse of Pel0ps
'\vas fulfilled.
Oedipus reached Thebes; but the story of the death of Laius,
as reported by one v;ho had escaped , i;vas for private reasons so
colored that Oedi p us did not recognize it as the affair in whic:1
be had taker part; and as he had actecl Jin self defence , he had a
clear conscience. Just at this time the dreaded Sphynx bad
made her appearance and taken her stand on a cliff, from which
she vrnuld hnrl all ·who failed to solve her riddle-"vV1rnt ani-
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on four legs in the morning, two at noon, and three
The alarmed citizens offered the crown of Thebes
and of the queen Jocasta to any one who would solve
and free the city. Oedipus solved the riddle, declarimal to be man ; and the Sphynx threw herself from
d perished.
Oedipus became king and married his mother Jocasta.
they reigned in prosperity and four children were
em, two sons, Polynices and Eteocles, and two daughe and Antigone. Bnt pollution was in the land and
uld not rest. A plague was sent by Apollo. Creon,
the queen Jocasta, was sent to Delphi to enquire the
hen he returned, reporting the true state of affairs, old
pus in a frenzy tore out his eyes and became a volun:while his unfortunate wife and mother hanged her-

t find the blind old king at Colonos in Atica attended
o faithful daughters. Eteocles is now king, while bis

her Polynices has been driven into exile .
While
as at Colonos, Polynices, who had gone to Argos and
the expedjtion of the Seven against Thebes, came on
ard march to his father to receive the old man's blesstead he received a curse that he and his brother should
h other's bands. Polynices then requested his sister
t be received the rites of burial after death ; for the
lieved that while the body was unburied the soul
restless along a dark river, unable to enter the home of
Antigone promised that the rites should be performed.
fterward old king Oedipus was killed by lightning, and
anghters returned to Thebes.
&e\'"en chieftains reached seven-gated Thebes and arrange
es, one chief against a gate. Tbe Thebans met them
nner, Eteocles and Polynices fa.cing each other. The
made and repulsed ; the two brothers fell by each
ands. Creon, who became king on the death of his
t ued a proclamation that Eteocles should be buried
rites, while Polynices, as an enemy of his country ,
cast ont as a prey to dogs and fowls.
The penalty
ion was death. NoVl.r came the trial of Antigone, bnt
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she proved more than equal to it. Twice she .c overed her
brother with dry dust and poured on the necessary libations, but
the second time she was seized by the guards and led to Creon.
She confessed the deed and died, the last and noblest of the
fated race. The curse of Pelops was fulfilled .
HEBER M. HAYS.

A Life's Sorrow.
As I was sitting on the door-step at the home of an old
friend in Kentucky, one beautiful evening during my vacation
of 189-, one of those evenings which brings on a thoughtful
mood,-I was much impressed by the straight, dignified bearing
of an old man who was passing by. I knew at once that
.he had been a slave, from the polite manner in which he addressed
me . He must have been sixty years old, judging from his hair,
which was turning white, but his step was yet firm and his
bearing that of a yotmger man, yet in his face I thought I saw
a strangely sad expression-an expression that is caused not by
a passing sorrow, but by the sorrow of a lifetime. I was so much
interested in the old man that I asked my friend about him after
he had come in from his evening's work. He knew who the old
man was at once when I described him, and said, "That is Old
Uncle Sam, as we call him here. There is a story connected.
with his life that may interest you; would you like to hear it?"
I at once replied that I should very much like to learn more
about the old man whose appearance had so much impressed me.
This is the story as it was told me by my friend :
Uncle Sam was born on a neighboring plantation and was
own:ed by a very kind and considerate master. From a child he
was ·bright and intelligent, and from that reason his master
delighted to take the little fellow with him nearly everywhere
he went.
In this way Sam learned many things about the
country and the people, and in time become much liked by all
who knew him. He became very fond of his master and would
gladly have laid down his life for him if occasion should demand
it.
While yet a young man Sam made the :;icquaintance of a
beautiful young girl, named Nancy; who was owned hy
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aler living some distance away.

He often took oppor-

to talk with her while doing business for his master in
of the country, and thus the attachment became so

t Sam felt that he could not be happy without his

t.

But he said nothing to his master about it. One
talking to a man that lived near the home of Nancy 's
e learned that Nancy was to be sold. This was a shock
t prepared for and it caused him more grief t han he
known before. Raised as he was in the home of a kind
e did not know what it was to be separated from loved
had never seen any of his lifelong associates carried away
tless slave dealers. After the import of this dreadhad fully dawned upon Sam he was a changed man.
dispositiou was gone and he could not enter into the
songs of his companions as he had always done before.
er inquired whether he was sick, and was much disut the actions of his favorite. Sam told him all the
t once and implored his master to buy Nancy and not
to be carried off down south "\;vhere he would never see
promising that if this should be done he would do twice
for his master as he had done before ancJ that no amount
rvice would be too great for him. The young master
t endure to see Sam so sad and depressed, and agreed
the sale and bring Nancy back with him: This he did
hundred times repaid when he saw the joy in the two
eir meeting. Sam and Nancy were soon married and
pair thaD they could not be found.
t this time the grave threatenings of war began to
e attention of the people of our country. Sam's master
dent southern man and was one of the first to go to the
e was elected captain of a company which was at once
a Virgin ia command . Of course Sam went with him ,
him safely home, as he said . The parting from loved
hard on leaving home, but the saddest parting of all
s good-bye to Nancy . She was so fearful that he
killed in war, and then she would be left alone to die
Sam explained bow he must go \Vith his master to
of him and protect him from the bullets, since all his
was given him by his master. The leave-tak ino- 1vas
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a touching one, and Sam's heart S\Velled with emotion and hi~
eyes filled with tears. Many times while in camp afterwards
he thought of the last scared look and the clinging hand of his
\vife when he left h er.
The war went on and the contest became more intense. Sam
and his master were in many battles together and Sam was
al ways doing his best to provide for the comfort. of his benefactor.
Now and then news came from the Kentucky home, but the
letters were all too short. As the \var went on the mails \\'ere
more delayed ancl often miscarried or destroyed. So little was
known as to the affairs in Kentucky. The march to Gettysburg
was begun and many a soldier \Vas fearing the result of that
contest. Sam's master told him that if he should be killed that
Sam should immediately go back to Kentucky and see that the
loved ones there were properly cared for.
Then came the awfnl test; column after column v\'RS cut
down .i n trying to capture Little Round Top. Many a heart at
home was pierced that day on account of the dear ones that were
sacrificed in that awful charge of death. That evening as the
sun was sinking behind the summit of Seminary Ridge, Sam was
seeri bending over his fallen master; those who saw the anguish
in that man's face well knew what the man had lost and
they silently helped him bnry the body. For some days Sam
lingered about the battle field unwilling to leave for home as he
had been bidden ; yet he must obey the instrnctions of his
master. Su at last he turned his back upon the one whose death
bad caused him so great grief, and started for his old Kentucky
home, littie thinking that a still greater sorrow was awaiting
him there.
Let us turn back to the time when Sam and his master left
for the army. Affairs at the old plantation went on as usnal,
but soon mismanagement beg-an to cause much embarassment,
and within eighteen months after the war began things were so
gloomy there that it was decided .that all the slaves except those
most needed as house servants shonld be sold. Nancy vvent
along with many others and was carried to the far south and
never heard of afterwards.
When Sam got back to the old home, he scarcely recognized
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for the havoc of war had laid bare the fields, and the
looked neglected and uninviting. He first went to the
·n where he and Nancy had lived so happily during
time of their marriage. A feeling of dread came over
e approached, for the weeds were high about the door
indow sash was broken in, plainly showing that the .
long been abandoned. Hastily looking into the dirty
w that only a few of the old articles of furniture were
ven his meagre household forniture was not left from
Quickly rushing to the house, he soon told his tale
how his mnster had been slain far away in the
t the news had preceded him, and this sorroiY along
y others had prostrated the whole household. Sam
at Nancy too had been sacrificed. Then his sorrow
bounds. For two days he spoke to no one , but walked
forth near his cabin, lamenting, now and then entering
pon the old fireplace before ·which he had spent many
hour. All his energy was gone ; all his hopes to take
master's home and loved ones were lost, and he wished
too were lying beside that fallen hero in his lonely
as a free man, bnt he cotlld ' not leave his old home.
war closed he worked about the old place, thus getti~g
clothing. Soon after the war the place Yvas sold at a
price and the family moved to town. But Sam stayed
ttle cabin where he was never molested. He worked
his money for a year, then told his employer that he
and find Nancy. Not knowing where to go, he soon
his money, wandering aimlessly around, at;1d was
return to his home more disappointed than before.
lived for the last thirty years, each year becoming more
sad. At times he would seem more cheerful than
t those occasions were followed only by frnitless searcbts lost wife. There is no possibility that he will ever
t any more. The two calamities coming upon him
ere more than he could bear. His mind has dwelt
loss thronghout these yea.rs, and will thus continue
body is laid in his grave and his soul is joined to that
fe.
J . c. MYERS , 'oo.
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Toast to the Philomathean
Literary Society,
G IVEN DECElVIB!tR 2I,

1899,

at
'fHE JOINT PROGRAM

of the
VICTORIAN AND VIRGINIA LEE LITERARY SOCIETIES.

Memory of noble deeds, cherished ia the hearts of a grateWell, there
fol people, is the hero's imperishable monument.
fore, could William Jennings Bryan, standing within the halls
of our State University, boldly declare, "Jefferson still lives.'
The men also 'rho set up the obelisk which marks Jefferson's
grave were convinced of the same truth. They fashioned no
huge image of bronze, they erected no imposing temple of
sculptured columns over the patriot's last resting-place; but
there on the slope of Monticello, under the \\'aving branches of
the forest oaks, hard by the ''• jnding roadside, they set up a
simple shaft ,- a plain, straight shaft of marble, and upon it they
chiseled these "' ords : '' Here lies- Thomas Jefferson, Author of
the Declaration of Independence ; of the Statute of Virginia for
Religious Freedom; and Father of the University of Virginia.,,
No display of rhetoric, no waste of eulogy; yet" ithin that simple sentence there rests a magic influence sufficient to thrill the
soul of an empire,-that stirs the deepest emotions of the
mightiest Republic on the globe. Verily, "to live in hearts we
leave behind is not to die; " for men's spirits 1i ve on immortal
in their words and in their deeds long after their graves even are
lost in the dust of centuries .
What is true in this respect of indiv iduals is true also of
institutions ; . and tonight it is my privilege to pay a tribute to
an institution 1rhich, although a reality of the past, stiil lives in
our hearts today ; for just as the spirit of M:onticello's Sage
hovers with guardian influence over Virginia's University, so
likewise do the memory and influence of our old literary society-the Philomathean-rest continually 1dth. maternal benediction upon the Victorian Crescent and the 01iv~ Wreath of
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Lee; for while these_two are ·rival ·bands, and ·-their

to speak, oft ring.-in combat; yet ~ within their, hearts
f brotherhood ;-they-are children·of the same mother.
we but imagine that· maternal influenee personified,.
standing ·before her· that hold her. name dear, well
.flnsh of pride illuminate ·her - stately brow··; ami well
, like Cornelia, the mother of the Gracchi ; when the
nian paraded :her -flashing·jewels ; stretch fortli her
say, "T-h ese are · my ·je~·els,-these' my off.springs ;
aud daughters are my pride; and .· the principles '-. of
ma11hood, of'Woman-hood which , they: show :forth. in
hese are -the monuments:-:of'my-glOTy.-"
J ~ W -. W -:

Saved Her Lovet·:
tnrday evening-Simon-Monroe came·in fromthe·chase
unusual • manner. Instead · of · walking· briskly . and"
me old English . melody; he ·canH.~" slowly-down : the~
bi eyes fixed - on the ground ; as - th<:mgh .he were" ini
tation. His dog, too, seemed somewhat in the same
•th his ears and tail .dropped, h:e" trotted 'at his-· mas·
Simon had been a :hunter from his earliest·youth"and ·
od the habits and·:nature of every creature in- the
g forests. He rot - only sttpplied his own family with
t of game, hut every tnaniage ' feast; Christmas -din-. .
'ly reunion ·as well.
first ·settling of Jamestown there was an aoundance
n the surrounding · forests.
Hut the colonists' ·had'
"ncessantly that they had either kilied··or driven westy ev·e rything that · was worth . the· time · in hunting;
oe, hO\vever,· had ·become ·so-- skilled .- .in ~ the art · that
to keep the wolf from his own door and o-ccasionall)r
t with several -pheasants or one or two wild turkeys :
during the first of the week one of the most respected ·
he colbny had asked Simon for-a-:halfdozen--pheasants
turkeys which were to be· served-- on- the following1
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Sunday at the marriage of his only daughter.
He had spent
the whole week without any success, and on Saturday he made
a special effort, rising early and arrhdng at the \l\'oods at daylight; and never did he pierce the forest with a more penetrating
eye or start with more caution at the rustling of a leaf. But
the day passed without a single trace of game, and he came home
disappointed and discouraged.
That night Simon ate his supper in silence, only now and
then answering a direct question from his wife or little daughter
Agnes. After supper was over and his little family had collected
in the sitting room, he made known his intention of moving
westward somewhere in the forest where game was more plentiful. His wife tried in vain to dissuade him from his purpose.
She told him of the horrible Indian massacres that \vere so common at that time; of the loss of friends and neig-h bors; of c hurclt
privileges and school facilities.
But he had made np hi$ mind, and on the following Monday
morning he set about to secure several men · to accompany him
in sea,rch for a snitable place for a cabin. He had but very little
trouble in :finding fonr men who were willing to go, and as soon
as preparations could be made they plunged into the forest, each
oue armed with his axe and gun, and his horse loaded ·w ith provi sions.
\~lhile the party was absent many friends visited Mrs.
Monroe. This was a treat to Agnes, for every day the yard was
full of little playmates. One clay Mrs. Randolph, the wife of a
wealthy Englishman, came with her little son Charlie. He and
Agnes were about the same age, and they soon formed an attach·
ment for each other.
They spent the \vhole day in play, and
when evening came and Mrs. Randolph called Charlie to go
home, he said, '' 0, mamma, I am not half through playing yet!
Please let me come back tomorrow l" Mrs. Randolph; always
indulging Charlie, told him be might if he wished. The two
little friends clapped their hands and exclaimed, "That's good!
Won't we have a njce time!" So they parted with "Good-by,
Ag-nes,' 1 and "Good-by, Charlie; don't forget to come in the
morning.''
Morning came and Chariie was on hand in good time. They
had a long play, and the next day Charlie came again ; and so
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day until the return of Agnes's father. They became
and each sought the other's company at every opporploring party, after having built a rude log but on
of a stream of crystal water which ran through a pleas' returned, after an absence of just two weeks. Sim.on
condition of bis wife such as to delay the journey. So
nt he gave up the idea of moving his family to his
, and decided to go himself and return ab~ut once a
market hi~ game and to inquire after the condition of
. So Simon Monroe became once more a successful
the welcome guest at every feast.
Thus time went
es and Charlie were approaching manhood and womanwith increasing desire for eaC'h other's company. But
re was not to be enjoyed much longer. It was the
l the more wealthy of the colonists, when their sons had
ugh the schools of the colony, to move to England,
y could finish their education in some university. For
e, and with the hope of severing the attachment of
for the poor hunter's daughter, as they called her, the
decided to sail for England.
lie's parents had not made known to him their plans
days before their departure. Although he was desireducation, this news was very sad. The thought of
goes was hard to entertain. To be separated from her
sacrifice of every pleasure he had in the world. He
g and lonely day in his father's library pretending to
in the evening went to share his scrrow with Agnes.
a long time with her, and ofte.n be was on·the point of
the subject, but his courage always failed / him. So
ued to go each evening with a resolve to break the
er, until the day before his departure, and would no
e let this one pass without ever saying a word had not
ned tbe subject herself.
had noticed for several evenings that there was some~
ng with Charlie, and vvas determined at the first
•ty to find out what it was. .On this particular evening
more sad than ever and was little inclined to talk.
ing in silence for some time in their favorite retreat
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down along the-J;imes, Agnes, interrupting his.. pensive. mood,
said:
''Charlie, what's the matter with you this week? You
don:'t ·seem to . enjoy my·company·any mere.. ''
"Why_, Agnes, do I ·not -smile :at each . word ·and each glance
of.your eye?"
"Yes, but it.is so empt:~rand.:sad.'' ·
''Well, I .am~. only too gla.d ..yo1{ha:ve -~ noticed ·· that, for now
I can tell you what I have::tried.to.teU .yo.u for a11ong time ; This
most likely.- is .the Jast time we.slralLever.meet."
"\Vh)~," interrupted Agpes in surprise .:and.·wonder~· "what
in ,the. woTld.Jra:ve I.done?..,,
"You.have .done nothing.Jo cause that expression, yet it is
true. 'fomorrow. at . ten_ o~ck>ck . my parents; with. me and all
their possessi9ns; set sail , for- Eng~and; where:·they. will .place me
in:school and 1spend the·..remainder.·of their- days in . their native
land ~ "

This. was a :se.vere stroke ·to Agn.es. S.he covered her. face·
with her :hands and ,sat >.dowu- .upon .a larg~:rock. beside,. the. river,
a plaee-·of maBy .-a happy stroll, but·now she:..:'\v:ept tears of.bitterest grief. After recovering ,somewha:t .sh.e said:
'' Charlie, why ·did yott- .not.tell me.long-agq.2 Here on this
rock : we,~have many~ times ,pledg~d each- _othdrmulifetime friendship;. and :yet y_ou know it ·.must~ soon .he,:~eu.decL''
" Ah ·! that was,. my. he~ut'_s - desire·c and , it ·is yet my hope;
But, AgtJes; Lfomrd this .o-nt-only - afow~ days ago and have been
trying.-Jo ten yo.u .eve,ry since~ . My_-parents ·have ·kept it from
me'. They , are,. becoming alarmed ~ about : my attention to you.
T.he-y·;sa..y. you are ·po0Frn11.d-uffeducatedpmt suited ..to,, the society
of~ the..rich and.. cultured.
It .j:;_. for. this... reason more than any
other~that 1 they, are. :gQing to · Eng~and..''
"And do _Y.01:1 .think,.. so too?" said Agnes. - ''You knew,
Charlie:,· that .J .was "poor:and ·unfit, .as -yonr ·p.a rents.- say., for cultured society; I might have known myself that · this would. be
the :result ; hut my: love chas - been ' so ~rdent and y_ou ·. have been
so:kimi:.·that I have·.been: blind to· evema .. thought of disappoint. ment'.in : the . end. Although it will . break , my ilearti for you
have .:received :my·perfect confidence and entire affections;-there ·
ar.e.:none.left ,for another;-yet if. L should., detract from -.y ou ·and
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lion among the wealthy, a knowledge of that would
d times more miserable than a life of loneliness and
ent."
gnes," said Charlie, "it pains me to hear you speak
not feel the sadness of this separation more keenly
at do I care for wealth and distinction without hapealth brings care and worry ; distinction narrows
the whims and opinions of others. Your happim.:ss
y greatest pleasure, ever since 1 knew yon, bas been
ence. Life indeed bas been pleasant, and the
res of beauty. And now I give you my promise
spared to us both we sh.a ll one day meet again."
on that rock, doubtful as was the future , these two
once more pledged thernsel ves to be each other's for
ether, at least separately. \Vhen they ·a rose Charlie
to see that it was already an hour after the time
ted at home. They walked quickly back to Agnes's
ewell was soon formally said, for in trnth it had
n said.
As Agnes stoo~ upon the door-step she
Will this be the last time we shall see each other?"
oming all was astir in Charlie's old home. Many
e to accompany them to the wharf and wave the last
nd as they dropped down the river Charlie conrteed their demonstrations of respect, but what would
n for one wave from that fair hand of her from whom
ht of separation was the bitterest pang.
3·age was uneventful. They arrived in England after
ks of tiresome sailing. After they bad secured a
ation, Charlie entered Oxford University. By hard
n gaine<l the admiration of students and teachers.
that he would forget his friend in the far away land,
and friends tried hard to induce him to enter society,
orts were all futile; he lived a life of seclusion for
s, finding consolation only in his books and in the
he might again some day meet her to whom he had
ife of fi<lel i ty.
did not go so vvell with Agnes . Her mother was
ker every day, and it soon become evident that
Early one morning
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in ] nne she was summoned to h~r mother's bedside. The cold
s\veat of death was already standing in great drops t1pon her
brow ; the slender hand that oft had soothed her child's aching
brow had received the icy chill; the heart that oft had throbbed
in sympathy with the sad heart of her daughter grew fainter and
fainter, and at last v.rc-ts still; and there in chilly death lay the
only one from whom Ag-nes conld expect consolation. Friends
t6ed in vain to comfort her, but the heart that was wasting
away in silent grief broke forth in sobs and moans.
Kind friends spared no effort in ·making the fune~al as consoling as possible. Her mother was laid away in the quiet little
Jamestown graveyard, and Agnes went to her aunt's to await
the return of her father from the forest. She had already made
up her mind to go with her father to his forest home. In a few
days he came with the expectation of spending some time in the
colony, but when he found that his home had been broken np,
his wife buried, and that his daughter was living with her aunt,
he decided to go back as soon as arrangements could be made.
These were effected in a few days, and the little party started off
in a few days, Agnes on horseback: and her father walking by
her side. The journey ·was long and tiresome, but after having
arrived and become accustomed to the new mode of living, she
was contented in her new home, if contented she could be.
'rhe neighboring Indians soon discovered that there was a
new inmate of the home of their old friend. They came stealing
around the cabin that they might catch a glimpse of her and find
out who she was. After learning that she was Simon's daughter
and hearing the story of her sad experience, they treated her
with the greate;::Jt respect, and used to watch her in her solitary
strolls up and down the shore of the rippljng stream, or ·would
listen to her as she sat upon the mossy bank singing the sad and
mournful song of her disappointed hopes. She gained a great
influence over them and more than once saved the life of a captive who was on the point of being scalped.

Thus as time went on grief was wasting away the life of
this noble girl. Her walks were shortened each day, and at last
she grew so weak that she could not go more than fifty yards
from the cabin door. A rock: by this beautifol stream became a
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acat, where she would sit for hours gazing into the ripter and bathing herself in the warm sunshine.
he '\Vas thus seated one bright autumn afternoon she
up of a dozen Indians drawing near, apparently very
fused ahout something. As they drew nearer she saw
They were disputing over a captive, every one
his scalp to carry upon his . staff in the war-dance .
s something in the appearance of the prisoner that
her, and looking more careful and becoming more and
cted to him as she looked, she thought she saw someiliar in his countenance and figure . She felt the
g sparks of love once more beginning to grow warm .
g her weakness she started with quickened step to
rangling crowd. As she approached unobserved and
bin fifteen feet of the savages a burly savage raised his
to strike the fatal blow. At that moment she caught
of the captive's countenance and at once recognized
lie's. Quick as a flash she rushed into the midst of
s and cried : '' Hold! you cruel men! '' Amazed at
n appearance and changed manner of Agnes he drew
his tomahawk fell to the ground, while the rest of the
realizing their situation, skulked sullen off to the
before was there such joy in that wild forest as there
night, ai1d never did the old Jamestown bell signal two
earts to the marriage altar than it did those of Charlie
and Agnes Monroe, just four weeks after his rescue
lndia11s.
J.
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Unattained Ideals.
Every individual has his ideals; this is most plainly evident. From the very earliest view that the powerful searchlight of authentic history discloses. a restl~ss and dissatisfied
spirit in man is perceptibly manifested.
Today as we look back through the dim ages, let us for a
moment view our first parents in their happy and innocent state
in paradise. vVe see them surrounded on all s ides with the
beauties and glories of nature,-the soft shade of the green foliage to shield them by day ; the balmy breeze, laden with the
sweet fragrance of blooming shrubbery. to soothe them by night;
_a nd the luxuriant fruits, and the sparkling fountains to furnish
sustenance for their bodies, and along with these propitious elements is the guiding hand of Providence ever shielding and
blessing them. But notwithstanding this happy condition, we
find that a spirit of restlessness, a longing for something higher,
springs up within their hearts, and they aspire to a loftier degree
of excellence.
There is a similar feeling in the breast of every individual.
As he launches his bark upon the great sea of action and surveys
the throng of ships on all sides, he notices that some, poorly
equipped, are floating leisurely along; others have been caught
iu the financial whirlpools of destruction, and with a wailing cry
are sinking beneath the surface into the bottomless depths of
ruin ; w_hile others are being dashed to pieces against the protruding rocks by the angry billows of social dejection; but now
as he looks over the heaving biliows into the distance, a few
shallops are discernible as they are rapidly approaching their
destined port on peaceful waters. These he admires, but still he
longs for a more magnificent vessel than be has yet seen, and
one which, when its sails are unfurled to the breeze, will cleave
the stormy billows more readily and sail the quiet seas with greater speed. He accordingly forms as his ideal a far more excellent
standard than he has yet seen.
There is a natural disposition to set before one's self an ideal
containing exclusively the beauties and perfections which he
finds in different individuals. We ever set before us standards
of personal attainment and ideals of character pnrer and nobler
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have ever seen. The early visim~s of hope and the
freverie build ideals of excellence towards which we
struggle and to which we hopefully aspire.
ugh the ideal is ever higher than attainment ; although
re the real, like a shadow, never to be overtaken ;
it continually recedes as we approach, expanding at
infinite, still it is our guardian angel ever leading us
·ng higher and more sublime. It constantly allures us
as does the mirage the thirsty traveller on the desert,
y runs fonrard, ol!ly to find the longed -for prize just
bile \\·e are thus being enticed boldly; forward, and
throngh perilous waters . and by untrodden ways, and
tour fond hopes and lofty aspirations can never be reaave consolation in the assurance tlrnt we are ever led
e precious goal ; and our eager longings for noble
ts cause us to live a true and useful life.
attained and not the .attained ideals are the ones
le us to reach the summit of renown. He whose
ithin the easy grasp of realization can never ·h ope to
ce in the list of immortals. The . individual whose
too high, too pure, and too. noble for attainment has
a feeble degree 9f excellency when he has attained.
, for the ideal which holds no higher pos~tion than
ibility and achievement can never lead the world to
hts of excellence and glory.
But it is the absolute,
, the unattainable, which serve as a bright light to the
ding it on to greater and more glorious achievements.
we see our noble heroes crowned with glory and
they stand upon the pinnacle of fame, beckoning and
for us to come up higher, we view them with longing
ey shine forth from their eminent position, and we
u Ah, if I could only scale the lofty mountains of dif.d opposition and repose as they upon the summit of
and immortality, how contented I should be! '' We
onder and admiration at these illustrious characters
that surely they have attained their ideals ; but not
must not forget that the guiding star which directed
teps over the rugged path of adversity, and led them
glorious achievements was never reached , but that it
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gradtlally receded as it was approached, thus leading them continually on to the j nst reward of the truest effort of human possibility.
High, pure, and perfect ideals have ever served as a lighthouse to the world. The ships which foundered upon the shoals,
or which have been dashed into fragments against the cliffy
shore were those which were groping their way on the surging
seas in utter darkness. So with the individual who is ever
standing upon the brink of ruin or tottering on the precipice of
everlasting destruction; when the storms roar and the billows
surge he knows not where to look for assistance, he cannot discern in what direction the haven of safety lies, for his ideals
which are not beyond the embrace of reality can at the most
only dimly light his pathway on peaceful waters; then when
darkness and gloom o'ertake him he must perish in despair.
Oh! If I could only hold up before you today the
great and illustrious achievements of the world's effort, due to
high and noble ideals, I feel that we could not help being
inspired. Kind friends, let us, as our revered heroes have done,
ever keep our ideal of character and personal attainment far
beyond the reach of reality so that it may expand on and on even
to the infinite; and that we by striving to attain it may be felt
as a power in our own generation, and bequeath to posterity as
a legacy our immortal names, and write our epitaphs on the
hearts of the unborn millions.
J. A. GARBER.
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EDITORIALS.
good it is that every one is able to provide for himself,
nd happiness within his own little sphere! And so a
agazine, of contents howsoever brief and frivolous, conclaims attention from a certain number that surround
dently, for if not the bearer of learning or wit or elo-it is at least a message of friendship, a reminder of
connections whose ties are not yet severed. A fatal trial
be for our journals to stand at the bar of just criticism,
from the sympathy of friendship and preconceived inut such a trial and such a separation they need never
d so we bring our compositions to the printer without
reward of praise or money, knowing that they shall be
in a day. But those who have explored farther into
we, report to ns that such will be the fate of many an
ore pretentious than a simple production for a college
e. But, though soon forgotten by every reader, these
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writings of ours are not produced in vain; for even words spoken
in solitude exert an influence, if on no other, at least on him
who uttered them.
Therefore, not lest it will convince other mincls to false
beliefs, but because it determines the author's own habits and
powers of thought, a production should always be sincere. Not
much penetration of mind is needed to see whether a young
author, sophomore or senior, is writing something because be has
thought it, or is thinking something because ·be has to write it.
Too often we observe compositions that even friendship co11ld
not read with patience. "A sincere spirit of enquiry after truth"
is the proper guide in all research and writing, whether for one's
self alone, for a·few, or for the whole world.

**

As time glides from the old* into · the new year, we seem to
turn our faces more hopefully toward the future. While yet in
the old year, we kept our expectations and desires upon things
attainable ; we ·were contented with reality; while we reserved
our energies and resolutions for the new year. The time has
now come, and the way is open for our fairest hopes and mightiest endeavors. It is possible now to catch imaginary glimpses
of spring coming afar, and of commencement with its good
promises.
Such is the power of man in the twilight of the new year,
but that ·power so soon exhausts itself. Before half the first
month is past we are ourselves again, with no perceptible increase of life and strength. Still, in the pursuit
onr ideals, it

of

is well now and then to gain a fuller, brighter view of the thing
vve would obtain; well to clear away the mist and dimness that
obscure our sight, though they gather over it again. The time
acknowledged to be the most fitting for this is the beginning of
the New Year.

LOCALS .

LUCA LS .
December 9th a hotl y con tested game of footb all was
tween the West Central Academy and Briclgewate
earns here on the College grounds. Never has there
arder fought battle on any gridiron in the county .
ut the game both teams played a strong and snappy
fighting for the victory with that determination of the
rrior; as the game advanced, back and forth across
di d the opposing battalions surg e, first on one side and
he other, while the hundreds of spectators would one
t: holding their breath in an x ious suspense, and the
'ngly shouting in their wild excitement when ''their
gaining ground. So closely was the game contested
al ·was made; the visiting team claiming the victory
chdown. While our boys sustained a defeat in this ,
ame played by them this season, still they can well
in their defeat, because of their fine and manly pla y r
game with one of the strongest teams in the county.

f the students and teachers spe11t the holidays either

nor at the home of their friends . Prof. Yount lived
e in his studio ; Prof. Miller was visiting his father' s
Moore's Store; Prof. Latham was with J . A. Garber,
some peculiar and pleasing .d ifferences between the
t he Valley and those on the Eastern Shore; Miss Rose
•isiting .Miss Kizzie Hays at Broadway; Mr. C . J.
as to see a number of his friends, some in the vicinity
n, some at Dayton, and last bnt not least in his estimae at Linville.
g the new students who have come in since the New
note with pleasure the names of Miss Lucy Swartz, Mr.
and Mr. Page . Miss Swartz comes from w·oodstock,
r . Reynolds from North Carolina ; both have entered
usic course ; Mr. Page is from Augusta county, and
Bible work .
e and attentive audience listened to the rendering of
gram on Thursday eve~ing before Christmas.
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Prof. Hildebrand improved his clays of vacation by taking
a course of voice les:;ons under the famous singer, Frank Tubbs,
of New York. Professor reached New York on the evening of
December 22d, and left January 2d. He is determined that the
Music Department here shall be conducted in the very best way
possible ; and he knows that this can be accomplished only by
se1f-prepara tion.
On Sunday, January 7th, J. M. Early and J. A. Garber
attended the funeral of their aged uncle, Abram Early, who
lived near Pleasant Valley. Services were held in the Pleasant
Run church, Revs. Kagey, from Dayton, and Thomas, from
Harrisonburg, conducting the services .
The many friends of Mrs. Roller, who had been very much
indisposed, \\'ill be glad to learn that she has regained her
natural state of health.
Elder I. J. Rosenberger, of Ohio, vvho has been conducting
a series of meetings in the Beaver Creek church for several 'reeks,
favored the College with a short visit January 8th.
\;Ve regret very much that Mr . P. 0. Cline has not returned
since Christmas. Especially shall the ball team sustain a great
loss in the person of "Bud." The effective \.Vork which he did
in the box last seas~n was the subject for comment by all who
\Yitnessed his pitching, and especially will he be remembered by
those who tried his short swift "i11s" and decepti,Te "drops."
Following is a list of the boys. each of ·whoin dnring the
holidays visited a certain home which had among its occupants
a certain girl: J. C. Myers, B. F. Wampler, B. M. Hedrick, E.
D. Naff, J. W. Harpine, R. E. L. Strickler, W. H. Sanger, N.
W. Coffman; indeed the conrting epidemic even seized upon the
more aged-C. M. Driver. Casper says, "too had to go to see
her.''

The 'Nell which is being bored ·within a few yards of the
front and a little to the right of \Vardo has already the depths of
ninety feet. vVe are expected to drink deep of the fountain uf
water as well as of the fountain of knowledge.
Miss Emma Eller, of Roanoke county, ·who is well known
to many of the old students. recently paid her alma mater a visit.
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EXCHANGES.
outhern CoJJegjan for December has a beautiful" cover

one good to pick up such a cheerful looking magaere are many interesting bits of information in the
, and none of the articles are commonplace. '' Review
dfly' ., is a good production and does credit to the
'General Lee as a College President" is very interestch facts about our famous Virginian will always be
"zed. "A Reverie on Collegiate Life" has an inspirWe read the pages of the Collegian with interest and
the exchange very much.
M~~~~3:0:t~~~~~

elcome among onr exchanges the Randolph-l\1acon
. It has been some time since we had the pleasure to
e .l\t/onthl_T' and find great improvement in t~1e paper.
e-11p is neat and tasty, and both prose and poetry are
. The three stories, " The Spirit of Sandy Bottom,"
Boy," and ''The Key and Scroll," are well written artiquite readable. In the first we have a very pleasing
·; in the second a very selfish man is the hero, who
ly turns away from those sacrificed to have him edun this latter story the author has portrayed a character
found in college. '' Studies in the Classical Poems of
" represents careful study and research. In the main
ations are original and well told. The poetry of the
i~ earnest and thoughtful in tone.
''The Palace (Jf
" is, in our judgment , the best in the last issue.
Woflorcl College Journal is a well edited magazine.
rtments are all up to a good standard. However, the
department is too limited in comparison to the size of the
. This department is always the most read , and to it
for the best things in the paper. ''The Old Man's
' is a very pleasing little poem. The letter in the
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Alumni department written from Gottingen, Germany, has much
information in it and was re:;i,d with interest. Such contributions are valuable to any magazine, and many choice articles
could be published if the Aiumni would ali be interested sufficiently in the magazine of their respective colleges.
~M~V.<tM.<:t.C t~t<;d:;,o

We gratefullyacknowledge the follo\\'ing magazines: 1.'he
Dickinsonian, 1'he William and J\ilary 1\!Ionthly, The Trinity
Archive, The Randolph-Afacon ~\tlonthly,, lYofford College
Journal, The Georgetovvn College Journal, The Picket, North
Carolina Unirersity Magazine, Flampden-Sidney Magazine,
Ki11g College MaJ?azine, 111ercersburg 1VI011thly, Wester11
1\luryland College Monthly, Blue and Gray, The Sagitta,
Oiir Young People, The Pilot, The Southern Collegian.

------
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CLIPP1NGS.
lf s aucl i and 0 arnl l i '

\Vith an X at the end. spell Su,
And an .E and a Y and an E spell 1 1
Pray, what is the speller to do?
Then, if also, an S and I and a G
And an H E D spell side,
There's nothing much left for a speller to do
But go and commit sionx:eyesighed.
-Tlie P it·kr·t.

Politeness.
He picked up her gloveJust wait for a miuute'Twas politeness, of c o urse,
. othing more; pray divorce
From you thought wbat is worse,
~For her hand. was within it.
He picked up her gloveJust wait for a minute.
-Hampden-~'S'idne.1 ~

;_\ {:1.gn.zillc.
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ALUMNI.
Polish Literature of the XIX Century.
The literary glory of Pr.land did not arise till after it~; u11happy extinction as a nation (kingdom) in 1795· In lamentation of what was last and in a vain hope .of a restoration of
former glory, the mouths of Polish poets were unsealed. The
first "Tas Adam Mickiewicz (1798-1855), a native of Lithuania.
His poem "Konrad Wallenrod,'' published in 1826, descdbes
the contests of the Teutonic Knights with the heathen warriors
of Lithuania in the Fifteenth Century ; but evidently it was
aimed at the wars between the Poles and the Russians. Mickiewicz traveled in Germany, Italy and France. Flis well-known
work "Pan Tadeusz" ( r8:p) gives a pictttre of Lithuania just
preceding Napoleon's invasion in 1812. Mickiewic~ ctased
writing at the early age of thirty-six. A statue was unveiled
to his memory at Warsaw on December 24, l 898, the centenary
of his birth.
The second great poet of Poland was Julius Slowacki (18091849), who. was also a mystic (as wa~; .Mickiewicz) and an imitator of Byron. His mysticism vvas shown in his allegory'' Anhelli,"
which set forth the sufferings of his native land. II.is Byronism
is apparent in "Lambro," a sketch of a Greek adventurer, and
in •'Beniowski."
Sigismund Krasinski (1812-1849) vvaf:. called "The Unknown
Poet."
His ·'Undivine C0u;edy" is an allc::gorical work in
which the sorro 1\ s of Poland are again bewailed.
The most prolific of the Polish authors was Josef Ignacy
Krasze\vsky (1812-1887), whose works nmnber over 250, comprising epics, uovels, romances, histories, and political treatises.
His "Jermota the Potter" (1857) is one of his most popular
stories and resembles George EUot's "Silas Marner.''
Far beyond ail of hjs contemporaries, however, Henryk
Sienkiewicz has extended the literary fame of Poland. This
has been due in part to the assistance h_e has received from the
eminent linguist, Jeremiah Curtin, who translated his works
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yet still more is undoubtedly due to the creative
Sienkiewicz was born in 1846 at
Luthuania. After receiving an education at \Varsaw
d his attention to journalism. In 1876 he came to
with a colony led by Madame .Modjeska to settle in
California. In 1884 his no,'els of Polish history in the
tury began to appear. They comprise ''\\Tith Fire and
"The Deluge," and "Pan Michael,'' and describe
ely the Cossack, S\\ edish, and Turkish invasions.
gcueraliy regarded as the best historical novels of the
of the present century. The profound psychological
Without Dogma," which appeared in 1890, could not
e same general notice; but in 1895 appeared a work
as made the author's name familiar throughout the
Quo Vadis," which is a story of the persecution of the
s by Nero, and is founded upon a careful study of the
literature of that period. The novel reproduces the
of imperial Rome, the warring power of Paganism,
hopeful courage of the early Christians.
...l'he title, .
11
\Vhitber Goest Thon?" is taken· from the legend
ates that when St. Peter in dismay was leaving Rome, he
bearing His cross and asked Him that question to which
replied, "I go to Rome to be crncified!" One of the
t characters of the work is Petronius, Nero's master of
who has left a humorous Latin description of a feast,
e author of Quo Vadis has intenvoven in his story.
t of Sienkiewicz's short stories is "God's Will," a
tory of Polish viilage life , relieved with occasional

of he novelist himself.

1

ALUMNUS .

Alu1nni Notes .

. D. C. Flory, of Barren Ridge , spent a recent Saturday
day in our midst, preaching a11 interesting sermon in
ge Chapel Sunday night. Prof. Flory will be rememmany of the alumni as the first president of Bridgellege,-or rather of the institution from which the
as rleyeloped.
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Prof. J. N. H. Beahm is reported to be slowly recovering
his health and it is hoped by his many friends that he will soon
be able to perform his accustomed labors.
Misses Effie and Ottie Showalter are both teaching near
their home at Scott's Ford.

.
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Webster's International Dictionary
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HAVE recently completed a new
show·room on Main street, near
the Bridge, where I expect to carry
a large stock of vehicles of my own
~f~~~~~=-\ make at reasonable prices. I also
r_
have a nice line of HARNESS at
all prices. Come and see my work
before buying. I can please you in
~~
......"""'._rr
....._,... Style, Quality and Price.
Pmmpt A. ttentioil given to Repairing.

1'\013SON° ~ :1101'lSON°,

NERAL lVIERCHANTS,

Bridgewater, Va. ·
us when you want a Good Article at a Fair Price..

Livery, Feed & Exchang.e
Stables,
·
Bridge'\.vater, Va.
Reasonable. Meets all Trains.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA ·

Prize: Gold Medal ..A warded on Exhibition 1898-99.

'WINE BROTHER~,
TE AND METAL RbOFERS AND
GENERAL TINNERS,
VIRGINIA.

...·,
'

WHAT COURSES OF STUDY
Shall My Children Pursue?
This is one of the most important questions that can come before a parent; but it is a question that claims your attention, and
you must meet it, for you cannot afford to let them go without an
education. Let us help you to decide it.

11RIDGEW4TER COLLEG·E
----=>:w.t•OFFERS*•l<,..•--

I. ·A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a man or woman of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordinarily given
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

II. . An English Course,

Which gives a moderate range of general culture, and
aims especially to lay a good practical foundation for teaching, or any calling in life demanding a good English education.

III. A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing Old and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed ·for a thorough
understanding of the Bible.

IV. A Commercial Course,

Which drills the student along the lines to be pursued in
actual business.
·

V. A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
To which the student is not admitted unless fully prepared.

VI. Several Music Courses

Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Are you interested in any of the above courses? Do not fail
to correspond with us before placing your son or daughter. in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the .
President,
•.

•

W. B. YOUNT, Btt1dgewatett, Va.
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To St. Valentine .
Hail. patron saiut of lovers true,
I twine to-day a wreath for you,A wreath of love and lovers' wiles,
But most of all, my lady's smiles.
How long I souget, but sought in vain,
One glance of love, one smile to gain !
She talked, 'tis true, at length untold,
And smiled the while,-but ah ! so cold!
I bore it long, hoped in despair
That some sweet day my lady fair
Would change her mood; but, woe to me
No ray of comfort could I see.

I

I grew at last quite desperate;
Prepared my heart for any fate:
I could not trust my stammering tongue,
So wrote the verse a bard had sung :
"Is there inne heavene aught more rare
Than thou sweete nymphe of Avon fayre?
Is there onne earthe a manne more trewe
Than Willy Shakespeare is toe you ?''
How sweet it came, the .s weet surprise!
The pride has quit my lady's eyes;
Her words from classic phrase are free ,
But they are words of love to me!
So, thanks to thee, St. Valentine,
My true love's heart is truly mine ;
And lads and lasses all agree
1'o keep alive their love for thee.

'!"HE .W RECK.

The Wreck.

It was on a brigb t day in early May and th e air \\' ;1s as
still and calm as could be. It reminded one of the quiet days
in Indian summer in the autumn time, and in fact, all nature
seemed to smile out in perfect loveliness. The sun had just
passed the meridian and the tall maples that to'ivered above the
streets afforded an agreeable shade, as Elmer Loorrds walked
rapidly down the street in the direction of the depot. He was
a newsboy on a train rnnning from a large southern city to
Chicago. His parents were dead and he ·was alone in the city,
where a great part of the seventeen years of his life had been
spent in wandering about from place to place. He had been
cared for during the winters by different people and in this way
he had received some instruction in the public schools of the
city. He was a gay lad and his broad smile and gond manners
soon won the appreciation of all he met. His methods of business captivated his customers and consequently hjs sales were
very great.
In a short time he reached the depot, where he found a
great throng of people crowded together on the platform
anxiou!:>ly awaiting the departure of the trnin. 'fhe tumult of
this dense throng would have confused an ordinary mind, but
to Elmer it was an every day thing. 'fhe great engine seemed
impatient to be off. The engineer was standing on the platform
near the cab talking to those around him and waiting the time
of departure.
Everything being ready at last and all on board the engineer grasped the throttle with both hands and opened it with
a little jerk. Slowly the great wheels began to revolve and
adjacent objects to recede, while great, black clouds of smoke
soared above the moving train. In a little while the snberbs
of the city were passed and they were out in the open country.
Beautiful were the scenes on e....· ery hand. Flocks of sheep and
herds of cattle were feeding on the verdant hillsides, making a
picture that any artist would envy, while farmers could be seen
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there in their daily persuits. Flocks of birds would
ay to the nearest bramble as the train flew by. Far in
t could be seen the dim outline of a range of motmtains
g high aho\'e the surrounding country.
the meanwhile Elmer was going through the regular
of his duties. All went well till they came to the
Bluffs, where one of the most di sasterons wrecks of the
red. This place was a long stretch of bluffs along a
river and receiveri its name from being the place where
often met in council. The floods had been constantly
the road-bed away for a long time and it had not been
y repaired. As the heavy train came rushing around
e, snddenly the road gave way completel y and the cars
heel upon one another in a great heap together. Those
the engine were totally demolished.
ere was a scene most horrible to behold. The slaughter
ounding. Many of the passengers were killed instantly,
hers lingered on only to suffer most terrible agony and
ea moment later. Some were pinned down b y broken
of the wreck , others were lying helpless with broken
about the scene of disaster . Some were able t o disentbemselves and with ebbing strength move a short
away. A bitter wail of angLtish arose from the dying
humanity that sounded more like the sad cries of the
regions than anything earthly. Prayers were heard on
, while deep curses came from the lips of some of the
ortals. And to add to the horror of the scene, which
w almost past human endurance, fire began to spread
the wreck. A number of unfortunate ones perished in
es, who would othenvise h ave been saved. Those who
ninjured set about at once to give relief, and one was
ed to the nearest station to proct1re help. Spikes and
iron were next procured with which to lift the heavier
f the wreckage. 'rh~ flames were fought furiously for a
and happily were soon extingnishecl .
mer was to be seen at all times bravely doing his part.
not hesitate a moment to go into the midst of the fire
Clle some poor victim and remove him to some more
place. The men worked 'Nith ail their might most
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courageously, never stopping to think of fatigue or to wipe the
prespiration from their faces. Thus the work went on until the
relief train came in sight, having a foll supply of every thing
needed for the occasion. The dead and injured were soon
gently removed to the cars of the relief train. One had only
to walk through the cars now and see the ghastly work of the
disaster. Among the dead was the brave engineer who had so
gracefolly brought the train from the city station only a few
hours before. But a.ow among the dead in th e front car could
be seen his limp body which was never to tonch another throttle or to awaken distant echoes in the fair yalleys of that southern clime by the wild shrieking of his engine. He had done
all he could but his efforts were too late.
The city of Memphis which was only a few miles distant
was soon reached and there the poor unfortunates were taken
care of by the city hospitals. The hotels also had a goodly
portion of the survivors and among- these was a lady of perhaps
thirty y ears of age who deserves our attention. She was among
those who passed through the worst of the wreck, and strange
to say, was practically uninjured. She was very handsome and
certainly possessed a high degree of culture and refinement;
quite entertaining and admired by every one for her good manners and sociableness. She had often spoke to those about her
of the brave youth who had rescued her from a sure death, and
made frequent enquiries as to his whereabouts. She had been
pinned down in the wreck by a great beam of wood which was
just igniting. By the aid of an iron spike he was able to free
her and remove her to place of safety. She now wanted to express her gratitude to him since all her dangers were passed.
At last a messenger was dispatched to bring to the hotel imme·
diately. The blushing lad was ushered into the lady's presence
and with all the grace he could command acknowledged the
compliments paid to him. She took from her hand a beautiful
ring and placed it on his finger as a token of her high esteem
for him. After these simple ceremonies were over she inquired
of his people. A sad, blank look overspread his face as he re·
plied that he was alone in the world. The story was simple
enough. His parents were members of a small theatrical comp any and were killed by the collapsing of a large building while
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ery small. Their home was in the north and he was
t of in the commotion that had followed the disaster. .
this he could tell her little. Such was the early history
are my sister's brave boy, and I have found you at
claimed the lady in a tone of almost inexpressible joy.
e told him of his parents' tragic death and of the many
she had taken through the south seeking for him,
in yain. At last she resolved to put forth one more
diligent search for the lost nephew. Thus far her work
fruitless and she was returning home in despair. But
er efforts were crowned with success, although in .a very
way.
few days he, in company with his aunt, was on his
er beautiful home in the north, which was reached a
slater. Here he found a handsome little fortune awaitwhich had been inherited by his mother and as she
, it fell to him. His guardian at once placed him in
here he remained until his course was completed several
ter. The first year after leaving school he married
milton who had graduated at the same time ; and toone of the most successful business men of his city.
ult of the wreck, many lives were lost, which sent sormany homes ; but, on the other hand, much good came
t for Elmer Loomis. ''It is an ill wind that blows
E. D. NAFF.
OU
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The Wild Cactus.

A very striking peculiarity that presents itself to one
travelliag over the desert portions of the United States is the
wild cactus. This singular variety of vegetation finds its home
largely in Arizona, California, and Mexico. I have frequently
seen dry sandy foot-hills so completely covered with cacti that
to cross would be an impossibility, owing to the thorns which
inflict rather severe wounds wherever they happen to strike.
Recently, while strolling among a somewhat luxuriant growth
of this plant, by accident I came in contact with a large cactus,
especially well armed. A large spine entered the knee and,
though I immediately extracted it, yet for some days afterwards it afforded me more or less inconvenience.
There are many varieties of cactus growing at large in vast
localities of the above-named countries. I can mention only a
few in detail.
A very peculiar variety is what is known as the " Grizzly
Bear.'' It is comparatively rare and was discovered by some
nine prospectors and hunters. On hearing of this qnaint plant,
which the miners had said is covered with a long gray
beard, a certain botanist made three d istinct journeys to the
mountain in quest of it. He relates that on one of the expeditions he was crossing a valley between tvw monntain ranges
and was debating witl:i the driver whether they should encamp
in the valley or go to the other side and encamp on the mountain slope. The latter course was decided upon, which proved
to be a fortnnate decision, for before they had time to encamp a
terrible cloud-burst occurred and the torrents of water so tore
up the \alley that the confignrati on of the co untry was com
pletely changed. These cloud-bursts are somewhat frequent in
the monrtains and desert districts of the \Vest. Ori discovering
the "Grizzly Bear" they fonncl it to be covered 'I.Vi th long hairlike spines often ten inches in length.
In lower California grows a very pec uli ar and important
variety of cactus known as "Cord Wood.'' It is called by the
natives Sour-Petyaga, because of the pleasant acid taste the
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. On looking at the large Cord Wood cactus covered
most formidable spines one would hardly suppose that
an agreeable fruit. The fruit however is quite pleasant
oroughly ripe.
ably the most interesting of all species of cactus is the
Giganteus. It grows chiefly in Arizona, since the arid
of the state is especially favorable to the growth of
of vegetation. It has been said that only one per cent
tire state of Arizona is suited to cultivation. In the
part of the state where the aridity especially prevails
us Giganteus flourishes. ·In parts it is very abundant.
uth side of foot-hills and. in the fiat sandy plains it
enormous size. I have seen this peculiar plant growe height of forty and sixty feet. It often consists of a
k covered with large sharp prickles several inches in
As it stands unt on the bare face of the desert,
ed by scarcely any other vegetation, it appears remarkird and strange.
Some kinds of it are branched,
, and twisted so that one can imagine the peculiar
ey give to the general appearance of the country.
e are many other varieties that would be interesting
but we call attention to but one more. This is the
that bears the prickly pear, that is so mnch relished by
iards and Mexicans. The frnit has a yellowish hue
pe, and the flavor is not at all unpleasant. There is
racteristic of the fruit that may prove very unpleas~
ess carefully guarded against, for the prickles with
he fruit is well covered cause considerable pain when
to come in contact with the tender lining of the mouth.
occasion a friend presented me with some peaches and
pears which he bad carried together in a paper bag. I
peaches first. To my great discomfort I found that they
rmeated with the prickles from the pears, and my
tungue and throat were completely covered with the
g things : and for some qays I suffered considerable
n after ~rri ving in the state of California I was clri ving
c road one afternoon with a friend who had li ved in the
some time. X had heard a g-ood deal abont prjckl y
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pears, but bad never had any intimate experience with them.
By chance we noticed a great many ripe ones just by the road,
side. My friend insisted on my plucking a few- of the pearswhich I proceeded to do with my bare hands, thinking I could
avoid the abominable prickles. I returned to the vehicle with
several speciments of the deliciotts fruit, but soon discovered
the joke. My experience was richly rewarded, for my hands
had reaped a great abundance of the miserable pests, but by
that experience I learned the art of gathering prickly pears.
· The secret is simply this,-use every precaution to avoid touching them with the hands before the prickles are removed.
On the desert, where there is no water, the cacti are often
of extreme value to travellers. The juice which is cleer and
cool furnishes an excellent substitute for water. It is regularly
used by the Indians in crossing the deserts of Arizona and
California, the most arid in all the United States.
The country best suited to cactus is always dry and sterile.
No other plants can endure the continued drought and melting
sun, yet under these conditions the cactus flourishes. Were it
not for the protecting coat of armor that the cactus possesses, it
would soon fall prey to herbiverous animals. Even in the face
of the sharp spines which cover part of the plant, sheep, forced
by hunger and thirst, often attempt to eat some of the smaller
varieties. Their mouths become miserably swollen and the
poor beasts die unless the spines are removed by the owner.
Mules and burros sometimes carefully kick large cacti to
pieces and then among the debris feed on the moist parts that
are free from the spines.
J. H. CLINE, '99.
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Love as Victor.

was not long after that par.t of the country had been

that the Van Norman family crossed the Atlantic and
in the Shenandoah Valley. Of all the aristocrats of
e they were the proudest: Coming from the titled
cy of Eng-land they builded themselves great, manyhouses and proceeded to live in the grand style to which
been accustomed.
e proudest and haughtiest of them all was Sir Richard
an, known to all the country round. He considered
equals, and if ever he condescended to cast a haughty
n some honest workman, that man was bound, so Sir
thought, to be his humble servant forever.
thing that Sir Richard grieved sorely over was the
t he bad no son to inherit his fortune and name. Yet
tately mansion on the hill dwelt two of the fairest
in all Virginia.
beth, the older, ~was a daughter any royal blood family
ve been proud to claim. Her dark, rich hair and coales were in good keeping with her queenly walk and the
toss of her head. No person below her tank ever
speak to her. One look from her dark eyes and the
ould shrink away abashed She lived in the history
mily. To gaze at the many portraits of her ancestors
unt their wealth, their fame and titles was her chief
th, the younger, was not less beautiful than her sister,
radiance that shone from her solt, hazel eyes, and even
sunny golden hair would warm the heart of the poorest
and draw him to her. She never cared in the least that
ever had any ancestors at all, and their wealth and
were as nothing to her. They were only people who
d and died. Bright, joyous life was before her, and
d given her a temperament that would make the most
e she left to herself. As it was, not her immediate
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family, nor all her relatives, had .ever been able to make of her
an aristocrat or induce her to hold herself in her true position.
The two sisters being so unlike, it was natural that they
should have many disagreements, and many were the times that
Elizabeth was grieved by Edith's trampling upon their dignity
or going astray from the beaten paths of their ancestors. Often,
too, Edith's gentle heart would bleed and her happy face grow
sad at the cruel haughty words and actions of her sister.
And to crown it all, Edith fell in love with James Murrill,merry, honest, talented James Murrill, a common workman,whom Elizabeth would not have spoken to. Many were the
talks the sisters had in their room about him. Edith, with tears
in her eyes, would tell of his many virtues, and plead that love
was dearer to her than all the world, and must conquer all other
things. But Elizabeth would scornfully say, " Edith, love is
only imaginary. Would you want to trample upon the good
name of your family and bring disgrace upon all oI us by stooping to a union with that commo11 James Murrill?
No one but
a Van Norman shall ever win my hand. I shall not reli.nquish
my family pride to that silly thing you call love."
Sir Richard, when he heard the facts of the matter, raved
and stormed like a madman and declared t;hat no daughter of
his should ever wed a working man. He even threatened to
kill the rascal who had even thought of such a thing, and, having given Edith a talking that wounded her severely, he thought
the matter settled for all time. Ah ! he knew not the power of
love. That very night, after a bitter talk, the two sisters parted,
Eli.zabeth in anger, Edith begging for a good-night kiss. The
next morning she was gone with her lover and no trace of her
could be found.
After that her name was taken from the family book and no
mention was ever made of her by Elizabeth or her father. Sir
Richard had sternly declared it should be so. And though
Elizabeth loved her sister, she crushed that love to keep her
family pride from disgrace.
Not long after this Elizabeth was married to her cousin, a
favorite of her father's and a man possessing all the qualities she
. deemed necessary. He came to live in the Van Norman mansion, and things seemingly went on their usual way. But was
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's life happy? Her selfish desires and ambitions may
gratified, but she never knew what happiness meant.
i>ur children only one lived . Her husband cared more
ass and pipe than for her. And did she not sometimes
pleading form of her little sister begging for a kiss
as not bestowed, and never more would be? But all her
she held up her head as proudly as ever, and if she
the life she had chosen, no one knew it.
fared it all this time with Edith? When she left her
wealth, her father and sister, she was sad, but even
dness she knew that joy and peace and love were waitive her. She could but follow her heart, and trust to
And she was not disappointed . In her far western
ere her husband had taken her, she was happy and
. She saw her husband rise, step by step, to the highest
of honor. Wealth, too, became hers , but knowing the
t, she strove against them, and the poore~t and humblest
elcome in her home. Happy children gathered around
alled her mother. Not once did she regret the step
taken. Always she asked God to guard her old home
own life she entrusted to His care.
But time went on as time will go,
As long as hearts are beating low,
As long as lips their love can tell,
An<l parting friends must say farewell.

generations had lived and passed away since ElizaEdith had parted in their old Virginia home . In the
country many families bad risen by the name of
The best of all the land were they, respected and
by all, inheriting the noble traits of their ancestorsd Edith Murrill.
Of all of these, the one on whom
Nature seemed to have lavished many of the things
by mortal man, was Paul Murrill, now a young man
nty-three years old. He bad heard the story of Edith ,
tor, and was filled with a desire to know whether the
'11 existed in Virginia. So his parents consented that
spend his vacation hunting up the history of the Van
family in Virginia.
a long journey he reached his destination and stepped
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from the car to find himself in a beautiful valley, filled with the
wonders of nature. "And this," he said, "is the land of my
forefathers. ' '
Seeing no one else near, he inquired of an old if he
could tell him anything of the Van Norman family, who used
to reside in that part of the valley.
"Yas, sah, reckon I kin, sah. De remains of 'em resides
heah yet, in dat ole tumble-down house on de hill yondah.
Misfortune and poverty has overcome de family, sah, and I
guess 'bottt all de pride's knocked out of 'em."
Thanking him, Paul proceeded on his way and soon
arrived at the old mansion. He gazed in wonder and admiration
at the ruins of the once grand mansion.
On knocking, be was
admitted by a middle-aged man, who proved to be Mr. Van
Norman himself, the only living representative of his family.
Paul at once openly told the object of his coming there, and explained how he came to know the story. The other sat in
silence till he had finished. Then rising he grasped the young
man's hand and said, ''You are welcome to my bumble home.
Pride no more belongs to us-" be went on, but just then a light
step was heard, and a merry voice called q Father." In answer
to Paul's inquiring look , "That is my daughter, my Virginia,''
be explained. "She and I are all that q.re left of those yon came
to seek. And though I have lost everything else," he added,
"I count myself happy that I have her left to me."
Paul thought so too when be saw her. She seemed to him
the very embodiment of beauty and purity.
She treated him
cordially, too, and made him welcome to their home.
Mr . Van Norman found himself talking very freely to the
young man . It may be that no one could resist Paul's openhearted, honest look, or perhaps his family pride was indeed
dead. At any rate, after the first few days Paul decided that
his whole vacation should be spent among the hills of Virginia.
And he could not but admit to himself that the form of a fair
maiden bad something to do with his decision .
Many were the happy days Paul and Virginia spent
together during three three summer months, and if the history
of their ancestors did not progress as it might, the foundation
stones to their own future history were surely being laid.
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before the three months were gone Paul knew in his
aoul that his only hope of happiness was in Virginia;
her a new life had opened. She was learning the sweet
love (a lesson intended for all, only some fail to learn
, and some refuse it wholly, and others receive it and are
. Her merry voice still brought a smile to her father's
she had grown more sober, and when she bade him
ht with a lingering kiss, he could read her story in her
e was contented, however, to see his Virginia happy,
too, had grown fond of Paul.
the time came when Paul must go back to his home
1. On the evening before his departure he found Vir'ng on the old veranda, with a sad look in her blue

me, Virginia, this is our last evening together," he

'Will you be lonesome when I am gone? '' She looked
d his laughing eyes fixed upon her so earnestly and
that her own dropped in confusion.
" Virginia," he
, "yott know, you must know, how I have grown to
. I have learned much since I have been here, and I
at I cannot live without you. My little girl, why are
t ? Tell me, can you not trust your life to me ? ''
es, Paul," she answered softly, ''I have given my heart
long ago.''
'ttle later, when they had received her father's blessing,
standing on the old stone steps with the moonlight
over them.
shall come next year to claim you,'' he said. ''Virginia,
that brought me here? or was it a higher power? or
ly chance ? ''
atever it may have been," she replied, "we will thank
it.''
d I connot help thinking, my Virginia, that if our
, those two sisters, who parted in anger in this very
they can look down on us at this hour they will be
to each other even now, and will bless our love. Yes,
ruins of that old family feud of mistaken ideas and
es we will build a beautiful monument of love that
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And so in them the family was blessed once more, and love
was once more crowned victor.
0. F . S.

,._

The Local Poet.
'l~here have lived poets who:;e sympathies and affections
seemed limited to that part of the world lying immediately
about them; who caught inspiration from their own observation
and experience, and therefrom wrote their poems. In such poems
the heroes and lovers described were the friends of the poet himself; the beauty, virtues, . delights and sorrows sung of were
transcribed directly from reality. The voice of mirth passed
through the harp and became forever a happy song; the falling
tear of sorrow was crystallized into an elegy. Other poets there
are who, though they see and understand the incidents and
characters of daily life, prefer to write in a broader language, to
choose the general rather than the particular; they tell of childhood, but not of the child; of waters, but not of the brook that
ch~ers their own landscape; of affection, but not of the day
when their own hearts were taken captive.
Of the general or universal p<;>et, Longfellow may be mentiol!ed as a fair example. His poetry does not reveal what century he lived in, in what land was his home, what was his
occupation, or who and how many were his daily friends. Even
when a particular name or event is involved .in his verse, we
could not, without a knowledge of his life, determine whether
the reference points to something real or fictitious. Many
other poets could not write candidly and faithfully upon things
affecting themselves, but rather sought themes from afar, or
modified beyond recognation those that were at hand .
While Longfellow sang of flowers, the poet Bu}ns, on the
other hand, deplored the fated daisy beneath his plowshare. He
neither rejected nor disguised the objects connected with his
life; he found them instructive enough for his deepest thought
and beautiful enough for his sweetest song. ·The desire of his
life, and one that he attained, was to become the best of Caledonia's bards, and , in cherishing that desire, he kept his interests and affections within his native land.
''His rusti~ friencl,"
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lyle, "and nut-brown maiden are no longer mean and
ta hero and a queen, whom he prizes a_s the paragons
" Burns is, of all poets, the local poet, the poet of his
try and his own community.
first thought, such a mind might he regarded as narrow
udiced, inasmuch as it confines its view within a small
d does not appear nobly cosmopolitan, as the poet's
uld be, above all others. But the poet, sooner or later,
genuine, will become universal. Virtue, beauty and
are the same everywhere, and he that sees them in
ity and describes them as they are, is not narrow or
d, but as broad as the world. His writings fall a herimen; what he loved and admired, what he hated and
, produce a like impression in the universal mind .
first poetic effusions, and doubtless the most natural at
, were inspired by concrete excellence, by specific exof the beauty and wonder, perceived directly by the
n senses. Feasts, marriages, triumphs, games, all
d private occasions of sorrow and rejoicing, the prowess
or the beauty and virtue of a woman,-such became
for the observing minstrel. So it is that lyric poetry
earliest product of the muse; such were the first songs
; such were those of the Minnesingers and TroubaAnd the reason is obvious; for the most artless, most
most attractive, and, at the same time, the most affectfor the born poet are those that spring from nature
ithin the sphere of his own observation and experience.
local or specific poetry, as we call it , breathes forth
t sentiment of patriotism that is found in the hearts of
The home of the poet, his neighborhood and his
are made better, more beautiful, and more lovable in the
is songs; and these eventually come to be written in the
his countrymen. The Greek , at his fireside, in the
in the battle-field, would repeat lines from Homer; for
real to him and touched his closest sympathies: but
of England, a conception beyond realm and reach of
terests, lies bound in the printed book, unable to
m its imprisonment. Surely it is the poet who writes
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of reality, of things present in time and space, of actual human
life, of customs, sorrows, affections and delights, not invented
but real,-it is such a poet that is greater than the law-maker.
To the life of such a poet we are irresistibly attracted; with
deepest interest and sympathy we would look upon the scenes
of his joys and sufferings, feeling a nearer kindship to him than
to others of mankind, because he himself was the first to confess
it to us. Wh,eresoever were his home and native-land, which he
loved and enshrined in song; he has become a friend and fellowcitizen to us all, local now no longer, but eminently universal;
loved indeed most dearly by the people of his own country; but
from every land there are paths of pilgrimage leading to his
grave.
W. T. MYERS.
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EDITORIALS.
hope and doubt not that many years of absence-for we
art sooner or later, often too soon-will not be able,
soever many labors and disappointments, to weaken the
ce of labors and disappointments undergone througbyears of college pursuits; nor shall prosperity , if that
isdain to look back upon the achievements of today.
rs will doubtless have turned us all forth to wander
d thither, seeking a place of settlement; and a new
nt of youth, neither better nor worse than ourselves,
contentedly established in ot'lr places ; and we think that
, in that future day, without presumption and without
gs of a stranger, pass about in these walks and halls
te the persons we should meet.
may be so with some, but otherwise with many. And
little emotion would that future student body experience
ing reminiscences like these: '' Here for many a day l
k and forth at the call of the bell; here is the room I
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slept and studied in , and here my name is written." To that
body stronger and more pleasing evidence that he was here, that
here he dreamed, like them, and strove after learning, wottld be
a donation to the society library, 9r subscription to the college
magazine, or an article, of recollections it may be, for publication. In doing so, he would be received not as a foreigner, but
as one recognized to have been really and faithfully fostered by
his alma mater.
Circumstances, whether of prosperity or disappointment,
have too often caused alumi to forget the place where they spent
days once called their happiest. But those who do not forgetit is pleasing for us who remain to remember them; and the
encouragement they give help us to perform duties that are often
laborious and apparently unprofitable. And such encouragement
will go far towards keeping alive our remembrance of the alma
mater and those remaining with her, when we ourselves have
finished our labors here .

***

While reading makes a full man, a man ready to speak and
to write on any subject that his reading bas touched, it is no less
true that writing makes a more thorough and appreciative reader.
The mind that has observed for itself can the more fully comprehend the observations that others have recorded; and the
mind that has ventured into independent thought can the more
easily follow the reflections of other minds. To realize the value
of a figure of speech, or of a shrewd argument, or an accurate
description, let one attempt to construct the like from his own
resources and after his own plans. The principles of poetry
never reveal their nature so quickly and completely t~ a person
as when he himselflabors to think in rhyme.
Furthermore, nothing so positively convicts one of careless,
desultory reading as an effort to reproduce the original in either
in part or as a whole, or to make from it an ·exact quotation.
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is a faint recollection of something very fine and very
le for present purposes, but to round out that recollection,
by reason or imagination, is not possible. Accordingly
g writer, if he is willing and eager to learn, will there.
d with closer attention, and with a more definite purthan ever before.
ese facts alone should be sufficient reward and encourageto us for supporting our unpretentions magazines. To
literary excellence is not the ambition of all, but whosogetting an education must at the same time covet the
of reading and thinking ·clearly and systematically. So
s, stories and essays or our monthly publications; imas they are, will bring their reward in this, that they
e author to interpret and appreciate the writings of minds
and more learned than his own.
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LOCALS.
During the last month we had the pleasure of listening to
two excellent lectttres, in connection with the Bible course, by
Profs. Flory and Wayland; the former addressing us on the
"Lyric Poetry of the Bible," the latter on "Paul's Place in the
Church." Both lectures were received by appreciative audiences.
The well in front of Wardo is completed, the wind-pump is
up, and we now have an abundance of water.
The Sunday evening Chapel services were conducted
recently by Rev. Samuel Elory, of Eastern Virginia, brother of
the late Mrs. Garst.
Among the quite recent arrivals we note the names of Miss
Lambert, of West Virginia, an art and music student, and Mr.
Williams, of Craig County, Va., who comes prepared to enter
the advanced classes in music in order to fit himself more efficiently for teaching.
The cold and sore throat epidemic recently made an tmcalledfor visit to Wardo Hall, claiming for its victims Prof. Latham,
B. F. Wampler, F. C. Kaetzel, A. B. McKinney, B. M. Hedrick, and J. D. Garber, all of whom were confined to their rooms,
but having received prompt treatment at the bands of Dr. Miller,
all were at their accustomed duties in the course of several days.
Also Misses Emma Bowman and Florence Flory were quite ill
for a few days. Mrs. Birdie Roller and Prof. Miller also were
both unable to meet their classes for a few days.
Mr. C. J. Gilbert spent Saturday and Sunday several weeks
since with friends (one at least) at Dayton.
He reports an immensely enjoyable time.
At a recent session of the Virginia Lee Society P rof. J. W.
Wayland submitted his resignation from the society as an active
member. The society looses one of its founders and a most
faithful worker .
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EXCHANGES.
Last month's exchanges were ]ate in reaching us, no doubt
due to the effects of Christmas. However the most of the magazines for January are well up to their regular standard. There
is a general improvement in all the college publications as the
session advances, both as to subjects and to treatment. This indicates the growth of contributors. One of the great hindrances
to the advancement of the college magazine is that its contribu·
tors are not permanent.
After several years' training in the
work, those who have developed their powers of composition
sufficie11tly to contribute matter worthy of recognition are then
lost to the magazine on account of graduation. New material
must again be developed and thus a higher standard of excellence
is hard to be attained. It is due to .this same fact that the last
issues of each vo]ume of college publications are usually the
best.
M~~®PO~:o:~

The Wake Forest Student for January lies before us filled
with much matter of interest and worth. It is one of the best
exchanges on our table and we hope to read many more numbers
of it in the future. Its only poem, "The Hermit's Yuletide,"
is well worthy its place on the initial page; the sentiment here
expressed is entirely in keeping with Christmas times . "A
Bunch of Christmas Roses'' and ''Grandma's Christmas Story"
are both interesting stories. The German story, ''The Dance of
the Snow Flakes," is yery beautiful and touching; the translation is good and the selection will find many an eager reader.
The two articles, "A New Life of General Lee " and " Edward
Mosely , the Colonial Agitator,'' add much to the strength of
this issue. In the editorial department 'Ne read with interest
the editor's plea for foot-ball, and we think that the arguments
presented ought to do much towards seeming the students of
Wake Forest College the privilege of engaging in that most
interesting of college games.
~:o:o:t~~~~~v~

The 1-Ienclrix College l\1irror is among our exchanges for
the first time and we are ple·ased with its appearance, A large
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this issue is filled with a discussion of the public school
of Arkansas. This article shows considerable thought
on the part of the writer and is no doubt of interest to
ted class of readers, yet is too long drawn out for the
reader. ''An Incident in Camp'' and ''Sketch'' are the
ost readable articles. There are several attempts at
, but the result, except for the meter, is prose.
~o:~m:o:e:e:o:~,;o;~p~

e Hampden Sidnex Nlagazine for January has a number

1 chosen and well written articles. Not many of our
ges can afford such a list of able contributors as we find
magazine. As usual an abundance of readable poetry
d; the best in our judgment is ''The Winds of DecemThis poem is much above the ordinary verse found in
magazines. The shrill whistling of the winds is heard
t there is a feeling of comfort expressed in these lines :
I love you, though cold you are, winds of December,
That pile the drifts high in the cherished old Jane,
For deep in my heart there is glowing an ember
WhiclJ brings back the winters of childhood again ;
I bear you at work when the twilight has vanished,
And night comes apace o'er the beautiful snow,
Safe at my fire, with cares of life vanished,
I dream of the tunes that you played long ago.

d a happy anticipation of spring is beautifully expressed
closing lines:
I know by and bye in the bloom-haunted valley
The robin will warble her wonderful strain ;
nd soon where the winds of December now sally
The rose will be kissed hy the sunshine again.

n Error of Judgment" is a story rather obscure in
ment, but a happy hit is made at the close. ''Les Choses
" and ''Kipling's Reason for Being" are both strong
and are well worth the reading. One does not look in
r something of interest in this magazine, as is often the
ith some equally as pretentious.
P~~~:o:o:o:o:t~~~

e papers on college spiri't that have been continued
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through several numbers of the Juniata Echo are carefully prepared and ought to have a wholesome effect upon the student body
of the institution represented by that paper. "Juniataland" is
a poem worthy of mention.

CLIPPINGS.
The Hermit's Yuletide.
Leave me here when Christmas revels
Sound through lighted halls ;
Yuletide brings a sweeter blessing
And on me it falls.
Leave me with a branch of holly
And of mistletoe,
Hanging where my gentle mother
Hung them long ago.
Near the chair she used to lilit in,
I upon her knee,
Wondering if old Santa ever
Slighted boys like me i
While the same mysterious :firelight
Flickers on the wallLeave me here, when Christmas revels
Sound through lighted halls.
- fValre Forest; Stucleni.

A Trio ot Triolets.
Only a rosebud, Claire,
Yet it sets the quick blood leaping;
It peeped at me out of your hatrIt was only a rosebud, ClaireAnd I couldn't help it, I swear,
So I took it unto keeping;
Only a rosebud, Claire;
Yet it sets the quick blood leaping.
Four little words let fall,
Or perhaps I couldn't have spoken"Some speak too late," that's all,
Four little words let fall
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But the shadows on the wall
Declared how the ice was broken ;
Four little words let fall ,
Or perhaps I couldn't have spoken.
Eyes of a tear-dimmed blue
And a half-choked sob at parting,
They didn't seem much to you,
Those eyes of a tear-dimmed blue,
But they told me they'd be true,
And they stopped the heart's dull smarting ;
Eyes of a tear-dimmed blue
And a half-choked sob at parting.

-Hampden-Sidney Ma¥azine.
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Danish Literature.
Denmark, during the Eighteenth Century, was, in common
with the rest of Continental Eurape, stror·gly influenced by
French ideas. Native writers strove to imitate·the pseudo-classical style of Voltaire's tragedies, but after \\ressel's parody,
''Love Without Sfockings,'' failed to receive the royal favor,
French plays fell into disrepute, and those on Danish national
subjects catne to be more favorably recognized.
By the encl of the century the literary revival created by a
number of Norwegian student poets at Copenhagen, who celebrated in song the mgged beauty of their native land, had
subsided, and the nation's poetry was not above the mechanical.
At the opening of the Nineteenth Century, however, the new
influence of Romanticism penetrated into Denmark and found an
efficient apostle in Adam Gottlob Oehlenschlager (!779 1850)
who, although at first a patron of the French didactic style,
became in due time the chief factor in counteracting it. On the
day following Oehlenschlager's conversion to Romanticism,
which was accomplished by his friend, Henrik Steffens, after a
sixteen hours' argument, he \Vrote a poem c:;i.lled ''The Golden
Horns," in which '' two carved and inscribed relics of antiquity
recently unearthed are celebrated as the gifts of the gods, reminding men of their divine origin."
1'he n ext year (1803)
Oehlenschlager published a volume of ballads and lyrics which
are regarded as having inaugurated a now era in Danish literature. As a result of considerable study bestowed upon ancient
Scandinavia, the ''First Song of the Edda'' ·w as reproduced,
and the pantheistic interpretation of nature c.alled ''The Life qf
J esns Christ Annually Repeated in Nature," \Vas written.
' 'Aladdin," a dramatic fairy t~l c d edkated to Goethe, was an
attempt to illustrate the man·c:foms pm.v er of genius. Oehlenschlager went to Germany in 1805, where he visited Fichte and
Goethe, thence fo France , Switzerland, and Italy, spending
abroad altogether about four years. Among his other literary
productions of this period are the n a tional dramas '' Hakon Jarl"
and "Palnatoke," and the romantic love-tragedy , "Axe] and
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''Correggio" is a tragedy in German in which the
eggio) is contrasted with Michael Angelo. Although
hlager on his return to Copenhagen was generally
d as the greatest Danish poet, he was sharply criticised
dtvig and others. Among the dramas of his later life
be mentioned ''Charles the Great,'' '' 'fhe Land Found
ishcd," and ''Socrates"; but the most ·important proof this period was a collection of brilliant poems on ''jThe
the North.''
Emmanuel Baggensen (1 765-1826) was a fine comic
d a literary contemporary of Oehlenschlager, although
years his sei1ior. Baggensen rose from poverty and
distinction by ''Comical Tales,'' a collection in verse.
iptive poem, "The Labyrinth" (1790), was well
•but best of all is his simple poem "Childhood," which
ow has translated into English.
rik Hertz (1798....:.1870) was a lyrical dramatist. He
in 1830 a satirical series termed "Letters of a Return"
."purporting to have been written by Baggenson's ghost.
great dramas, "Svend Dyring's House" (1837) and
ene's Daughter" ( r 845), still hold the stage in Dend the latter has been ·well received abroad.
erik Palu<lan Muller ( r 809- 1876) displayed strong
influence. His dramas, "The Death of Abel" ( 1854),
," "Paradise," and the long, humorous epic, ''Adam
(1 841-48), give him high rank among the poets and
of Europe .
Ha Frederik Severin Grundtvig (1783-1872) was a
eologian and poet. He is author of'' Northern Mythold "Decline of the Heroic Life in the North" (1809)
in the antiquities of Scandinavia. In "King Harald
:ar" he displayed poetic gift rivaling that of Oeblen ·
He has rtlso been ·compared to Carlyle from the
ce nf his writings.
hard Severin Ingeman (1789-1862) ·wrote under tlle
of Scott, and was author of the historical romances
ar Seier" (1826), "King Erik ." (1833), "Prince Otto
k" (1855), and the national song, ·" Danne'brog."
helm Bergsoe ( T835-) published in I 866 a collection of
1
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stories, ' 'From the Piazza del Popolo,'' a work favorably
received. His later works embraced ·the romance "From the
Old Factory " ( l 869), a collection of letters " In the Sabine
Hills" (1871), "The Bride of Rorvig" (1872), ''In the Gloaming '' ( l 876), and '' Who Was He? '' These productions exhibit
careful observation and vivid imaginative powers, and are
written in elegant style.
Georg Brandes, who was born at Copenhagen in 1842, is
regarded as one of the greatest living critic~. His brilliant and
valuable work, entitled "Main Currents of Nineteenth Century
Literature," shows the gradual emancipation of thought during
the first half of the century. He is also author of "French
JEsthetics in Our Day," "JEsthetic Studies," "Critiques and
Portraits," "Modern Men of Genius" (1881), "Bjornsen and
Ibsen" (1882), and numerous biographical works.
The Danish writer most loved and most universally known
is Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875). He is the children's
prince of story-tellers. Andersen was the son of a poor shoemaker of Odense,·and during the early part of his life experienced
many vicissitudes of fortune. After he had given various works
to the public he began in l 836 to publish his " Wonder Tales"
for children. Of this series the finest is'' The Ugly Duckling''
(1845), which is in reality an allegory of his own career. The
most popular of the later volumes are "Tales and Stories" and
the •'Picture Book Without Pictures.'' His best novel, ''Only
a Fiddler," was published in 1837, and "A Poet's Bazaar"setting forth his journey to the East-in 1842.
Andersen's
works exhibit a "besetting sin" of egotism, but his popularity
continues unbroken because of his inimitable gift of entering
into the child's world and seeing things there as children see
them and telling things as they would have them told.
ALUMNUS.

Alumni Notes.

There will be a meeting of the Executive Committee on
Saturday, February 17, at 10 a. m., in the College office, to
arrange the annual literary program and to transact other busi
ness for the Association preparatory to the annual business
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in June.

the

]
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The program will be published in the March

MONTHLY.

al of the Alumni have already sent in articles for this
t and others have promised to do so in the near future .
enthusiasm that urged on every Alumnus to the successletion of his course , now stir within him a sense of
to his Alma Mater and to his fellows, to the end that
deavor to discharge his duty honorably to both, and,
y, to himself.

Ofl. ~- S. SWITZE~,

E. R. MILLER,

tlentist,

Physician and Surgeon,

thl:trtrisonbu11g,

-

-

Vi:trginia.

B:tridgeu..tat:e:tr, V&.

Estnblishe(l in 18 73.

Telephone Connection.

Dr. E. C. BEALL,

DR. J. D. BUCHER,

DENTIST.

DENTIST,

(GNtduateoi UuiverRity of Mu-rylan<.I. )

BRIDGEWATER, - - VIRfilNIA.

CROWN AND BRIDGEWORK

Established

in

A SPECIALTY .

1872.

Bttidgewate.tt,

....

....

Vitrginia.

Dr. Frank L. Harris,

BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA.·

Dentist,
Telephone Serrviee.

___t!J.
·~ r
N. \V. Corner Broad and Rice Sts.,

Pl 1ilaclel phia,

Peririsylvariia.

Cornrne11ce1T}e11t Invitations
- - - - A N D- - - -

Class Dav
_,

Pro~rrarr1s.
.
~

C lass and Fraternity StaL.ioncry,

.-"!Tr8:te1·nity Cards and ""\Tislting· Cards, I\Ie.n. us and

Darice
Book Plates,

Pro,;;rr~1~,

C lass Pins and 1\'.fedals.

glass Annuals and Artistic Printing

11

I
I

The Best FaIT)ily Ne1.vspaper.

I the news .of the ·w orld in attractive form; a.n
UltUJ'a.l Depar·tment · second to none in the
ry; :Market Reports which are recognized auty; Short Stories, complete fo eaeh number; an
ting· \Voman's Column, a.nd a varied and attracepartment oi' Household Interest.
Dollar a year. Inducements to getters-up of clubs for T'HE
Both the Daily and Weekly Sun mailed free of postage
United States, Canada and Mexico. Payments invariably in adAcldress
:tr SUN.

A. S. ABELL COMPANY,

PuhliRhPl'R alHl PropriPtorR.

BaltitnotTe, ffid.

Every Heme.,

School~

and Office Should Own

Webster's International Dictionary

of ENGLISH, Biography, Geography, Fiction, etc.

STANDARD AUTHORITY of the U. S.
Supreme Court, all the State Supreme Courts, the U.S.
Government Printing Office and of nearly all the
Schoolbooks. Warmly commended by College Presidents, State Superintendents of School:;, and other
Ec.fo.cz.tors almost without number.

'I'HOM4S,

Manufacturer of

atrttiages, Phaetons, Sutttteys, Buggies, Wagons, Ete., Ete.,
BRIDGEWATER, VA.

I

HAVE recently completed a new
show room on Main street, near
the Bridge, where I e:x:pect to carry
a large stock of vehicles of my own
make at reasonable prices. I also
~--iihave a nice line of HARNESS at
all prices. Come and see my work
before buying. I can please you in
--...-...,.""',,,,:,"'"ld...,;i~--· Style, Quality and Price.
Prompt Attention given to Repairing.

I CAitRY IN' STOCK ALL KINDS OF

and Tea:rn Harness,

$ 1 COLLARS, ROBES, BLANKETS, FLY NETS AND WHIPS.

and-sewed Harness of Best Oak Leather, tanned by old process at
at Spring Creek, Va ~-All hand work guaranteed.
a pleasure t.o show you stock and name prices.

D .. 0. GRAHA.lll:.

Bridgewater, Jones Building, Ma.in street
Harrisonburg, N. Main street, 2 doors from Post-office.

11013SO~ ~ 1101'lSO~,

ENERAL MERCHANTS,

Bridge-w-ater, Va.
<See us when you want a Good Article at a Fair Price.

Livery, Feed & Exchange
Stables,
in Street,
Bridge1Mater, Va.
umouts and Prices Reasonable. Meets all Trains.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

Prize: Gold Medal A warded on Exhibition 1898-99.

"WINE BROTHERS,

TE AND METAL ROOFERS AND
GENERAL TINNERS,
VIRGINIA.

i WHAT COURSES OF STUDY

Shall My Children Pursue?

This is one of the most important questions that can come before a parent; but it is a question that claims your attention, and
you must meet it, for you cannot afford to let them go without an
education. Let us help you to decide it.
·

:BRIDGEW4TER COLLEGE
--·..,>~1·0FFERS11E•tE,.•-

I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.
VI.

A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a man or woman of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordinarily given
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

An English Course,

Which gives a moderate range of general culture, and
aims especially to lay a good practical foundation for teaching, or any calling in life demanding a good English education.

A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing OlU.and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed for: a thorough
understanding of the Bible.

A Commercial Course,

Which drills the student along the lines to be pursued in
actual business.

A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
To which the student is not admitted unless frilly prepared.

Several Music Courses

Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal and Instrumental Music.
Are you interested in any of the above courses? Do not fail
to correspond with us before placing your son or daughter in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the
President,

Vi. B. YOUNT, Bttidgewatett, Va.

•
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All Things

Chan~l! .

The wiuds of winter come and y0
Across the mountains and the plains;
The long clouds rise with sleet and snow,
Or comfortless, complaining rains.
There are no sounds to soothe the ear,
There is no freshness r
the eye ;
For music ceased by aut~mn's bier,
And beauty laid it down to die.
For a11 that human sight can see,
There is no promise of a change
From winter's stern supremacy
To spring-time's influence, sweet and strange.
But earth, in winter's bitterest hours,
Feels, in the sun's cold, slanting beams,
A promise of the birth of flowers,
Of voice of birds and song of streams.
There is no sorrow, fear or strife
Whereof the .troubled heart may say,
"Its shadow is upon my life ,
And nevermore will pass away."
For human mind can never know
What changes follow day by day;
How April's tender violets grow
'Vbere January's snow-drift lay.

-W. T. M.
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After Fifteen Years.
Seyeral miles beyond Bridgewater and bordering on the
western base of the far-fame-ct Round Hill is the large plantation
of the late J obn Hall. From all appearances the old homestead
is well cared for, the fences are mostly new, the barn has been
repaired and repainted , and the old-fashioned brick house, once
so dingy-looking and weather-beaten, has now put on brighter
hu es. The cold snows and the chilling winds of winter of '80
a 11d '81 have given way to the balmier breezes and more cheerful sunshine of spring. A busy day has passed and the dark
s hadows of night overspread the land. All about this old home
quiet reigns. Within a large square room and in front of an
old-time fireplace sits Wilford, the son of John Hall , with his
head bowed upon his breast and with an fron poker in his hand.
He seems to be absorbed in thought. .A~ bout two years prior
to this he was married . Julia, his wife, formerly Julia Fulton,
sits sewing by the dim light of a candle, which is placed on the
table in the center of the room. Uncle Henry , the servant of
Wilford's father, has retired.
At this time Wilford is- a tall, straight, well- built man,
with light hair and blue eyes , and is thirty-one years old. He
is above everything else . an energetic business man. Julia is
slight in figure, with very dark hair and sparkling black eyes.
And though married , she is yet girlish, having just now passed
her eighteenth summer. Wilford and Julia were once unusually attentive to each other for husband and wife; but the
every -day duties of life and · business gradually superseded
smiles and kisses and avowals of love. Judging from the looks
of the two before that hearthston e, one \vould naturally infer
that some misfortun e had happen ed th e m. Con1d it be so?
Could unhappiness possibly be ex isting there? It was even so;
for some time before this the first angry words had escaped
their lips; and after that fatefnl moment it was not so difficult
to speak harshly to each other. They gradually grew less
affectionate, till at last it seemed that each attended to his or
her part of the work , he to the farm, she to the house. But on
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\'euing, since Wilford is to take the early morning train
ltimore, they retire early.
I,ong before chanticleer annottnced to the world wrapped
mber that da\vn was at hand, Wilford was up preparing
JOtuney. And as Uncle Henry drew rains for Harrisonnine miles distance, a small shrill voice from an up-stair
w was heard to say ''Good-bye." 'Wilford, half choked
sorrow, called back, ''Good-bye; be good till I return."
day happened to be a most pleasant spring day; the sun
never more bt:;autiful; birds on every bough saluted him
a glad good morning song ; trees and bushes had begun to
m and put forth leaves ; and indeed all nature was gay.
tso with Wilford. As he went he soliloquized thus: "A
back Julia was so good and true and loving, and above
obliging, but now-. 'rhen, she would never have seen
ve the house without fixing me a breakfast, and vvithout
g me good bye. Now, think how the scales are turned;
Henry and late what we could find, and she, raising the
ow, squeaked good-bye from the upper window. I try my
best to treat her well and make her happy, but all in vain.
aid by the poet:
Man's love is of man's life a thing a part,
'Tis ""011rnn's whole existence.

1 am fearful for the truth of that statement. Verily I am.
long, I wonder, am I to endure this wretched existence?
pity for me that in my most innocent days I had not
asleep forever; then I had escaped all this angush of
nd soon Julia was equally blinded. · Said she: "Two
ago \.Vilford would have had me on such a nice trip in
of pressing business. And such a husband anyhow! He
t e,·en make me nor allow me to prepare a meal for him,
did he give me a parting kiss. Why this coldness? 0
I were with my dear father and mother again ! Then I
that I would be happy.''
During the day the sun
ed beautifully into the big room windows; and in the
tree near by, whose branches and boughs were filled with
ds of tiny pink flowers, many a sprightly bird fluttered
All these things , however, could bring no joy to a
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heart. ,..rhe day passed. Weeks and months came
and went. A slight- misunderstanding chilled more and more
the once faithful love.
It was the seventeenth of February. Nearly one year had
passed since the last-named evening; the frosted windows and
the whistling north wind hespoke the condition of the outside
world. The snow was exactly one foot deep on a level, yet for
days the wind blew it here and there in great heaps. It was
well for this family that they were so comfortably prepared for
every ill wind. They sat before the same old fireplace; but
this time Wilford has need for the old poker. Little was said,
hoV\;ever, for a while that evening. Yet, no doubt, while the
great fire so cheerfully wanned and lighted the room, they
thought a great deal. Snd<lenly Wilford turned to Julia and
said, "Dear, can't we live happier than we are? I hate always
to be grumbling and see you cross so much. Surely I'm doing
the best I can for you." Said Julia, "Wilford, you are continually doing something to anger me. Nor do you seem to
love me any longer, either, and really I don't believe I ever did
love you. I was so young that I didn't know what I was
doing. Anyhow, believe me, if I could be Julia Fulton, as I
once was, so happy and contented, I'd not for love of any living
man, and all his jewels and gold, marry again.',
Never was the heart of man more wounded, This finished
the conversation for that evening. They soon retired. Wilford
arose earlier than usual the next morning. And just before
leaving the house to do some morning work, he raised little
Leslie out of his crib and while the tears trickled down his
cheek, he kissed him over and over again. Then turning to
his wife he said, "Julia, I certainly hope you will soon come to
love me."
But Julia never answered. Wilford and Uncle
Henry performed each other's work that morning, and just
before they finished Wilford said to him, "Uncle Henry, go
and help Julia now, and be sure to obey her as long as you
live." "I will, massa; the Lord knows I all us does," said
Uncle Henry.
Soon Uncle Henry called out that breakfast was ready, but
Wilford did not come. The day passed and the shades of
evening came on , but Wilford did not retu:rn. Julia walked
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that night in the greatest remorse of conscience,
, yet fearful that some evil had befallen-Wilford, or that
voluntarily taken his own life. There was no sleep nor
her that night. She cried and bewailed her condition
ed her former self, saying, "Oh, that I had treated him
But bring me back my dear husband, for I do love
do love him so!" Search was made for him. for days
s, but all in vain.
· een years rolled around and the farm appeared to be
attended to as it had always been. Uncle Henry still
along. And Leslie was a bright boy of fourteen sumOne evening when all the sheep except one had come
ncle Henry and Leslie crossed over to Round Hill in
of it; for on the east side of this hill the sheep were
After carefnl search they concluded that it must have
into the cave in the ·west side of the hill, and as they
through that old cavern, Uncle Henry accidentally
a human skeleton, and horror stricken ran out of the
if ten thousand shadows chased him. To the neighbors
bout he spread the news, supposing he had found, as he
sa Wilford's remains. What was Julia to do now but
Leslie something about his father? Before this he had
little or nothing about him. Anyhow Leslie and his
were the only two mourners at the burial of Wilford
So the lost was found and was buried with fitting
ies.
Julia did uot forget him, for often she planted roses on
e.
this time it must be remembered that Julia had formerly
er lovers than Wilford. One of these, Charles Sterling,
long ago rejected, now sought an opportunity to press
again. So one evening he had occasion to meet her at
ve. All the while he had stayed single, for he could
other. "After all this time surely she has 110 love for
,"thought Sterling. "May I not ask her to be my
He did ask her, only to receive this heart-rending
'Just as 1 refused yonr hand before because I loved
, so now I can not be your wife because of love of
inting to the grave). They parted friends, but Ster-
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ling's disappointment was so great that he deemed it best to
leave the cotmtry and go where he could better hide his grief.
So in due time he arrived safe in the Yukon Valley, where
he was thrown in the company of a very quiet, sober. looking
man by the name of Graves. ~rhey got along well together,
but talked very little. The other miners cailed them the
"quiet couple." But after long association Graves learned
where Sterling formerly Evecl. So he had made many inquiries
as to the happenings about Bridgewater of late years. On one
occasion he asked whether he remembered a family by the
name of Fulton, in the neighborhood of Mount Solon. "Yes,"
said Sterling, "and Julia, the only daughter, married Wilford
Hall. This man Hall lived with her three years and then left;
and, strange to say, his skeleton was found in an old cave on
Round Hill not long since." Then Sterling, apparently unconscious to all about him, fell to soliloquising : ''It is owing
to that very Julia Fulton-now Julia Hall-that I am in this
miserable place. Wonderful, wonderful it is, she st111 loves
that Wilford Hall, who is long dead and gone." Graves, on
hearing this, quietly withdrew, leaving his companion in his
abstracted state, and was no longer seen among the gold-seekers
in the Klondike.
"Does Julia really love me at last? 1-\hat's what Sterling said,
surely," muttered Graves to himself. Jt1st fifteen years from
the day he departed, Julia heard a strange footstep on the walk.
She knew it was not Leslie, but did not look to see who was
coming. Wilford Hall opened the kitchen door; there was
Julia washing the dinner dishes. They stared at each other for
a moment. Julia's eyes filled with tears. She ran to meet
him, crying ot1t, "My own dear Wilford !"
It was afterwards learned that the skeleton was that of a
beggar who long ago went to the cave to die.
I.
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Is Our History Written?
The Roman Empire had its origin withit! the walls of one
With sword and strategem she subjected and colonized
brought under her S\vay the whole peninsula of Italy. Then
tisfy a warlike ambition and to make her borders secure by
nding her domain to all borders and nations, she went forth
er military career until she embraced all the then known
id. She conceived that the only security for herself was to
nd her power, and the vigor and the system with which she
ucted her work have scarcely been equalled in all history.
But Rome fell. \Vas her system of colonization the rock
hich she stranded? No, we think not. In the centuries
have passed since she was at the zenith of her glory! her
m bas not been improved upon. Here lay her strength,
this was weakened by incompetent rulers, and political and
1 corruption within the walls of the mother city.
Is the history of Rome being repeated in our own country?
have feigned to ask. Shall we look upon the smouldering
or that ancient city, consumed in her own corruption and
11
Here lies our fate?" Rome was founded and actuated
the principle, "To the victor belong the spoils."
It is but natural that in the turmoils within, some power
d rise up with more harmony and strength and make her
'ctim according to her own principles of existence. The
ted States was founded by a people whose ancestry was im-•
with the principle of liberty. The germ of this freedom
enjoy began on the shores of the Baltic. The Anglo-Saxons
"ed it with them to Britain, where they mingled with a
le as hardy and liberty -loving as themselves. Thus there
combined in this coalesced people an insatiable desire for
ty, and an invincible disposition to maintain it. This con-·
ed to grow in the English people. "l'he almost constant
fe and internal trottbles in England since her foundation have
n from the jealousy with which the people held to 'the prines of liberty.
This was not only true of England , bnt on the continent
e was a tendency to more liberal views, especially in relig; but yet this was only the outcome of the liberal tendencies
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of the times and the race. It is true that comparatively a few
first caught the spirit, but it is marvellous how it spread even
in the face of the bitterest opposition and persecution. The
death knell of tyranny and superstition had been sounded, and
it remained only for freedom to gain the ascendency over the
subsiding mists of heathen darkness.
The reformation gave a mighty impetus to the tendencies of
the times. In England there was a great struggle between the
two extremes. On the r.ne hand there were those who were
striving to kindle the dying embers of religious despotism; on
the other there were those who were heralding the great principle of civilization-freedom of thought.
In England the process was too slow for some. The time
bad come for liberty. The pressure was too great, so the New
\Vorld-tbe Wilderness of the West_.:_furnished a refuge. To it
flocked the oppressed of every country, bringing with them their
hatred of oppression and their love of freedom. In those wild
forests the principle of freedom became the foundation stone of
every state.
Rome's doctrine was self-presen·ation. Our ancestors came
with a message for posterity ,-then but a dim light. It was
almost smothered out in the corruption of the East. But soon
under the nurturing influence of our forefathers it began to blaze
forth. There was but one more struggle for existence, namely,
the War for Independence. In this the eagle was set free and
~ow she soars from ocean to ocean-an example of freedom to
the world. Thus this great doctrine of Hnman Freedom has
been intrusted in its purest form to the American nation.
Are vve to suppose that she will not remain true to her trust?
Is patriotism deteriorating? This possibly could have been
asked with more effect at any other time since the Civil War
than now. We need only to mention the response to the Presi~
dent's call for troops for the late war, or Dewey, Schley, and the
charge of Santiago, and we have patriotism and bravery that
have astonished the world. But some even doubt the motive
that led to a declaration of war, and even denounce the prosecution of it all the way through. It is said that it was done for
selfish ends and personal benefits. Before we can say this we
are compelled to stigmatize the heads of onr government as
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Washington as a Statesman.
No true American bas ever grown tired of hearing about
George Washington; no one has felt that he has been praised
above his real merit. There have been few men among us who
have lived before the public both in war and in peace and have
sustained a reputation so high and a character so irreproachable
as Washington's . In this day when party strife so blinds men's
eyes to the real virtues of our best statesmen, when we feel that
a large number of our politicians are working for selfish ends, it
is gratifying to look back over the struggling, antagonizing spirit
to a time when all can unite in praise of the great leaders. Of
all the men who gave their lives for the freedom of America,
none entered the cause with truer purposes or with with nobler
fortitude than did Washington, and none came out so highly
ho11ored.
But it is not our purpose to consider Washington's virtues
in war. Already far more has been written in praise of him as a
warrior than as a statesmen, even though his services in the
latter capacity were fully as characteristic of him. There were
other great statesmen in Washington's time whose names have
lived and today shine brighter than ever before, and no doubt
some oHbese deserve fully as much credit as Washington in the
establishment of our government, yet his position in politics is
unique.
Washington was not especially gifted or brilliant as a statesman , but he was a wise man and was :;tlways well informed. He
was always trusted and hi~ people were easy with him as a
leader. We have bad much more eloquent orators in America,
but none whose words were more gladly heard or more fully
credited than were Washington's; there have been deeper thinkers, but none have administered our affairs with greater care
and with better success. It is not enough that a statesman be
learned and gifted; he must have the confidence of the people
and with their assistance administer the affairs of the state.
No president since Washington has taken the oath of office
with greater difficulties in sight than that courageous first president saw before him when he undertook to put into operation a
form of government never before established. Lincoln truly had
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plicated problem to deal with, but he had almost unlimited
to carry out his views, and he stood ·at the head of a
which was honored abroad. The years following the
the Revolution formed the -critical period of American
. The people knevv not what to trust; .some ·wanted a
ethers as strongly opposed it; some were willing to stand
-constitution, others were afraid of the result of its trial.
the time when wisdom was needed in the leaders; that
time for a man to arise whose integrity and faithfulness
ted. In all that list of statesmen, where was one that
people were willing to put at the head of their new-born
Where was one whose concern. was sufficiently great
a trust? All looked to Washington. He alone was the
the place. Even others who might have deserved the
the position agreed that the people would unite in no
Some may urge that it was Washington's popularity that
· administration successful. This is true to a great
yet ;this is uot to his discredit.
He well merited all
arity, and the world ·would be better ruled t oday,
citizens of every country would .be happier with such
n at the head of affairs. But was he entirely without
? Did all his countrymen work with him in his untir.
to carry out the duties they had laid upon him? Hisus that they did not. Ther:e were those who constantly
les in his way; who were anxious to make his work a
·who longed to see his honesty doubted, who were ready
der him in every way. Some were even so base as to
him of drawing more money from the treasury than his
Would not such things sadden the life and make heavy
dens of the public life of any man? But such a character
hington's could not be ·doubted by true men, and in spite
e calumny against .h im, he still bad the confidence of his
What admiration seizes us when we see a man whose
rises high above party slander and abuse! There
en such men in our politics, and they are ~those who
e the most 1asting good to our nation. Would that
ere more such men among us today! Washington's firm
ermined action in the excitement about giving France
her war against England is one among his many acts
'-..._
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which kept our country safe from threatening disaster. His
policy in this affair has been held sacred in our history, and has
had much to do with our freedom from entangling alliances with
other powers. Had a less firm or a less wise man been in power.
the destiny of our country might have been changed.
One of the most beautiful pictures in the life of any man is
the one presented to us in his old age, when, after his hair has
grown white in work of love and sacrifice, he is surronnded and
applied to for advice by those who must take up the work he
has laid down. After Washington had returned to Mount Vernon for the last time to take up the duties of private life, he
presents to us such a picture. Those who were called to fill his
place in the affairs of the state were constantly seeking his advice
and counsel.
Mount Vernon was the old home where the
children of the young nation would go for the instruction of a
father and they were never turned away unrewarded. Until the
last, the great leader was ever ready to give his best counsel.
The people of America will ever look upon Washington as
the father of his country. No other nation can point to one man
in her history who holds such a relation to her people. Some
men with peculiar zeal have pointed to Aguinaldo as a Washington to the Filipinos, but the comparison can be accepted only
by those whose imaginative zeal has the better of their judgment.
With such a man among them the Filipinos would long ago
have been prosperous and happy, and if Aguinaldo would have
been such a character, peace and freedom would long ago have
been his.
When shall such another rise to guide bis nation through
the darkest hours of an untried government? When shall another
live who shall receive such lasting praise from the world? When
his towering monument shall have crumbled to dust, when
nations now existing shall be remembered no more save in history, and when even our own vast empire shall have fallen,
Washington's name will be known and the noble deeds of his
life will yet'be taught to all people.
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A Reverie.
\Vay down through the beautiful meadows,
Where the green sward stretches away,
As oft I had done in my childhood,
I wandered-I wandered today.
'!'he sweet little birds they were singing
Their gladdest, their happiest song;
The willows were waving; the waters
In ecstacy hummed alcncr.
'Twas frolicsome, rollicsome summer,
When the world runs over with joy ;
It c:nriecl me back to my childhood,
When I was a barefooted boy.
When down in those very some meadows
I sported so glad and so free,
Then all of my days were as sunshine ;
Ob ! could they come back unto me !
But ah! I can never, no never,
Live over those days again;
They've gone from me ever, forever,
Since 1 life's battle began.
So like a true disciplined soldier,
I'll plunge in the midst of the fray,
And never turn back in my footsteps
victory gives me the day.

·rm

But whether I lie in the bivouac,
Or whether I'm pressing the strife,
I'll ever remember my childhood,
Those happiest days of my life.
They will to me be as a sweetheart,
And cause me to victory press on;
They'll guide me to manhood and honor,
'fill all of life's battles are done.
-J. SAXE DuBuE.
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EDITORIALS.
In history, in literature and in actual life, we observe that
the occupations of men are numberless; that the pursuits of life
cross and recross, mingle and diverge, with such complexity
that order and harmony might seem unable to exist. But the
force of every man co-operates with that of every other man;
the world with its infinite needs. invites · the energy of each
human mind and body to join in the activity of thought and
business that are engaging on every hand . The student at

college looks upon the various paths of life, uncertain which to
choose for his own diligent pursuit. At present his preparation
is general, combining the requirements of all vocations ; but soon
he will turn to a special branch of industry and labor for its
advancement. This and that profession is offering its advantages, challenging his powers and extoliing his talents , tmtil the
youth, listening with eagerness, and flattered with his promised
possibi lities, is led forth into dreams of ambition.
Arnbi tiou, according to the spirit with which it is cherished.
is good or evil: and certainly it is a fine sight to see a young
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filled with inspiration of life's spring~ time, looking for.
and longing for the labors of a high and noble calling. The
dawn is the symbol of strong, joyful, expectant youth, as
eare understood when he wrote:
This morning, like the spirit of a youth,
That means to be of note, begins betimes.

e divine author: '' The sun is as a bridegroom coming out
chamber and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a rac ;"
glad and beautiful, expanding with freshness and glory
hand sky, with the heat and weariness of midday not
ore beautiful are the hopes and resolves of youth, because
usually pure and upright. The young mind, shrinking
oughts of injustice and insincerity, devotes itself to true
nest endeavors. But the windings of his way, and the
tions before him, and the .by-paths on each hand, too
um him aside to deeds never proposed, and to a destiny
dreamed of. Washington himself may not have had rer
ns as a youth than bad Benedict Arnold or Aaron ~urr,
two latter are hated by their fellowmen, while the fc rmer
the Father of his Country. Whatever be hi choice of
Id's occupation , may the student , and e ry youth,
en himself so that no misfortune or te tation shall

ired by the realities
otmd 'the inhabitants ·of a ;e hall. For it is right
dfol that our magazin
&ich are the expressions of
itntions they ha' from should see and know more within
domains than in the spaces beyond. If college life,
lieve, is a good and happy life , it is worth thinking of
ting abot1t, just as well as the sterner and weightier
s of the world. Here are hope, fear~ despair, and
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adventure; and the pen that can treat them as they act among
us, has done more, we think, for our interest and instruction
than when it depicts their movements in other spheres and in
other minds.

The Voice· of Spring.
Awake , ye drowsy spirits all ,
Throw wild and wide your stubborn thrall ;
For winter's last <ltrge I've heard round the hill ;
'Tis late to be dreamily lingering still.
The crystalline waters their icy bands break,
And onward to ocean their glad journey take ;
Then cheer up, sad heart, and be happy today,
Enjoy sweet old nature, be y outhful and gay.
Tomorrow-a w hisper within me cloth say ,
The warbler will pour from his throat a sweet lay ;
All day in the boughs of the old apple tree,
His delirious strains be will sing wild an<l free, Cheerful so.ugs of bis wand'nngs and tropical fun,
Swinging wildly on willows that swayed 111 the strn .
Come enjoy the sweet songs so full of his mirth,
Let music and love be the lordship of earth .
I

Let your thoughts be transported to havens su blime ,
For there to each singer his life is a rhyme;
'Tis time to be happy, the bleak days are o'er,
All yon that are slumbering, slumber no more.
-D. T. GOCHEN OUR.
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:F rom Darkness to Li.ghL
Get away and do not bother me," said Martin Strother
, as he pushed from him his little daughter Myrtle, who
me running in from her play on the mountain side. Her
brown hair of thirteen summers hung loosely about her
ers in its dishevelled condition; her short frock was
bare and tattered, and her deep blue eyes wore a comexpression of gentle affection and defiance. The hisf her life had been a mystery to her ; she did not know
came that her father lived in the solitude of the mounr away from any other human abode, where, save twice,
never seen any other human being than her father, the
ant Jane and her mother, who had passed a way eleven
before. She was little more than a prattling babe at that
but she had learned to love her with that clinging affecinnocent infancy. Myrtle had seen no other w~om she
ved as she had her mother. Jane was rude and unkind
, and her father-well that she could not realize all it
-was very cruel. Thus the orphan child, closed in by
epth of the wood, found companionship largely with
Through the warm summer days her nimble feet would
her far up the mountain heights and deep down intC? the
y glens; she would gather the bright eyed daisies into
bunches, would sit and fondle them for hours, and in her
ike way contemplate thefr beauty; she would watch the
squirrel as be gambolled amongst the boughs of the great
apping her tiny bands in delight at bis merriment; she
to sit and listen to the music of the little rill as it leaped
the rugged mountain side; this and the music of the
winds as they played amid the tree-tops above her
was the only music she bad heard since her mother sang
t, sweet sad song.
een years before the period just described Dessa Downvery fair complected girl, with eyes of soft blue and
brown hair, was the pride of her father and the admirathe community-so gentle, so good and so beautiful.
e home of Mr. Downing was situated in the beautiful
on the winding banks of the Alleghany. And it afforded
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all that wealth could produce or happiness desire. Dessa's
education, while not extensive, was far in advan~e of the
average girl of that day. She had alvrnys been fond of music,
and her talent in this line was well developed by the most
efficient instructors that could be procured. After her school
days were ended she devoted her time to making life easy and
happy for her parents. 1'he joys of twenty summers had
developed her into a most charming young lady.
One evening as she was· sitting and reading in her accustomed place on the banks of the river, reading of St. Elmo's
strangely pathetic life, she said, how peculiar and undesirable
this oft-talked-of love must be; surely '' '1'is better to have loved
and lost than never to have loved at all," can be nothing more
than mere poetic fancy. As she was thus musing, a tall,
straight figure, mounted on a coal black horse, drew rein in the
road near by, raised his hat with perfect gallantry, and said,
•' May I ask you to be so kind as to direct me to Tionesta? I
am late and fear I have lost the road." "No, sir, you have the
right road, and Tionesta is jnst a few miles farther down the
road' ; just keep the straight road and you can't miss it," answered Dessa, in her smooth, gentle voice. Martin Strother
touched his hat, bowed slightly, and rode on his way. Dessa's
eyes followed the departing rider till he rounded the bend in
the road. "How dignified and handsome," thonght Dessa, as
she resumed her reading.
Martin Strother did indeed present a handsome appearance
to any passing observer; he iivas of fine physique, of proud
bearing, and had a face which showed symmetry and strength,
along with cold gray eyes, which spoke absolute determination.
His dark, wavy hair, slightly streaked with gray, he wore
carelessly brushed down on each side of his high forehead.
Twenty years had elapsed since he had reached his majority,
during which period he was engaged in the lumber trade. His
father before him, who bad been one of the earl~est settlers of
Erie, was engaged in lumbering; and Martin himself was
absorbed by his business, and spared no pains to increase his
trade, whether honestly or dishonestly.
A few days later Mr. Downing is visited by Strother in the
latter's business. As it is nearly dinner time he remains and
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him. He meets Dessa and is impressed by her
and charms. He intentionally directs the conversation
nels which appeal most to Dessa, who in turn converses
ly with the stranger. Finally dinner is finished , and
d Mr. Downing are unable to make a bargain, owing to
ent :fluctuations of the lumber .market, Strother t~kes
rture, stating that he will return later .
re than two weeks elapsed before Martin Strother
to see Mr. Downing.
In the meanwhile Dessa's
ts were continually of the "brilliant, entertaining gen" ns she was wont to term him in speaking to her ·
On this trip Mr. Downing sncceeded in making a large
Strother at a good price. Again did Mr. Strother and
converse on various subjects. He saw all too clearly that
yed his conversation. And when he viewed the beauley·fields and the vast forest tract of her father, he
in bis heart that this home on the Alleghany should
again.
, Martin Strother did call again at the Downing home ,
n his visits became regular. Mr. Downing, on seeing
e affairs were taking, remonstrated with his daught~r,
er mother entreated her not to receive the attentions o
. All too well did Mr. Downing read in the face of
a heart unsympathetic for every thing human; he saw
his eyes tyranny and a .restless passion for the acquirewealtb. How strange that Dessa, just the oppositeetic, kind, gentle and · true, should be drawn to this
man; how often it occurs that the tones of the most
y find a responsive chord in the hearts of the truest !
often likewise, in the great magnetic field of human
do opposite poles attract. But he had not always been
of avarice and business activity had overshadowed
d there was in his nature.
ce it to say that Martin Strother woed and won this
en in the valley of the Alleghany. They went to Erie
n life together. For a short while everything moved
; but a year had hardly passed when Strother lost his
ealth by extensive speculation in lumber. And then it
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was that the evil side of his nature was manife:ited, for the
object of his hopes, the desire of his life was lost .
Mr. Downing soon invites them to come and live on the
old farm. · They come, Dessa with a grieved and remorseful
heart; Strother himself comes not with a thankful heart, but
with a treacherous purpose to take advantage of her father's
forgiving kindness and still get. possession of that wealth for
which he had married.
Mr. Downing entrusted the management of the place to
Strother, resolving to overlook past injustices done him, and do
all possible to help him get a start again. But kindness serves
only to kindle the flames of a wicked and treacherous heart.
He was not only unkind, but even cruel to all about him; yet
Dessa in her deep sorrow loved although she feared him. Her
noble Christian heart enabled her to endure all submissively;
she longed and strove to cheer her parents, who were so deeply
grieved.
Martin Strother manipulated affairs so that in a
short time he had in his hands the entire possessions of his
father-in-law. Mrs. Downing, who had been in delicate health
for some years, was soon hurried to her grave by her burden of
sorrow. The grief of Dessa and her father at this time could
be equalled only by what followed so soon.
Barely had two months passed since Mrs. Downing was
laid to rest in the quiet little cemetery on the northern skirts of
Tionesta, when Martin Strother again, by his reckless speculation, lost all that he bad acquired. He cast his father-in-law
upon the charity of the old man's friends, who gladly and
kindly provided for his comfort through bis few remaining
days; and, Strother's god of wealth having failed him twice, he
fled to the mountain to get away from all human beings save
his wife, who went with him.
This period marks only the fom-th year of their married
life. How much sorrow and misery can be undergone in so
short a time! The rest of our story is too sad to depict minutely.
Soon after settling in their little mountain hut, Dessa's life was
blessed by the birth of Myrtle. In this little babe the mother
saw her only joy and hope. Through the dark hours of her
despair she prayed that the infant might serve to influence the
life of its father .
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years later we see Mrs. Strother frail and thin, and
· g her final rest. More and more frequently does she
her husband, whom she still loves, and ever shall love.
morning in early May Mrs. Strother lay on her couch,
so wan, so thin and deathlike, and drawing little
nearer to her breast she said: ''Oh! my little darling, if
only take you with me-how, oh! how can I leave you
Jane drew closer to the bedside and gently wiped the
m the brow of the sinking woman. As Strother hime nearer the couch, just then the soft light of a golden
crept in through the low window and fell upon the
the dying woman ; she opened her eyes and hearing the
usic of the warbling birds in the treetops without, and
ful murmur wafted to her on the gentle breeze, she
lier eyes heavenward and said in rapture : ''Oh! yonder
e golden light of heaven and the beautiful strains of
are borne to my ears ; Oh! Myrtle, yonder we now go
1 is love and peace and joy; and sometime I know papa
ow-he will surely come. Angels, we're coming-are
lmost there," and with the divine peace of heaven
on her face, she closed her eyes and her spirit entered
home it had just beheld .in vision.
ended the life of her who eight years before was happy
wning. The next nine years, which brings t1s up to
ting point of our story, were long, dreary years for
Strother. He came in contact with his fellow creatures
alley below as seldom as possible, but as time moved on
that he had lost so much in the death of his wife
y began to dawn upon him. And while he was not
bly changed, he was at least more and more impressed.
'od was to Myrtle one of wild freedom. Jane provided
lute necessity for the little girl, while the father treated
passive indifference.
as a bright spring morning, when Myrtle came running
room where her father was meditating, when she
the rough words quoted at the opening of this story.
then sat down near the door and began to caress the
of wild honeysuckles that she had found on her morning
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Soon Strother looked up at his child as she sat there, with
the warm sunshine streaming on her bright face and her liq11id
eyes smiling in pleasure as she fingered her flowerlets one by
one. "How much like her mother-those eyes, the hair, and
every feature; and the same disposition, so innocent and kind,"
thought the father, as he quietly looked at his child.
The day passed, weeks came and went--the most wretched
Strother had ever known. The few lingering sparks of nobleness in his degenerate heart were reviving; he began to realize
more and more his condition. Ahl that poor man suffered
such remorse of conscience as a human soul is seldom called on
to endure. Another year passed, while time was working its
constant change. 'rhe darkness and gloom which enshrouded
this man was dispelled little by little, by the memories of his
lost wife and the bitter remorse which almost overwhelmed him.
Myrtle noticed that a great change had come over her
father, but she did not know what it meant. He was so much
kinder to her, and she in turn did all she could to please him.
Finally Strother could endure his persecution no longer. He
was not yet sixty years old, so he determined yet to make
his life a success. So he bought a little house and lot in
Tionesta and moved thither.
His old friends now all pitied him whom they once censured, and did all they could for the repentent man. Everything was strange to Myrtle-the houses, the river, the streets,
and, above all, the people. But she gradually became accustomed to her new surroundings, and learned from friends the
sad story of her father's life.
Strother fotmd employment first as a common laborer, but
afterward his faithfulness soon secured for him a position ~
salesman in one of the stores. All the while Myrtie was developing into a beautiful woman. "Just like Dessa, her mother,"
was the comment of many of the elderly women. And no one
realized this so fully as her father. She could never do enougb
for her father's comfort and happiness, and her pure influence
over his life was unlimited. He did make a success of life.
While he never accumulated another fortune, he lived in peace,
finding happiness in doing all he could for others, and hoping
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future when he should again meet her who had loved
devotedly.
en years more passed in this way and he well knew that
s almost spent. He had been ill for several months,
one day, as Myrtle was sitting close by his bedside, he
red: " Myrtle, it has been my longing hope to see you
a true-hearted man, who really loves you. And may I
ve that pleasure before leaving you ? I know that yott
ymond will wed ere long, and oh! I should love so much
ess it before I die." "Yes, papa, we have decided that
shall be soon, and while I cannot bear to think of your
us, you shall have this desire," teplied Myrtle, in her
entle tones. Raymond Hill was indeed a noble young
and he had loved Myrtle ever since he met her.
e week later, when the whole world is happy without,
e church bells are merrily chiming, Myrtle Strother and
nd Hill, kneeling at the bedside of the dying man, are
husband and wife. The old man in his weakness blesses
praying fervently that God's benediction may rest upon
ion. His strength is now fast ebbing and two weeks
he sleeps in the little cemetery.

. G. A.

JAMESON, JR .
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Locals.
Examinations are finished and the spring term, with its
promises, has opened. An enjoyable sociable was given in the
chapel on Tuesday evening, the 13th. Professors Latham and
Flory, as masters of ceremonies, did all they could to make the
evening pleasant for all.
As spring, with its warm sunshine, approaches, the athletic
spirit is gradually taking hold of the boys. The old college
yell rings out again joyous and clear. And every heart is
stirred with enthusiasm when in the quiet of the evening, in
front of Wardo, the boys shout in glad unison those words so
dear and familiar to the old students of B. C., who are no longer
with us:
Rickety-rex-rex-rex, rickety-rex-rex-rex,
Hollobolu, hollobolu,
We are well; how are you?
Hobble gobble, hcbble gobble,
Sis-koo-rah,
Bridgewater College,
Rah-rah-rah!

On the first Sunday evening of the month Chapel services
were conducted by Rev. J.·A. Garber, of Green Mount, who
was paying his son John D. a visit.
We are glad to say that Mrs. Maggie Yount, who had been
quite ill, is now convalescent.
Mrs. Birdie Roller, who has recently been chosen as Matron
of the school, finds the duty of governing the girls quite
enjoyable.
Mr. Frank Click, formerly of Cave Station, but lately of
North Dakota, paid the school a flying visit the latter part of
the month, accompanied by his newly wedded wife. The
couple will leave for their western .home in a few days.
Mr. William Sipe has recently given his house a bright
coat of paint. Mr . S . is rapidly making his home one of the
_ _,m ost attractive on College street.
Several weeks since Misses Carrie and Alice Davies and
Clara Mauzy spent Saturday and Sunday with Miss Sarah
Garber at her home near Harrisonburg.
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musical concert given hy Prof. Hildebrand ·on the
• g of the third inst. was well received. Prof. H. had
ections well prepared and especially tbe chorus class had
thoroughly practiced. Mrs. Roller assisted as accom' and Miss Fries, with beautiful selections; likewise Mr.
with artistically executed solos.

an

e regret that a few of our students found it necessary to
school at the close of ·1ast term. Misses Kizzie Hays,
and Verdie Miller have been given up with reluctance;
. Kaetzel from beyond the Potomac.

-·

EXCHANGES.
t is a pleasure to review the ·magazines that lie before ,us.
is variety-in them that matk es the reading a sort of recre. The magazine of a .college gives one a partial index to
aracter of that college. When I see a magazine with its
filled with articles of real merit and these arranged in a
manner, I conclude that t'hat magazine represents a live,
ate school; on the other hand the magazine which is
up of odds .and ends gathered from students who have
them, not for the magazine, but to ·pass class -muster,
s another .kind ·of .institution. One of the ·good results
exchange department is t'be raising of'the standard of taste
thod of the magazines by comparison and friendly o.om-

The Georgia11 for J au uary h:ls some "interesting matter in
Cnba" is an article that ·well des·erves the space it occt1pies.
1

re all interested in that fair island which was the cause of
late war with Spain, and this article, without professing to
baustive, gives us much of interest about the Cubans.
Duel That Was Never Fought" is a story with a plot out
e usual line; neither of the lovers who were so zealious in
courtship won the young lady's heart, but an imh~ard of
party was the lucky man. "Makers of Melodies" is a well
subject and the author gave it thought, his estimate of
however seems to us hardly to be correct. While Byron
great poet we cannot think him the greatest of the nine-

l.DXCHANGER.

teenth century, nor can we trnthfully :;ay that the glory of his
name remains untarnished. While he has left us immortal
verse he has also left verse that will ever cast reproach upon his
name and his distorted character cannot be entirely excused.
"The Life and Character of Washington" is an article of some
merit, yet the subject is too extensive for the space it receives,
and as a result we have points of history thrown together in a
disjoined manner. "The Lesson Learned" is a poem with a
happy hit.
The Erskinian is before us for the first time and we welcome
it among our exchanges. "December's On My Mind" is a
parody setting forth the dire calamities of a youth who had been
unfortunate in examination. "Over Steep Ways To The ~tars,"
"The Pathetic Fallacy" and "Hamlet's Mental Condition" are
the leading articles in the Erskinian. This magazine is well
gotten up; the departments are all carefully edited. ''Some
Alabama Sons of Erskine" in the Alumni Department is a well
written article, embodying sketches of some interesting characters.

'~~ ·

\Ve acknowledge the following magazines: The North

Carolina University Magazine, The Southern Collegian, The
Hampden-Sidney Magazine, The Dickinsonian, The Western
l'llaryland Monthly, The ·M ercersburg Monthly, Blue and
Gray, The William and Mary ~Monthly, King College Magazine, The Georgetown College Journal, The Picket, Sagitta,
The Wake Forest Student, The Erskinian, The Georgian,
Wofford College Journal, The Juniata Echo, Our Young
People, Tl1e Tijnity Archive, The Pilot, The Henddrix, College Mirror, The Randolph-Macon Monthly.
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CLIPPINGS.
A Visit to the Old Home.
Again I revisit the home of my childhood,
Again the loved landscape dawns clear on my view,
Again I retrace the old path thro' the wildwood,
The garden, the orchard, and meadowland too.
I visit again when my life is October,
The places that knew me whe.n life was in June,
The birds and the brook sang melodies over,
·
I think they are singing the very same tune.
I enter the house by the old door, where alway~
My mother's kind face used to welcome her child,
And I go once again thro' the crumbling old hallway
To my room where the sun through my window smiled.
I nothing remaining?" and carefully feeling
My way through the cobwebs, my eyes full of tears,
Yes, there in a corner, the sunlight revealing,
My first corncob pipe in the wreckage of years.

-Southern

Colle~ian.

Childhood's :First Love.
My childhood's first and only love,
What thoughts return to thee!
Say, from thy restful home above,
Dost ever think of me ?

Again I live the days we spent
In childhood's loving role,
When, each to each, fond help we lent
In love linked soul to soul.

What sweetness in the forest tree,
When coos the mated dove ;
Not half so sweet as thou.2'hts of thee,
My first, my only love! "
-G~ora-t'!f.own Cnlleg~

.Trmr1J1tl.

Cl.il

PP!SG~.

Compensation.
of untol d yearning, sornethiug of unknown love,
I.,urks in the wind .that c1·adles the infinite leaves above ;
Something of hopeleAs striving for a union that can not be,
Breathes from the endless wo-eing of the shore by the restless sea.
~on1dhiu g

Deep in the heart of the ·forest the w ild fio\\'er follows -the sun,
·But at twilight its ·h ead is ·southward, -never the .r ace i~ won;
Never the golden sunset kisses the blushing <lawn,
Ever the frightened shadows flee like the startled fawn .

How long shall I he as;.the :ni.g;l1t-wind? How .long shall I follow and sigh
For a vision that :h ath no substance, for a love that can only die?
0, better each foam-tossed breaker, each waye on the ocean's c.rest,
That builds its share of ·the ages and silently sinks to rest.
What glory to :plant forever .Qf stone in the castle ·of fame !
How no·ble ·to 'f all with ·the ·burden ·and strive for success again!
1~0 feel that some life-bought effort may brave the engulfing sea,
An<l aid in some nobler building, near eternity !-Ex.

-------··- -- - -

·l ;ittfe verbs of I,atin,
I.,ittle roots of Greek,
Make the verdant Freshman
Feel e~tremely mee!.::.

Tilen a little Ger:man,
With a little Freuch,
Mak-es .the foolish Sophl.more
'.fihin.k he has some !3ense.
Then a year of Logic
And Philosophy,
Makes .the best of Juniors
Wise as be can he.
'fbeu comes analyticsTurns ·a fellow's head,
Makes tbe- wisest Senior
Wiflh that ·he was dead.-Ex.
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ALUl\fNI.
The meeting of the Executive Committee on Saturday,
17, was well attended,-all the regular members absent betepresented by proxy. The business transacted was the
'ng: A committee was appointed for the purpose of
g printed a number of blank forms for the Scholarships'
ment subscriptions ; the president of the Association was
as editor of the Alumni Department in the PHILOMAMONTHLY, for the rest of the current volume; the
program (literary) was made out, and will be published
isst1e of the MONTHLY, or in the April issue.
e are much pleased to observe the commendable interest
being manifested on the part of the Alumni for the
nance of this department, which interest is evidenced by
mber of personal communiCations noted in this issue.
ers also come loyally forward.
Our secretary and treasurer, Miss Cora A. Driver, under
of Feb. 17, writes that she had made preparations to attend
mmittee's meeting, btit was prevented by the snow storm.
from her interest in the work in hand she says: ''I
to visit the College again, anyway.'' This is the kind
ing we like to see manifested for the Alma Mater. Let
hole army of Alttmni and old students feel this way and
accordance with their friendly disposition, and the day is
distant when each will be proud to say, "I am an
us of Bridgewater College.''

e are in receipt of a recent communication from D. W.
(B. A. '99), who is professor of ancient languages, etc., in
Prince William Normal School, Brentsville, Va. He rea heavy program and several very large classes in his
us lines of \York.
riting from Elk.hart, Ind., Feb. 2, P. B. Fitzwater (Lie.
reports an active succession of work on hand for their
. He says: ''Tomorrow evening Sister Marguerite
will begin a two-week's singing class at our church.
persed with this we will have some Bible lectures by Eld .
. Puterbaugh. I also will give some lessons in the syn-
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thetic study of the Epistles. Immediately following this our
series of revival meetings will begin. We are hoping for a
revival that will tell for Jes us.''
John G. Miller writes, Feb. 16, from Lewisburg. Pa. He
has been located at this place for some time, and is at present
field manager for the Bible publishing house of J. A. Wilmore &
Co., New York.
A letter was received a few days ago from I. S. Long (B. A.
'99), who is now a stndent at the University of Virginia. He is

alive as ever for the welfare of his Alma Mater, the Association,
the Afonthly and all its readers, and will doubtless contribute
something soon for publication.
C. C. Brunner (B. E. '9i) is a live member of the Associa.
tion and a member of the Executive Committee. He is engaged
with the firm of B. \Vallis & Co., Baltimore, and although a
busy man he still finds time to conduct the Bible class work of
the N. \1.l. Baltimore Mission (G. B). Writing under date of
Feb. 26, he warmly expresses his interest in the Association and
its work, and says: "I would eagerly grasp any opportunity by
which I co11ld help turn the wheel.'" That's Charlie. We
can count on him.
Following is a letter from Miss Lillian \Vampler, which
will be read with interest :
MEDFORD, Mn., Feb. 28, 1900.
MR. EDI'l'OR :-Having bad the pleasure, during the early
part of this month, of attending one of Sousa's grand concerts at
the Music Hall in Baltimore, a few facts of my experience may
not be uninteresting to the music students of the College and
the Alumni in general.
Since Sousa's skill is well known all over the country, it is
almost ·n eedless for me to say that I enjoyed the music. Had I
not been quite so near the stage I might have enjoyed it more.
Sousa reminded me of Prof. Holsinger [all the Alumni know
Prof. H], only he is not so large a man as our portly professor.
I admired his manner very much, and his pose as be stood before his band of m11sicians was something grand. The orchestra consisted of about sixty members. The program rendered
was as follows: Overture; Trombone Solo ; Slavonic Dance:
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rian Dance; Soprano Solo ''Dolce Amer;'' Excerpts from
Boheme;" Idyl, ·"Ball Scenes;" "Rondo de Neut;" March,
Man Behind the Gun'' (by Sousa); Violin Solo, "Russian
;" "A Dream" of Wagner. . Each number was encored,
the responses-Sousa's own compositions-were enjoyed
y by all.
usa will give another concert at the same place during
t of March, and will then prepare to sail in April for the
Exposition.
bile in Baltimore I also attended service at several of
hurches-the Low Episcopal and .the High Episcopal,
g others. I witnessed a communion service at the Low
, which was very impressive and was participated in by
a large number. The services at the High church was
quite late in the evening, and the congregation was small.
mon was read and the rest of the service-including the
was chanted. The interior of the church, especially
tar, was very beautiful.
Very truly,
LILLIAN WAMPLER.

m Portsmouth, Va., under date of March 3, E.G. Wine
'97) sends an interesting communication from which we
d the following : "I am now, and have been since June,

ployed in the Navy Yard at this place. Since coming
I have worked in three different capacities in the Yard,
m now doing the work of assistant receiver. The re's division has charge of all the provisions, clothing,
e for vessels, material for construction or repairs-ing machinery and tools coming to this yard. I am glad
that from the first I had but little trouble in learning the
assigned me.
I do not now have the time to
more:, but hope to do so later. Before closing, however, I
to say that I am al ways grateful to old Bridgewater
e. May she liv.e on and ever attain to the highest standof culture and clevelopment."-Mr. Wine's address is uoo
street.

he following letter from C. H. Gaither (Com. '96) will be
ith interest and profit :
664 w. SARATOGA ST., BALTIMOR~.
R. EnrroR: Since I left Bridgewater College I have spent
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nearly three years of the time in one of the largest stores in
Baltimore.
Our employer is a very kind and big-hearted man. If he
sees that one of his .employees is worthy and entitled to a promotion he will receive it; hence one always feels that he has
something for which to work and that there is a future before
him. Mr. Brager employs about three hundred people the year
round, and in season the number is increased about twenty-five
per cent.
1'he building is a large six-story structure, including a
basement. It has two large passenger elevators and one freight
elevator. Each floor is divided into separate departments, and
each department is lettered.
A salesman has many trials and ordeals, and it requires a
great deal of patience to make a successful salesman. We have
so many classes of people to deal with, yet it affords one a good
opporttmity to study human nature. The shoppers are almost
exclusively ladies, as the men do but very little shopping- in a
store of this kind, and I must say in my·experience I find men
much easier to please than women. There is something fascinating nevertheless in the life of a salesman, and I have learned
to like the excitement and rush that we have daily. Monday
is always bargain day for us, and on this day thousands of
people visit the store. In season we always have a band of
music on Mondays, which entertains the shoppers with popular
airs.
Hoping to hear from some of my schoolmates, and with
best wishes for Bridgewater College and the Philomatheans, I
remain,
Very respectfully,

c. H.

GAITHER.

[Several communications were received too late for this
issue. They will be noted in the next.]
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E. R. MILLER,
Physician and Surgeon,
Biridgewatelf, Va.
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(Grad uate of University of Maryland.)
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THE SUN

1887.

1900.

BALTIMORE. MD.

THE PAPER OF THE PEOPLE,
FOR THE PEOPLE
BO ,r E81' 1N .J\10'1'1VE,
FEAltLE~.S

lN

AND

\\'I'£H THE PEOPLE.

~~XPR1~ :-;s10 r -.

SOlTND JN' PJtJNCH'U!.

A newpaper is :'m f'ducator; there nre all krnds of educators. but tbP mun who
!!!pends money ju H~lously and liberally is better able to impart._h is knowlf·dge tho
the man who has httle or nothing to srend.
· '.rHE SuN i8 the higbes-t type of a newspaper.
THE SUN'S reports from ull parts of the United StoteA are unsurpaRiled.
'l'nE SuN's Cable Service is the fir•est known; thf' troubles in tl.Je Pl1ilipvinel" aucl
ia South Africa dema.nd 1oompetent correspondents and vast exprnditure or mon@J'
a.nd labor in getting: the news. When you get TfJE SUN you gPt news nnd int(!~
gent pre•·entation of facts with it, as well as cart-hilly preparPd nrticlPB of edltorlal
writers or highest standing. When you ren.d a dAily papPr, -wliose prlnclp11I recommendation is its cheapness, you get ~t.be dregs-generally very poor dr.. g·i:; at that.
By ma.n Fifty Cents n. month; si~ months, SU; one year, $6. Adrlresi'l,

A. S. ABELL COMPANY,

PnhliRIH'ri'< and P1·opriP1°cH'?,

Balt:irnotTe, md

Every Home, School, aod Office Should Own

Webster's International Dictionary
of ENGLISH, Biography, Geography,

Fi~ion,

etc.

STANDARD AUTHORITY of the U. S.

all the State Supreme Courts, the U.S.
Government Printing Office and of nearly all the

Supr~me Court,

Schoolbooks.

Warmly cor.-imended by College Presi-

dents, State Superintendents of Schools, arid other
Ec$ucators a1most without number.

Cbsrles .•,., . Eliot, LL. D., President of H:arv11rd University, says:-=-

" Ti-:c l::itcrn

rnl is a wonderfully compact ~to•·ehouse of :iccurnte in(ormation."

with a V :i.luable Gloss.:lt'y of Scotch Words and Pbr~.
A NEW BOOK-the fargest of the abridgm.ents of
the International. It hil3 a sizable v-ocabufary~complete
definition::; and adequ;i.te etymologies. Has o\~er l S00
pages and is richly ill(jsrrated. Size 7x10x2 5-8 inches.
I~s appendix is a storehouse of valuable information.

Nicboia11 Murray Bulin, f'.h.U., Colmmbi•a UniYersi::y, New York, ll:lys:-The Collegiate Dictionary is fo·'.'t cbss in quality :rnd ndmirnbly adapted for everyd.~ use.

Siccimen pa0 cs, d ::., rf both boo!:s smt on application.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.
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Didn't care for a fit;
but took the biggest boots for the money.

B. NEV &

SONS,

L'T'D .•

.Guarantee·~otn tne fit ana mg ~oots for tne Mone~.''
jt

These gentlemen carry a full line of Men's, Boys' and Children's
Clothing, including Hats, Caps, Boots and Shoes. A new-dry goods and
cloak store just opened.
CALL

Opposite the Post-Office.

AND SEE THEM.

HARRISONBURG, VA

:S:ERM:AN -W-ISE'.7

Ia his name and the Sign of the Alligator is
hiR Trade Mark. Harrisonburg, Va., is the

place to get the

BEST SHOES ON EARTH.
·-ALSO 'rHE LARGEST LINE OF---:

f uirnituire, Cairpets, lVlatti~gs, Hairness, Saddles, Tttunks
- A N D LAST BUT NOT LEAST-

B ab y , Carriao-es.
;;;.

They 8.re fine things. But you must
push ~h..-m nlong.

NEVV AND · AT"I'RACTJ_VE

!S'T'Yl~E~4

- - i n both---

~

LADIES' AND GENTLEMEN'S FOOT WEAR.

~

We sell the celebrated WALK-OVER $3.50 Shoes for
men, as well as the well-known SURPASS $3.00 and.
MONUMENTAL $2.50 Shoe for Ladies. Every pair
strictly guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.
A large line of Trunks, Lap-Robes, Saddles, Harness, Carpets and
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Flower and Fruit and Blossom.
The bloom unfolds in beauty
When spring is here,
And breathes its dainty perfume
Upon the air.
The perfume all is wasted
Ere lilpring is past,
And all the lovely petals
To earth are cast.
But sweeter still and fairer
Upon its tree
It hangs in autumn 's golden
Maturity.
Thus purposes, beginning,
Are strong and fair,
But fear and faintness follow ,
And sad despair.
But still the soul's endeavors ·
In aftertime
To glorious completion
Will surely come.

-T. T.
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A PARTING AN'D A MEETlNG.

A Parting and a Meeting.
"Goob- bye, Vernie!" "Good bye, Harold! Remember,
darling, our separation will not be long and the meeting will be
happier than the parting.''
Here Herold suddenly ceased speaking. V ernie 's large
blue eyes filled with tears. Gently passing his arm about her
he pressed one farewell kiss upon her brow and was gone.
Vernie Ashton and Harold Rutleigh had long been lovers.
Although both were very young, they had known each other
since infancy, and their attachment was very strong. Vernie
was tall, slender and fair as a lily. She was very lovable. Her
sweet face-her fair forehead overhung by a mass of sunny hair
-the liquid blue eyes, which when one looked in them reminded
him of some deep, clear, cool river where you can see the tranquil beauty and the purity, and yet can not fathom the soulful
depths-all formed a picture which when once looked upon was
not soon forgotten . Her home influence had been excellent, and
it was not surprising that she had developed into a very accomplished woman. Every one considered Harold Rutleigh fortu~
nate in possessing her affections.
Harold was in appearance almost the ex act opposite of Vernie . He was of medium height, finely built, and was considered
the handsomest young man in the community. He had a fine
intelligent face and a high forehead, crowned by a shock of dark
curly hair. He had black ey,e s and was of a pleasant disposition.
There could be no sadness where he was.
It is no wonder, then, that these two young people had grown
to love each other in the truest sense of the word; and thus
Vernie's eighteenth year and Harold's twentieth found them
loving each other fondly . Harold was going away to school
and was now to be parted from his sweetheart for the first time.
It seemed to Vernie that she could not see him go, yet she was
sensible enough to know that his education ought to be :finished.
So after a long, tender , yet painful farewell , he was on his
way to school. There his handsome face, qui et demeanor, and
manly actions soon gained him the respect of all. Before he
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in school a term, it was remarked of him that he would
This he did .
g and frequent were his letters to Vernie at first, but
y it became evident to her that Harold was not writing
uently as she wished. She could not imagine the reason
negligence. Ah! could she but have looked in at his
indow as he sat at his table poring over some Greek fable
'ng some difficult problem in mathematics, and could
e seen the quiet look of contentment on his face, she
lJ.ave guessed. In a word, his affections bad been transto his books.
me flew; his letters came less often, and finally ceased
er. Vernie was too proud to ask for an explanation
one was offered. Several times during vacation Harold
n at home, and each time, although he called at the
home, as he never asked for her, Vernie studiously
him. This did not surprise Harold, nor did it displease
He thought his love was dead. Ah! what a mistake. It
y wounded. Five years bad passed since their parting.
e during this time had they seen each other. Since the
f year Harold had thought of but one thing. A new
had been opened up to him, a world of knowledge. He
be most learned. He would have great knowledge. This
only aim of his existance. True he never entirely forgot
, yet his thought of her was always second place. Learnindeed supplanted her in his affections.
was now nearing his graduation. It was only one week
commencement, when one night as he sat at his study
thin}dng-reviewing his past life 1 peering into the futureht seemed to strike him . He arose as if to leave the
bnt just as he turned from the table something --- a paper
on the floor-attracted his attention. Mechanically he
and picked it up. It was Vernie's last letter, written
years before.
It had fallen from the table drawer
he kept his papers. He opened it and read and reread
leaned against the table for support. A great longing
over him to see her, to tell her how he still loved her. But
his thought would present itself: Would she still love
The thought was maddening. Could it be that this girl

's mark if he persisted in his work.
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who had trusted him so completely and whose letters breathed
such pure love,-could it be that she still loved him? What made
him ask himself this question? He had a higher ideal in life
than this. What mattered it for t~e heart he had woed and won,
and after possessing himself of it had ruthl_essly thrown aside.
Midnight and later that night found Harold stql sitting at his
table, his handsome head resting in his hands, and remorse pictured on his face. He realized how unhappy he was and how
empty his life had been. When he arose from that table he had
rosolved to seek Vernie and tell her all and ask her to renew her
pledge.
Poor Vernie! Harold's neglect was a sad bl.ow to her. Her
mournful eyes were so pathetically sad that to look into them
almost caused one to drop a tear for the broken-hearted sufferer.
~he went abo11t doing good to every one as usual; but there was
something so sad about her that she seemed almost to belong to
another world. Her friends remonstrated with her for thinking
so much about him and advised her to forget him. .Ah! forget
him! that was but mockery. Little did they realize the nature
of .her love. She could never forget him. He to whom she had
given her best and truest love had disregarded it. Why she did
not know. She did not think it was for another. Little did she
know the potency of the attraction of great learning. How, alas,
too often, love that should be the most valuable --the most holy
factor in every character-is often replaced by some lower ideal.
In some it is desire of wealth, in others of power, and still in
others it is desire for great learning. But in any case it is sad
to see a life, perhaps two, blighted by such a misguided ambition.
At last commencement was over. Harold had graduated
with high honors . He was at home and eager to see Vernie.
Would she be glad to welcome him , or had his years of silence
deadened her love? He could but wait and see.
Vernie did not know Harold that was at home , and one eveni ng as she was strolling among the places made sweet-sacred
almost-by memories of past days when Harold was her lover,
she was surprised to see Harold coming towards her. She would
have escaped had it been possible, but her limbs refused to carry
her. She did not want h im to see the effects of his unfaitbfnl·
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• But this time he did not wish her to avoid him. He soon
ed her side and had quickly gained her consent to listen to
tory. He told it well, how, after he had followed his ideal
years, he was still unhappy without her love . He told her
as he had sat in his study that night his thoughts reverted
, and then finding her last letter made him feel still more
ly his great love for -her.
He said this had determined him to come to her as soon as
·ble and plead her forgiveness and love. The :first she readve, and of the latter he was already the possessor . They
d together through the same old haunts that they had freted long before. And when finally the sun with bis genial
smiled a last good-night and retired beyond the distant
n, they slowly walked towards Vernie's home. They were
happier than ever before. The moon which had just risen_.__
intentional observer-saw that indeed the meeting was
'er than the parting.
B . . M. H .
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A POETESS OF ENGLAND.

A Poetess of England.
Those who argue for woman's superiority over man must
:find some other point of comparison than the intellect; rarely, if
ever, is her name mentioned along with man's in the list of great
mental achievements. No apology, perhaps, is needed for
Sappho, Joan of Arc and Elizabeth, in order to place them in
the :first rank of the great and illustrious; but in many instances
a feeling of sympathy or love or compassion has essayed to elevate the intellectual works of woman from their proper grade to
a level of the works of man.
We do not judge Adelaide A. Procter to be one of the great
lights in the world-illuminating radiance of English literature,
but the life she lived and writings she has left to the world can
not be justly disregarded or forgotten by any one that has once
considered them. She was born in London in 1825, and there
passed her life. Like her sister poetesses, Mrs. Hemans and
Mrs. Browning, she displayed wonderful precocity while yet a
child; but her talent for poetry was not evinced until early
womanhood. Her life, which was guided by the Roman Catholic faith, was one of strong and unselfish devotion; and it was
her ceaseless toil and exposure in efforts to do good among the
poor and suffering, that carried her down to an early death in
1864.
From such a life were drawn those effusions of song which
she bestowed upon the world; and if we admire that life as good
and beautiful, we may expect the sentiments distilled from it
also to contain something of excellence and beauty. Nothingis
more ennobling and full of interest for aspiring humanity than
the life and writings of one who both lived and thought better
than his fellow men; the "Poet-priest, who could see and speak
and act with equal inspiration." To some degree of perfection
and far above many others of the poets' ca11ing, Miss Procter
exhibits that example that mankind desires to contemplate.
The themes that she chose for her legends and lyrics were
some simple story she had heard, some emotion of her own heart,
or experience of her own life. Nothing that she wrote is lnng,
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all is as brief as the gleam of sunshine or the fall of shadow
she strives to picture. The grand themes of ambition,
and patriotism were not for her; for they would have led
mind away from its accustomed path of sympathy and love .
ahe understood well what she attempted, and perhaps better
any one besides herself. ~he measured her own merits
ttainments well when she wrote:
It cheers my heart to hear it,
Where the far-off settlers roam,
My poor words are sung and cherished
Just because they speak of home.
And the little children sing them
(That, I think, has pleased me best) ;
Often, too, the dying love them,
For they tell of heaven and rest.

The poet that achieves all that has advanced far; and es ~
ly in the case of a woman's heart and mind it is more comable to be
Some humble poet
songs gush from the heart,
As showers from the clouds of summer,
Or tears from the eyelids start,
'~hose

than one of the ''Grand Old Masters'' who arouse the
For even
g woman might not exchange the grace and tenderness of
x for masculine vigor and severity; unless, unhappily for
he has been endowed by nature with the latter qualities
d of the former .
ince woman knows most of home and is the centre of
, it became the privilege of Miss Procter, as a woman, to
of that sacred place. He that is far away pauses from his
and thinks of the dear place he used to know so well and
never see again ; they that are left behind think of him
bas gone, and sit waiting and longing for the sound of his
·ar footfall; the wanderer does at last return, only to find
'ends almost all estrayed, and his love usurped by another.
m that has attained honor and wealth and influence, the
dor around him is not so dear as the lowliness and love
urrounded his early years :

to thoughts of combat and glorious achievement.
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Where I am, the great and noble
Tell me of renown and fame)
And the red wine sparkles highest
To do honor to my name ;
Far away a place·is vacant,
By a humble hearth for me;
Dying embers dimly show it,
Where I fain would be.

In the ''Cradle Song of the Poor" is depicted the same
wretchedness and despair of poverty that we see in Hood's "Song
of the Shirt." In a "home of the very poor" that is "no home,"
a woman sings to her starving infant:
I have watched thy beauty fading,

And thy strength sink day by day,
Soon I known will Want and Fever
Take thy little life away.
Famine makes thy father reckless,
Hope has left both him and me ;
We could suffer all, my baby,
Had we but a crust for thee.
Sleep, my darling, thou art weary ;
God is good, but life is dreary.

Miss Procter had felt sorrow as does every noble soul that
lives in a world of misery and wickedness; caged in great London, like a captive bird, she longed to fly away to rest, even if it
should be on the wings of death. But sorrow did not suppress
her cheerfulness; she received it as a teacher whose lessons
would bring fruits of blessedness. Comfort, hope and rest are
her most frequent themes, for she needed them most, as do all
who are acquainted with distress and trouble. There is no
despair or comfortless grief; right outlives wrong; love supplants hate; hope and happiness drive away fear. All this is
sweetly told in her many songs.
With the story of her pure life, and her golden words of
sympathy and cheer, she might well be the favorite poet of many
readers who would love to contemplate her life and strive to
imitate it; and who would gladly store in their hearts the
best and loveliest of her sentiments. She does not contend for
a place among the great ; but her voice will not be unheeded
becanse others have spoken more wisely and more loftily than
she.
W. T. M.
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Dwight L. Moody.
Dwight L. Moody for more than five years previous to his
was a leader in religious activity in America. His name
ken with respect by all who have heard of his useful cont life; his name is a household word and few ministers
in our country have failed to use his life as an example
e power of Christianity in the life of man. Although he
but sixty-three years old at his death, his life was so active
so foll of good works, that we can point to few men in
n times whose work has been so far reaching in its bearing
our institutions. He did not aim at greatness nor desire
at the hands of the people, nor were his methods sensa; he did not become so well known by any such methods,
for this reason his name will not be forgotten, nor his labors
'thout lasting results for good. America needs more such
in whom they may trust and whom they may follow.
One of the remarkable facts connected with l\llr. Moody's
was his meager education and the slight promise for
ess in his early life. He spent a very short time in school
a still smaller period at study while in school. He seems
ve been one of those practical, wide-awake boys, who ard
content to learn the things found in books, but rather preto learn from the world around them, and to contend with
in the physical rather than in the mental world. The few
he spent in school were not pleasant to him, and the result
that he give us the school at the age of seventeen to enter
ess. Even at that age when an ordinary school boy has
knowledge of common school branches, he was so illiterthat he could not read aloud the simple language of the
so as to be understood by others. Who at that day would
thought that he would become a teacher of men ? But
all his deficiency as a scholar he had a burning desire to
the Bible and he learned much of it.
His rise was gradual but rapid. He did nr,t expect great
to begin with; he was satisfied to fill any place wherein
could do good. After working hard all week for his em ·
rs, on ~undays he would go to the Sunday -schools or wherbe could learn something of the Bible. He was impatient to
work: a born leader, he could not be easy with no work to
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command. Beginning in a small Sunday-school in Chicago, with
a class of ragamuffins who were picked up out of the street, and
who had never before seen a Bible, he rose in a few years to the
head of one of the largest Sunday-schools in that great city.
Every year his labors became better known, and his services
were sought more and more as he began to be recognized as a
man of more than ordinary ability.
Moody was a man to undertake things that other men less
persevering would declare impossible to be done. When he
entered a city, however large or wicked, to preach, he did it with
the determination to revive the religious life of that city. Some
of the great cities of England where the Christain Church had
long been cold and formal were not able to withstand his earnest
zeal, but were aroused to greater activity thau they had known
for many years. His tour through England, Scotland and Ireland was attended _with great revivals of religion in those countries and many who came under the influence of bis work there
were made to remember him with gratitude.
The labors of no other evangelist have reached so many
people as Mr. Moody's . Not many of the great cities of the
eastern part of our country have failed to secure him to assist
in arousing the people to greater religious activity. And all his
efforts were rewarded by multitudes of conversions. When he
entered a city he always had the managers of the work to secnre
the largest building possible to hold the meetings ; and even
then the crowds were too great_to be accommodated .
His scheme to reach the multitude who -vvoulcl attend the
World's Fair in 1893 is a notable one . Leaders in the Chicago
churches declared that the people would not at tend the meetings
when they had so much to attract them on the fair gro unds.
Mr. Moody thought otherwise, and his view was correct.
The remarkable success of his efforts during that summer will
ever remain in history inseparably connected with the World's
Fair.
Although Moody was not educated, lie recogniz ed the ya lue
of it, and much of his time and attention was employed in promoting the cause of education. He establ ished two large schools
at Northfield, his native city ; one for young men and one for
young women. In all these schools, not only the regular scho0l
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hes are taught, but the Bible also holds a prominent place.
elong student of the Bible himself, Moody recognized the
of more thorough Bible instruction for the masses. He
also the prime mover in bringing about the Bible confer' which have been the means of much good to Christian
ers. In Chicago he established the Moody Bible Institute,
h stands as one of the results of his philanthropic works .
ody had a strong physical constitution and that alone enhim to bear .up under the mighty weight of his labors.
the great meetings that he began he was never compelled
ve up one on account of exhaustion, except in the case of
last that he held. His work reached a climax last fall in
great meeting at Kansas City, and there the great leader
k his last mighty blow for the cause in which his life was
t. Completely broken down by overwork he was compelled
ve that city and hasten home to Northfield for a rest. His
will be a long one; for he died on December 22 last, mourned
who knew him. The great Convention Hall in Kansas
in which he preached his last sermon bas since been burned
e ground, as if made too sacred by his last teachings to be
for common purposes by men.
What was the secret of success in the life of this man ?
was he able to influence men as he did, being without
ing and without natural oratory ? In the first place he had
great personal magnetism about him, one of the first requito a successful career as a public speaker. But above all
was honest and unselfish ; thoroughly believing his own
age and deeply in sympathy with mankind. No one could
st him long when they once came in contact with him. In
age of doubters, be stood out as one who had no doubt
t the truthfulness of the Bible . Seeing this, other men lost
Infidels were powerless in his presence. If all
tians were as sincere and as trustful as be, infidelity would
lose all its followers.
Moody's death was a fitting close to his life. There was no
ement from activity, but his usefulness continued to the
His last words are a further testimony of the truths he
t his life in teaching :
' ' Earth is receding and heaven
ing:Godiscallingme.'' .
J.C. MYERS.
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DO YOU REMEMBER?

Do You Remember?
Do you remember, love, the spot where oft we played,
Through the happy summer days beneath the elm tree's shade?
The brook that babbled through the green, the birds' nests in the woods,
The gladsome days when we were young, and life seemed fair and good?
Do you remember, love, the days long since gone by,
When in the peaceful summer we together, you and I,
Wandered by the river where the water lilies grow,
Their snowy blossoms in the water, floating to and fro?
The moonlight glimmered on the waves ; the plaintive whippoorwill
Trilled out his happy evening song upon a distant hill ;
The dew lay heavy on the grass, the fragrant breath of flowers
Perfumed the balmy evening air in those calm, peaceful hours.
I fancy once again I live my happy childhood days,
I see again the water sparkle 'neath the moonlight rays;
Me thinks I hear the whippoorwill again at eventide;
In fancy still I wander by the dear old riverside.
The
The
The
The

birds are singing just as sweet in forests green and still,
flowers are blooming just as fair where trills the whippoorwill,
moonlight glimmers on the waves beneath rhe summer sky,
waters murmur softly now, but not for you and I.

Oh, many a thorny path since. then our tired feet h ave trod,
And life has been for you and me a long and weary road,
But soon there'll come a time of rest in yonder home above, .
When hand in hand we two shall reap the harvest flowers of love.
-J. SAXE DuBuE.
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EDITO R IALS "
How the hurrying hours bring all things to pass! and here
n the MONTHLY appears at the surface of time's dark
to take a breath. And what has been accomplished in the
world without, what battles have been won or lost, what
'ous names death has made brighter, what discoveries
e has added to her spoils of ages, little do we know. T h "'
s that were contested long ago, and the liberties that were
; the names that glory crowned before our generation; the
and theories , true or false, that our fathers found or fan 1-to these are given our study .and admiration.
Nevertheless, the dullest and most conservative eyes can
but gleam a little, and be content with innovation, when
observe the difference that is stealing over the face of the
by a change of seasons. Doubtless "it is the mind that
eth good or ill, that maketh wretch or happy, rich or poor;"
the psychical Sphere can not deny the continual presence of
ical influence for good or ill, joy or misery .

Acceptable
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laments in rhyme have been raised for the departure of spring,
of summer and of autumn, too; but what a perverse minstrel he
would be-insane beyond question-who would troll a melancholy note over the flight of sable winter.
The magazines that change color at each issue might now,
·we think, appropriately take on green, if that would symbolize
to any degree the verdant nature of the contents. But spring
by no means guarantees the production of poetry or of more
than usually readable prose. Either we turn our fulness of life
and inspiration to other uses, or the season is too transitory to
penet~ate with its life and its cheer to the centre of our longgathering lethargy. Whatever may be the cause, our writings
still bear evidence that they were indited under the flickering
beams of the lamp, when there was no music in the air or beauty
visible in the landscape.
But spring casts off the shackles of at least one-the athlete-who after long pining and discontent within doors, now
hurries forth ready and eager for struggle and contest. Baseball is his cry. How he leaps in the diamond, how he calls out
in victory or dismay! This, too, is a part of college life, standing among its varied pleasures and excitements; and we must
speak of it along with the rest. The athlete once had his crown
of victory and his song of praise; and while we do not wish those
times to be our own, nor do we admire and seek physical rather
than intellectual excellence, yet we encourage and applaud the
strong, swift, healthy youth, and point out the fact that the
greatest men that have lived used to take delight in physical
exercises and contest.
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LOCALS .

The series of meetings which began on the evening of the
16th ult. closed on the evening of the 29th. Attentive audiences
were pre~ent throughout the meetings. Two were baptized and
a third made application at the close. Eld. Long's sermons
were all well received.
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EXCHANGES.
The Dickinsonian for March has several interesting arti-

We always find some good things in this magazine.
Sioux Dance" gives some of the interesting things cond with Indian war dances. "Their First Banquet," writby a Sophomore, is a story of some merit. "Interplanetary
ttnication" is a well written article, full of speculation and
· ative possibilities. The author seems to have forebodings
in the dim future when the earth will no longer have heat
centre, and when the sun's rays no longer have power to
our bills and valleys, posterity will suffer from cold which
compel them to seek passage to another planet. The article
bert G. Ingersoll is worthy of mention.- The author is fair
e most part in the characterization; the good traits of the
along with an estimate of the value of bis labors. No doubt
has been said hastily and bitterly against this man, and a
ce of him in some respects is in place. Yet the fact must
be overlooked that Ingersoll was an infidel, and that his life
cast its shadow over many young lives which have been the
for it.
~o:e:e:o:o:~~~:o:o:o:~~

of Thomas .Jefferson's Religious Belief" is an
rate article in the Trinity Archive. This discussion brings
many interesting facts about the religious belief of our talstatesman, and the article shows care in its preparation.
'ng from Jefferson's own words, his religious belief was a
rous one, and was entirely out of keeping with many of his
characteristics. The Archive abounds in stories, and they
generally well told. Of the four in the March issue, "The
of the Feud" is best.
Under the heading "Wayside
" is generally found something of interest. All the
rtments are well edited.
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CLIPPINGS.
A Sonnet.
When I at times my better self forget,
And would become a victim to despair
Of all that earth affords for hope,- declare
That nought is worthy of the toil,-then let
My thought revert to thee, whom erst I met
While I was still a lad, and breathed an air
Filled with thy presence, strong, serene and pureThough long I've been away from thee, e'en yet
Abides, and stronger grows with age, the power
Thy lovely soul exerts upon my life
Which gains new courage from thee for the strife
With men, and evil from within. The hour,
I know, needs men; thy woman's heart would say:
"Be thou a man-thy duty-no delay."-Ex.

When you're fooling in the library
And having lots of fun,
A laughing and a jabbering
As if you're deaf and dumb,
You'd better watch your corners
And keep always looking out
For the librarian'll get you
If you don't watch out.-Ex. ·

Retrospection.
A little girl came down the street,
With lovely form u1d shapely feet,
And restful face and fair.
She gave me one sweet smiling look,
And with that smile my heart she took,
And left-her image there.
Ah, often after life, dear maid,
When compassed all by night and shade,
I've longed for that dear lightThe light that shone from thine own eyes,
And smote me with a glad surprise,
That drove away the night.-Ex.
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Dreamin'.
o what's the reason that long about this season
en the sleighbells are a tink}in', and the snow is fallin' fast,
the pine-logs are a gleamin'-thet I kinder get to dreamin',
t to dreamin' an' to thinkin' of the happy days thet's past.
I'm in the old-time places, an' I see the vanished faces,
der creepin' up before me, like shaders in the blaze,
I hear the pine-logs hummin', and I fee] the teardrops comin',
' I'm sittin' with the old folks as I did in other days.
were three-myself and mother-an' old dad he made the other,
t the war came on an' laid him low one bleak December day;
then Ma, she grew so lonely, that there passed a fortnight only,
1 she left to jine the soldier in that Kingdom far away.
ebby thet's the reason thet along about this season,
n the house is kinder cheerful an' outside's bleak an' cold,
my heart begins a yearnin', an' I know my mind's a turnin',
to congure up the faces that I knew in days of old.

--

-Georgetown College Jonrna,J.

. Questions.
{FROM THE GRRMAN OF HALM.]

Sweetheart, I'd ask a question:0, what is love, I pray?
Two hearts that beat as one, dear,
Two souls alike alway.
And tell me how love cometh ;
'Tis here we know not whenceAnd tell me how love changeth,
True love ne'er wanders hence.
And what makes love the purest?
Of self to have no thought;
And when is lo~e the deepest ?
When its silence breaketh not.
And when is love the richest ?
"tis richest when it gives:
And tell me how love apeaketh ;
By love, not words, it lives!

--Hampden-Sidney Magazine .
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ALUMNI.

ALUMNI.
The Alumni Progr am.
WILL

l3E RENDERED JUNE
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CHORUS.

President's Address .
Letters from Absent Alumni. .. . . .. . .. ....... . .. . ........... D. W. Crist.
Im~humental Solo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .... ..... ... Mrs. Birdie Roller.
Recitation. .. . ... . . . . . , . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. Ottie F. Showalter.
Quartette .. .. . B. F. Wampler, J. D. Miller, J. W. Wayland, J. A. Garber.
Oration.. . . ... . . . . ... . .. .. . .... .. . . . . . . ... . . .. ... ... . - - Or ation . . . . . ..... . . . .. . , . .. .... . .... . . . . . .. ... .. . . . . ... .. . ..]. C. Myers.
Vocal Solo ....... . . . ........ . . . .. . . . .. . . ... ... . .. . ...... . C. vV. Roller.
Poem.. . . . ... . . . . . ..... . . . . .. . .... . . . . . . .... .. . .. ... . . , ... . .]. H. Cline.
Music .. . ......... .. ...... . .. , . ... . . . . . . .... .. . . . . .. . .... . ... Glee Club.
Toast.. . ...... . . , . . . . . . . . ... . . .. ... .. . . . ... .. . .... . . . .. . . . .J. C. Beahm.
C llORUS.

G. W. Flory (Com. '94) promises us a communication soon.
Mr. Flory until recently was a resident of Bridgewater, but la:3t
fall he removed with his family to the vicinity of Nokesville,
Prince William county, Va., where two of his brothers are also
located. Mr. Flory's wife was Miss Abbie McKinney, of Maryland, who will . be remembered by many of the Alumni as a
former class mate .

J. A. Brown, of Stuart's Draft, Va. , in a recent letter expresses with characteristic warm-heartedness his unabated in·
terest in people and things at Bridgewater College. He says ·
"My mind often reverts to the associations of my Alma Mater,
and every letter or paper from the College is eagerly read.
The PHILOMATHEAN MONTHLY is a welcome visitor in my
home. I am always pleased with the efforts that are put forth
to make it what it ought to be,-and what it is,-a good paper."

J. W . Wright (B . E. '94), of New Hope, Va., informs us
t hat it is his intention to be present at the Annual Alumni PrQ..
gram and other exercises at the close of the session . Mrs
Wright (nee Ecker is also an English graduate of the class
'94, and is a loyal member of the Association.
Under date of March 23 C. W . Martin writes us that he
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purposes to return to College for at least a part ; of this
Well said, Charles, we w:ill give you a hearty welcome.
Martin lives in one of the most picturesque portions of West
ia, and his frank and jovial nature seems to carry with it
th and vigor of his home environments.

We give below a letter from Prof. Frantz (B. E. 90) which
1

plain itself, and while it perhaps was not all intended for
ation, we trust there will be no offense when we state the
for giving it entire. In the first place the editor of th'is
ent felt great hesitancy in "making choice" among
productions having claims so nearly equal, if of different
ter; and in the second place, he thought each of the
· would likely choose all of the articles rather than any
them to the exclusion of the others:
McPHERSOn, KANSAS, March 26, r900.

EDITOR:--

ask me for "a short article or any items of information
ing my work or my surroundings.'' Here they are.
your choice.
A SHORT ARTICLE.
'Man is a useful animal.'' :So it bas been said by some
good deal wiser than any of us can ever hope t© be, and,
ore, it must be so. The purpose of this article- is not to
te this assertion, but only to suggest that the more animal
, the less useful be is, and the less man he is.
MY WORK.
It is plentiful, pleasant, hard, helpful to myself, and I hope
to a few others. Among other things I am trying to put a
life into certain languages supposed to be dead. But my
is expended mainly in a struggle toward a certain ideal
I set for myself while a student at Bridgewater College.
is a tinge of sadness in the thought that ten years have
since then, and I am still so far below that ideal; but I
not lost hope. ·
MY SURROUNDINGS.
Leading features of these just now are plenty of room, fresh
111Dshine, prohibition and Sheldon. Along with these put
1 brethren and friends, enough of the common sorrows of
keep me from being exalted above measure, a wife (thanks
to Bridgewater) such as you can read about in the last
of Proverbs, two prattling, bouncing babies to nm out
meet me when I come to dinner,-and why should I not be
?
Sincerely yours,
EDWARD FRANTZ.
0\1

D~. ~-
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WHAT .COURSES OF ·sruDY
Shall My Chilrtren Pursue?
This is one of the most important questions that can come before a ·parent; but it is a question that claims your attention, and
you must meet it, for you eannot afford to let them go without an
education. Let us help you to decide it.

BRIDGEW4TER ,COLLEGE
t

119
--•.-:)

I.

OFFERS*IE,.•--

A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a man or wom.a n of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordinarily giv~n
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

U. An English Course,

Which gives a moderate range of general culture, a:nd
aims especially to lay a good practical foundation for teaching, or any calling in life de.manding a good English education.
-

III. A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing Old and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed for a thorough
understanding of the .Bible.

IV. A Commercial Course,

Which drills the student along the lines to be pursued in
·actual business.

V. A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
To which the- stµ.dent is ntit admitted unless fully prepared.
·

VI.

Several Music Courses
Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal and Instrumental Music.

Are you interested in any of the above courses? Do not fail
to correspond wit4 us before placing your son or daughter in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the
President,

•

W. B. YOUNT, Btridgewateir, Va.
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.
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A Story of the Sixties.
was traveling in North Carolina not many years
, I spent some time with a friend in the town of Fayetteville.
e were out driving about two ·miles east of the town one
tiful summer evening, we came to an old mansion that im~
'ately attracted my attention, because of the good repair it
ed to be in. Around it was a spacious park with fountains and there among the trees and flower b~ds, of which there
great profusion. There was no order about their arranget, but everything was in a beautiful confusion. To the east
11outh, extending almost as far as the eye could see, was
e cotton plantation. To the north were the cabins
stables. In all the. States I visited I had not seen anything
called to my mind so vividly the old slavery davs. I had
conceived such a scene, bnt never before bad witnessed
. There are a· great many of these old plantations in the
h, but as a rule the mansion houses ha \'e been allowed to go
ecay and ruin, and modern structures have taken their
es. Not only was this mansion in excellent repair, but the
tation hands were all ·
We were just passing through the park gates when my
d stopped the carriage and called my attention to a tall
e tree which stood just within the gate on the left side.
th it was a plain marble shaft about twenty feet in height.
the side facing the driveway the following was inscribed in
letters: "John Mason." In answer to my questions coning the monument my friend told me the following story:
t the outbreak of the great civil struggle that tore so ·widely
der the peoples of the North and South, this estate had
owned and controlled by a \\'ealthy and influential citizen by
name of John Mason. He had held se,·eral offices und er the
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State government and bad just been elected to the United States
Senate when the war broke out. This prevented him from
taking his seat, for when his State seceded he yet remained
loyal.
''He was a man of noble mind . and good purpose, but of
strong passions.
His family consistEd of his wife and two
daughters. The younger, Mabel, was just ten years old, and
Annie, the elder, was seventeen. The mother of these girls was
a good, gentle lady, who loved and respected her husband and
idolized her daughters, both of whom were very lovable girls.
Annie \.Yas a tall brunette, while little Mabel, as she was called,
was a blonde. Annie inherited her father's force of character
with her mother's loving disposition, while little Mabel, on the
contrary, seemed nothing but love and gentleness. The father
loved both of his children dearly, but little Mabel seemed to
him a little fairy being, who·m he loved so well that he would
not even take a walk without her by his side.
" Mr. Mason was a strong secessionist, but being abo\'e the
age-limit for military service, was not required to take active
service in the field. He took a leading part in politics, however,
and held a seat in the Confederate Congress.
'' During the long years of the war Fayetteville had suffered
comparatively little. While many other southern towns were
suffering the privations that follow in the train of war, this little
town was unmolested. But it, too, was to have a taste of the
horrors of war. Gen. Hampton, with a portion of the Federal
army, was passing through this section near the close r.f the war,
in 1865, when he was met by the Confederate Gen., Hardee,
whom he defeated. After his victory he encamped several days
on the plantation of Mr. Mason. It was while the little army
was here that one of the northern lieutenants met Annie Mason
and fell in love with her at first sight. The lieutenant had Yis·
ited the mansion on business one evening when Annie came in
the room where her father and Marshall Carroll-for this was
the young lieutenant's name-were engaged in conversation.
Mr. Mason introduced his daughter, and it seemed that these
h\'O young persons learned to love each other almost in the few
short moments they vvere together. Annie did not see any more
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Lieutenant Carroll, but his image was never erased from her

·na.

"It was a grievons thing to Mr. Mason to have his plantan overrun by those whom he considered his bitterest enemies.
e had on the evening mentioned insulted several of the soldiers
trespassing on his gronnds. Pickets had been posted at difnt positions around the camp, aud one had been placed at the
k gates with positive instruCtions not to allow any one to
s through the gate without giving the countersign. As Mr.
ason's sentiments were well known, it was not thought unely that he might contrive in some way to give them trouble.
"It was shortly after dusk the same evening that Mr. Mawas walking toward the ~uarters. When he came unthe tall spruce tree he was accosted by the picket, and acding to the story of his little daughter, who was with him,
usual, the man commanded him to halt, threatening to fire
n him if he refused. When Mr. Mason passed on without
eding the call, the picket fired and the noble old man fell
erced through the lungs by a bullet, and expired almost inl!tly. His family was prostrated by this awful occurrencd .
en. Hampton and his officers offered the afflieted family their
mpathy, but were looked upon coldly as Mr. Mason's murder. But this feeling soon abated \vhen it became evident that
e tmfortunate gentleman's obstinacy had been the cause of it

1.

"Every thought of th e young lieutenant had been driven
m Annie's mind, but he, hearing of her bereavement, medted more and more about her. At last the end of the war
me and the army removed to Washington, where it was <lisded. Marshall Carroll on his leave from the army returned
his home in Columbus, Ohio, where he began the study 0 f
w, aud was two years later admitted to the bar.
"Mr. Mason's estate, although free from encumbrance,
t the close of the war was w~rth praCtically nothing, and Mrs.
ason resolved with what money she had to go to Ohio, where
r brother Ii \'ed. She and the girls left the old home near the
ose of August ot the year 1865. It was a sad leave taking.
any happy memories clustered around the old homestead-the
ly home the girls had ever known ~as \''. ell as many sad ones.
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Mrs. Mason felt that she could not leave her husband 's grave;
but finally they departed, leaving the old plantation in the
hands of faithful sery~nts, who would not forsake their
mistress at the close of the war. They moved to the vicinity of
Columbns.
''Annie had ce~sed to think of Lieutenant Carroll and he
had almost forgotten her. Two years passed away, but the girls
still longed for their old Southern home. Lieutenant Carroll
had now become Lawyer Carroll. Little did he think that the
fair yonng girl who had so disturbed his thoughts was within a
few miles of the very place where he was living. During the
two years that had passed neither had heard anything of the
other. Mr. Carroll was returning to the city from a visit to a
country client one afternoon when a lady on the seat before him
attracted his attention. He thought he had seen her before, but
could not tell where. He finally came to the conclusion that he
did not know her, and had just settled down to his paper when
suddenly the car in which they were seated launched sideways
and rolled over the embankment. It was the evening trai11
bound for the city, and was crowded w_ith passengers. Scores
of persons were maimed and mangled, while some few escaped
with slight injuries. Whet at last the debris was cleared away
it was found that Mr. Carroll was frightfully wounded, and his
life was despaired of.
'' The accident occurred close to the Mason home and many
of the cripples were ·removed to their house. Among this num ber was Marshall Carrnll. Annie escaped with very few injuries,
which were not serious enough to keep her from ministering to
the poor unfortnnates. She recognized in Marshall Carroll the
young lieutenant. Her sole object now was to nurse him back
to life. Her old love, coupled with the sympathetic bent of her
character, made her long more and more for his recovery as the
days passed away.
"For many days his life hung in the balance. One morning the doctor informed them that there was no hope for the
young la wyer. This was terrible news for Annie. \Vhen she
was told this she ·went to her room and gave herself over to grief.
The only one whom she had ever met that made an impression
on her heart , when at last he had been found, was to be snatched
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her by the cruel hand of death . Drying her eyes at last
uttering a whispered prayer for the life of her lover, she
ed to the side of his bed . But Marshall Carroll did not
And when he was well enough to know all , he was told
about the wreck, -how two rushed together, throwing each
off the track ; how he and Annie were on the same train
what terrible injuries he received, while she was only slightly
. He saw that his bright nurse was the same person he
observed on the car , and when he heard her name he
ized that she was one and the same ·with the southern lass
m he had met during the war.
From this time he grew better rapidly. And finally when
:was able to be out, he and Annie took many strolls together
e waning summer days . The love for each other seemed
mutual at first, and so it was now. They were married at
stmas. At once preparations \tvere made for removal to the
homestead . Mr. Carroll laid out the grounds exactly as
Mason had them and under the spruce tree at the southeast
he raised the white shaft upon which were inscribed the
Mr. Mason said he wanted to compose his epitaph .
Ever since their removal to the·South Mr'. Carroll has kept
old estate in ·good repair. The . grounds were the chief
ht of little Mabel , but she did not ·live long to enjoy the
home that had been made new . Her father's spirit beckher to Heaven, and on her thirteenth birthday· her spirit
joined with his in realms of the great unknown .
B. M. H .
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The Legend of the Hidden Fountain.
Between two lofty mountain ranges in the land of Virginia
there flows a beautiful little stream, rising high up among the
wooded hills that lie between the ranges, winding along through
the irregular depressions for twenty miles or more, and at last
emptying its weary self into the bosom of a broad and peaceful
river. Its beginning is merely a common spring, but as it
passes onward, many little rills dance down from the fields to
join it, until at the end only the tallest willows can mingle their
tops as they lean ~o\.vard each other from the opposite banks.
This lovely vale was in times past the constant dwelling place
of the red man, as is testified by the arraw-heads that are to be
found in every field, by the burying grounds that have from
time to time been discovered, and by the mysterious legends
that have survived the race that first cherished them.
One of these legends hangs like a lovely vapor over one of
the little rills that fall into the larger stream, or rather over a
rill that flowed once, but now flows no longer. Starting a
hundred yards from the verge of the rivulet, you can trace back
for more than three miles the dry channel of a brooklet, until
you come to the foot of a high hill. This channel, which
evidently was long ago tlie bed of flowing water, is sodded O\'er
like the bordering fields, and never carries water except during
rainfalls or rainy seasons. If willows ever grew beside it, they
have left no trace behind. The plow of the htt-sbandman, running deep in the depression, now and then throws up a pebble
that seems to have been worn round in a water course.
Many centuries ago, before the European had settled this land,
or even heard of its existence, a fair streamlet glistened and
bubbled in this sodded furrow; tree::> of willow and walnut and
pine and oak threw their shadows across it; the wild deer drank
from its crystal liquid; warriors and squaws set their wigwams
upon its green shady banks. Its water was the freshest and
svveetest that flowed in the land , and had properties that were
reputed to heal disease. About it, all was peace and beauty.
Though the warrior often fashioned or whetted his tomahawk
and arrow here, or cut his bovv from these trees, or counted oyer
his captive scalps, or here told the dreadful story of slaughter
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no contest of human arms ever took place beside these banks;
crystal stream was never tinged with human blood. I ts
er seemed to spring from the earth to moisten the plants, to
e drink to thirsty tongues and to make melody in unison
the forest birds ; but never to remove the stain of crime and
elty, nor even to alleviate pain the cause of which \vas
ness or revenge.
This booklet, so free from defilement, so quiet from disbance, so restful and yet foll of merriment, seemingly the
d and. care of the gentlest N aiades, had been for time out of
d the place of lovers' meetings. More especially the founitself, which, springing from a sort of recess at the foot of a
h hill, and surrounded and shaded by tall, somber trees, was
efore called Hidden Fountain, became the trysting place for
young and happy of the tribe that dwelt in the locality .
ere the faith was first plighted, and there the story of love
ld,-there at evening the lover's heart throbbed his deep de·on, and his words revealed his soul's desire. The fountain
itself a symbol of love,-welling up perforce from deep
es, yet calm and gentle, and inexpressively joyous in its
et and unobserved solitude. This the children of the forest
t, when they sat down upon that shady bank.
At one time in the far by-gone days there lived in the local
e a youth and a maiden, who loved each other with the
ngth and simplicity of the natural heart, and who had exged promises of eternal fidelity. He was foremost among
braves, strong, handsome and sagacious; she was the fairest
best beloved of the Indian girls. It happened that before
rites of marriage could be performed, war sprang up between
ir 0\\'11 tribe and another that dwelt beyond the eastern
untains, and he, with bow and tomahawk, joined his soldier
rades in a hasty expedition into the enemies' country. On
evening previous to his departure..he met his sweetheart at
Hidden Fountain, ·won from her a renewed promise of fidelitill his return, gave her a tender farewell; and that night
ged into the wilderness, certainly to a long separation and
haps to death.
A year passed and no vvord vrns carried from the one lover
he ~ther; only the general report of the war came back to
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the vvigwams at home ; a second year rolled round in the same
·way. Still the heart of the maiden was fervent with love, and
painfully longed for her hero's return, if he were yet_alive. As
the third spring was blossoming in the quiet vale, the little army came back, and that triumphant, each warrior bearing
many a scalping tuft in his girdle ; and again settled dowl! to
repose upon the crystal streamlet. The young chief was yet
among his comrades, still more honored for courage and ctmning, and still as handsome and strong· as on the dav he left.
Each lover of the returned warriors sought out his love, to
see if she ·were faithful · to her parting promise; and on the
evening of his triumphant return, the young chief and his loyal
mistress repaired to the Hidden Fountain, where they had last
met and parted so many months before. The youth repeated in
her ears, not the same S\Veet words of tender affection that she
had listened to in times gone by, but, instead, _tales of bloody
war, of savage cruelty and revenge, of the strategy and daring
that had won him many scalps. What were these hideous
deeds to that poor girl, whose heart was bursting with love long
pent up? In sad silence and disinterest she listened to these
terrible stories, for she had not since his return heard a whisper
or seen a sign of her betrothed's affection, for which she had
been waiting and longing so inany, many days.
The chief, '".ho did not fail to notice her apparent coldness
and indifference toward him, began to reproach her for a faith·
less heart, and in anger to accuse her of forsaking him. Her
only ansvver was to shrink from his side as in fear or shame, and
start as if to leave him there alone. This act of hers seeming
to confirm his bitter acctl.sation, the warrior. ·with an exclamation of rage, seized her with one hand by her long_tresses, and
drawing from his belt the murderous tomahawk, cleft her skull
with a single_blow, and the innocent girl, uttering a groan, fell
de::i.d at his feet on the edge of the crystal fountain.
So suddenly \Vas this heinous crime perpetrated, that the
man had no time 'for sane deliberation or decision ; neYertheless , when he saw his innocent victim lying murdered at his
feet, her whom he had once loved an<l '-'Vho had always loved
him _w ithout change, even now his many former deeds of treachery and cruelty made him insensible to sorrow and remorse.
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thout touching her form ·again, or even giving it another
ce, he stoically reached over the grassy bank and dipped the
y blade into the pure water to wash off the dark stain;
even calmly watched 'vhile the crimson drops , minglingthe colorless tide, curled :and spread and became invisible
the crystal water. The Hidden Fountain, pure until that
, was .now polluted with human blood, and that too, blood of
'ty and innocence and love shed by dtmoniac wrath and
lty.
Darkness soon descended upon all the land ; the wigwams
e valley stood in deep quiet and repose ; the warriors, havrelated the wonders of their long campaign, lay down to the
t rest of the place they might call home, among those they
. Only the sounds of the night were audible in that soli; the wind in the treetops, the water of the rill tumbling
n from rock to rock ; the cry of nightfowls, or the voices of
animals. But at morning when .the bright sun rose, and
Indians poured out from their tents, behold, no water coqld
en in the stream from Hidden Fountain, but only the moist
of the brooklet glistened in the slanting rays that pierced·
forest foliage. The Hidden Fountain closed its sandy throat
the hottr that the virgin's blood touched its silver water.
when the water ·with which the blood had mingled reached
distant creek, the stream from Hidden Fountain had fon;ver
d to flow.
W . T . M.
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The Man of Thought.
\Vhat the world needs today is men of thought. I do not
mean men who spend their lives in philosophical research and
study, which are of value to mankind commensurate with their
own applicableness. Not that the mighty principles-the nation's factors-of Socrates, Plato, Bacon, or any of our reYered
scholars , are to be disrespected or depreciated in the slightest
degree . The thoughts of the sages shall ever have their place
in the nation's progress, and will wield an influence in proportion to the principles embraced. But what this present age of
progress needs in every sphere of activity is the thoughtful person, the man and woman whose act is the result of thought.
'fhe successful general does not allow his wild enthusiasm to
lead him headlong into an engagement the results of which
would evidently be disastrous; but forethought is ever exercised
which enables the consequences to be at · least approximated.
The new movements of a nation come simply as the result of
·the thought of the representati,·es. Our government gradually
undergoes i_ts changes as the thoughtful leaders see the needs of
the people.
This same principle bolds true in all the leading spheres of
a natioP-'s life; but the need today is for the men and women in
the common walks of life to exercise thought in proportion to
their capabilities and the requirements of their position. It is
a painful fact that this is not the actual condition. It is the
great class of ordinary people whose acts are not the result of
thought , but if thought is ever exercised it comes rather as the
result of the action . Strange, but true, that too many do not
seem to realize that man is not only equally responsible for his
thinking as for his action , but doubly so , because the latter fol·
lows as a result .of the former.
Everyv,rhere thoughtlessness brings discomfort , and all too
often , ruin. The man \vho leaves the switch open does not
think ; but the trains in their mad collision hurl their hundreds
into eternity. The man who takes to drink does not stop to
think \vhat the final consequences may be, but -the result is aU
the same . The student who does not take time to think what
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ortunities mean to him ·w ill later realize all too well what he
lost.
The mos.t useful men we have are not necessarily the ones
possess the greatest learning or that stand out as striking
iuses; but they are those who soberly consider before acting;
e who think well before taking a step. What was it that
e Benjamin Franklin the great patriot, the country 's muchd leader? Was it because he had been blessed by a trnivertraining, or endowed with unparalleled abilities? Not so .
secret of Franklin's great usefulness was the fact that he
exercised the greatest possible thought.
This principle we find exemplified in a large per cent of our
'on's greatess leaders. Washington was necessarily a man of
ited learning, but the most learned classic, less thoughtful,
d not have been entrusted with the destiny of a people as
Washington. Abraham Lincoln was comparatively illiter' but with what wisdom he wielded the sceptre during the
ion's awful crisis ::;hall ever be the admiration of future gene'ons.
This same law holds true in the lower vocations of life·
e most influential and most trusted man in the neighborhood
not ordinarily the wise or learned , but it is the man whose
bility is always insured by careful, honest thought. The
'ent day does not so much call for men who simply can thinlF ,
the ringing demand is for men who do think. It is not a ques ,
of what the individual can do, but of what he does The
nlt is the same whether an act is thoughful or thoughtless.
It is really startling when one comes to consider the result
thoughtlessness. A great evangelist once said that the whole
rid would be converted if every one would stop and think
estly foronlv a few minutes. This assertion is far-reaching,
t I believe it true. How much higher would the moral and
'al standard be raised in the great circle of society if the iniduals composing it could be induced always to think care~
y before acting. How much crime and suffering could be
rted if action wvuld always be the result of conscientious
ught.
The home needs careful, thoughtful parents; the neighbord want men who think; the schools are calling for conscien -
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tious, considerate men; and the whole world, in fact, pleads, not
so much for genius and highly cultured intellect, as for men of
honest, noble purposes, who go where careful thought directs.
G. A. JAMESON, JR.

Her Rain Beau.
One rainy <lay I chanced to meet
My sweetheart just from town;
Her hair was dark, her face was sweet,
Her laughing eyes were brown.
I turned and walked ·w ith her along,
But e'er I turned again,
Oh, boys-of course I knew it wrongI kissed her in the rain.
The raindrops glistened in her face
Like dew upon the rose;
I kissed her, kissed my little Grace
Before she could oppose.
She looked at me and quivering
Her hand stole into mine;
Just then the birds began to sing,
·The sun began to shine.
'Vhat care I now for clouds above?
My heart is . light below;
'Tis always summer when we love,
Th~iigh chilling winds ~a y blow .
Ye~~ --~ow r·iu ·p;oud as any prince,
Your honors I ·disdain,
For Grace says I'm her rain be:iu since
I kissed her in the rain. ·

J.
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Breaking the Ice.
For the man that loves the quiet repose of the country rather
that "killing " rest one is able to get at the average sumresort, Bridgewater is an ideal summering place. The beauand calmly-flowing North River, its bosom as clear as any
tat spring, running its seaward course hard by; its ideal loo; the picturesque scenery round about, at1d its excellent
le, all tend to make it a favored spot in summer. It was
y these considerations that brought Maurice Godwin to the
e of his uncle, Mr. Thomas Benton, last summer. The Benare well-to-do people, who live only a little down the river
beautiful home among the trees, surrounded by all the ations of farm life. Mr. God win had come down from New
to spend a few weeks away from his business cares. About
same time a niece of Mr. Benton had arrived. Beatrice
·s was a sweet, pretty-faced young woman, but of a retiring
sition, so that during the early part of his stay Maurice
in bad seen but very little of het.
But one day Mr. and Mrs. Benton were called away and
left the house in care of their visiting relatives. Maurice
in and Beatrice Harris each thought the other distant.
Mrs. Benton had left, Beatrice sought her owi1 room, to
·vate an acquaintanceship with ''David Harum." She sat
by the window. Her deep blue eyes had a bright glow
her sweet face a healthy flush. One w~ek of new milk and
eggs had done wonders for her.
How green and shady and delightful was the yard below!
picturesque were the barn with vvicle-open doors, the reci
ives and the bright-leaved grape arbor! But it was a little
me. She began to think that perhaps Mr. Gochvin had
Then when she thought herself alone, .the usual
1 too.
of tramps began to dance before her eyes. She laid
vid Hamm" away and started down stairs. Mr. Godwin
not in the parlor. She stepped out on the porch but Mr.
in was not there . ''What made him go off?' ' she reflected
antly. "He knew I'd be here all alone. He's per _
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"Horrid " was the word she wanted to say, but her tongue
would not utter it. Several times she pronounced the name
"Mr. God·w in," but no response came. A tall masculine figme
with a bundle on its back was coming- up the road. It was a
tramp, of course. Was she frightened? Well, I don't suppose
Miss Harris was very different from the majority of her sex.
She ran out through the lawn, intending to go to her nearest
neighbors until the tramp was past. But there under a tall elm
tree sat Mr. Godwin serenely, with his book upon his knee.
"Did you hear me call you?" she gasped. Her fine hair had
fallen about her shoulders, her sweet mouth was a perfect Cu pid's bow.
Mr. Godwin's smile broadened. ''I'm afraid so," he murmured, ·w ith an irresistably drolly apqlogetic gaze. "Y.ou did
it purposely," said Miss Harris, reproachfully and incredulous.
Mr. Godwin looked the comical embodiment of humiliation
and remorse. "Yon mnst be tired racing about like that.
Won't you sit down?"
'' No I wont," she replied severely. And then they both
laughed heartily in unison. The ''tramp" went past. It wa
old Mr. Mills wi.th a bag of corn on his back.
Miss Harris pinned up her disordered hair. Its soft tints
took on a golden beauty in the shifting sunlight.
"Do sit down, Miss Harris," said Mr. Godwin impatiently,
as he spread his handkerchief dowu not any too far avvay. "It
was real mean in you," said "Miss Harris, smiling clown upon
him. "I know it, and I am sorry, but please sit down."
"I'll go get my scarf first. My dress is thin."
Mr. Godwin went too , and took her arm to help her up the
porch steps. Just then a gnst of wind came up and tbe front
door was blown shut with a resounding bang. .All the other
doors had been lacked before , and that one had a. night latch
that locks when it shuts.
Here they were, absolutely locked out, with no chance ta
see the inside of that house until their relatives· retnrn, it
would seem. " Now we're caught," he cried gleeti..1lly, ''what
are we going to do about it?'' Miss Harris tried the door, but
in vain . She was smiling, too, at the prospect, but her bead
was turned some other wa y. ·
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"We will have to sit out here under the trees or else get in
ugh a window," said Mr. God~..vin.
"We must get in," saicl Miss Harris decisively.
"Your wor<l is my law," said Mr. Godwin with an emphathat meant much, to which Miss Harris gave a blushing
thank you.''
Their only hope was in the pantry windown; all the others
re locked· By rummaging the premises-barn, workshop
d all, Mr. God,vin found a hammer and a chisel, which enaed him to force that window. Having got that problem cut
the way, the next was how to get in. He decided that he
uld vault in instead of going to borrow a ladder.
"Be careful, Mr. Godwin, that yo:1 don ' t vault into the
s on the pantry shelf," \Vas Miss Harri s's injunction. As
. Godwin disappeared through the pantry window Miss Har ran swiftly round to the front door. It ma_v have surprised
to find it yield to her touch, but the probability is that she
s acquainted with the one bad habit cf that door. At any
te she went straight on to the pantrv.
"Ob, dear!" she said, sinking into a chair in spasms of
lpless laughter. Mr. Godwin stood in the middle of the pantry,
iff, straight and tmsmiling. A tin pan had rolled into the cor' and part of its contents,-eggs; eggs crushed, eggs cracked,
d eggs uninjured. And what is more, they had left their
rk on Mr. Godwin's hitherto immaculate trowsers,-yes, and
bis caat sleeves and shining cuffs too.
"I am so sorry," cried Miss Harris aghast, and in obvious
aits to suppress her laughter.
11
It wasn't your fault, Miss Harris. I miscalculated the dis~
ce, and, as might have been expected, landed in the eggs.
t, tell me, h<;)\v are you here?"
·
One hand fluttered to Miss Harris's lips as she faltered
Through the front door. It wasn't locked - the catch was
ken. But when you said we were locked out, I did't like to
pute it. But I didn't dream you'd get into the eggs."
His restrained mirth bubbled forth. "Well,'' said he
and shall call it square nO\\r, shall we
He looked at her rather long-so long that her face ·as-
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snmed the tints of a reel rose. "I didn't know there was so
much fun in you . You will excuse me, but I thought yon distant."
"And I thought the same of you, Mr. Godwin," answered
Miss Harris.
Half laughingly, half seriously, he extended his hand, and
Miss Harris laid hers in it; and this was but the fr.rernnner of a
time when she gave her ·hand and her life into his keeping.
They left Bridgewater together, man and wife; and now it! their
palatial home ou Fifth Avenue, New York, many a city guest
is entertained by Mr. Godwin in his moments of leisure with
his version of how he "broke the ice," and, incidentally, the
eggshells on that bright summer day.

J.
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EDITORIALS.
Between this issue of the Monthly and the next , which will
the last of the present volume, lies the most interesting and
portant part of the school session. The final examinations
d the days of commencement, the most memorable of all
'ngs that college life presents, are almost at hand, and it is aldy possible to snm np an account of the gains and losses of
e past nine months . And yet the things that are past draw
attention but yery slightly, for what is still to be done em ys all our faculties, absorbs all our interest and excites all our
rs and hopes, so that ·we cannot look back until this one more
pis made , this one more duty done .
It seems that the labors of the whole year are heaped up
ether in the few weeks at the close , and had we not lived
rongh it all before, vve might wonder whether or not our
ngth vvere equal to the \'ast demands. And amid the cares
at at present appear so many and so onerous , that which the
gazine demands and receives is not the most easy nor the
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most pleasa1~t, either for editors or contributors. It seems obtrusive to thrust in these printed pages·among the weightier and
yet more pleasant objects of attention that surround the student
at this period of the year. And no doubt the worth of the issue
is proportionate to the expectation vve have of ,its favorable re
ception. But it may be that these latter publications, if they
are neglected now, will receive their share of attention when the
present hurry and excitement have passed away.
vVe know that some who have supported the MONTHLY for
a long time· are now preparing themselves to say farewell to the
Alma Mater. A few more days will bring them ..to the goal
which has inspired their efforts during these years; and partly
in joy, partly in regret, they will leave us , bearing their reward.
But the remembrance of them vvill remain, and keep us cheerful
and strong in following the path they have trodden before us .
1'he labors of writing, speech-making and examinations,
though oppressive now, will soon be over, and a period of rest
and refreshment will follow. And howsoever short the session
now seems to have been, howsoever pleasant and profitable, yet
the student is not unwilling to relax his faculties for a season;
after which he will resume his conrse with brighter hopes and
stronger resolutions, and many things that seemed repugnant
and .impossible will then show themselves easy and delightful,
The MONTHLY would speak encouragement to every one that is
struggling now, and wishes success and happiness to every one
through the days of Commencement.
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LOCALS.
On Sunday , May, 6, Eld. H. C. Early preached for us at ro
M. and at 7 :30 P. M .. each time addressing a large and attive audience.
The most prominent feat11re of the Victorian programme
last Friday night was a lecture on ''Truth,'' by Prof. G. H.
vey, of Bridge·water. Professor gave us an interesting lee~
, and we hope we may be favored by him again at his
liest c6nsen t .
The College Base-ball Team ·will play two games on next
rday, at IO A. M. and 3:00 P. M., respecrively. AfterSatay, when we expect to pile high base-ball honors, the team
be disbanded for this session.
Mr. J. W. Harpine spent Easter at his home, and very nneCtedly came in contact with the measles, which have been
cause of his absence from College since that time. A ret letter informs us that he is rapidly improving and that he
templates returning to his work in the near future.
On the evening of April 2r the name of J. vv·. vVayland
accepted for membership by the Virginia Lee Society. His
e was accepted as a compliment to onr already honored roll.
The annual district conference of the G. B. Church was
d at Bridgewater and continued over the 26th and 27th
April. The meeting was well attended throughout. Many
the students attended the meeting regularly, school being
missed for Thursday. During this time we note with plea~
stndents viewing the College and its
On Friday morning, April 27, Prof. James J\L Page, of the
iversity of Virginia, gave us an interesting as well as inCtive lec1:nre on the science of mathematics. His mere refnce to the "fourth dimension" somewhat excited some of
e studying geometry, to vv hom the well knO\vn three is gi vome little vexation.
Baseball receives its usual amount of energy npon the field.
e College team recently played a match game with Spring
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Creek, and when the game was called by the umpire the tally
showed a glorious victory for B. C. The boys responded with
the fam.i liar old college yell. The game was played with the
team from Spring Creek.
Mr. Dea!!, of Harrisonburg, finally concluded to risk his
fine lenses, and on Friday evening, the 4th inst., the students
assembled before Chapel Hall and the work was soon done.
The photographer congratulated himself upon the purchase of
so good a camera.
The Music Department of College will offer a programme
of chf1ice music in Chapel Hall Satnrday evening, May i 2th.
The College Debating Club has at last rid itself of the
threatening downfall of its department of finance, which has
been agitating its members for the last few administrations.
At a recent called meeting a motion was made and carried
that the club stand adjourned till September 8.
Myers and Garber have been working earnestly of late in
behalf ·of the boys who contemplate spending vacation in the
field canvassing. They have the interests of the boys at heart,
and are capable of imparting much firm experience that will
doubtless prove beneficial to the beginner in the business.
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EXCHANGES.
In reviewing the magazines that come to our table each
nth, it is not hard to point out the ones that are liberally suped. The magazine, which comes from an institution where
e interest is taken in the publication, is very thin-the cover
ug the larger part-and with much bare space at the bottom of
ny of the pages. In inngination, we see the editor of that
lication a very forlorn and perplexed indi,Tidual about the
e of publication each month; no material for the paper is at
d and every subscriber waiting for his paper, ready to critiany tardiness. Those who are more pretentious as to their
ity to write, excuse themselves by saying tha:t they are too
busy when the editor asks for a contribulion; and the modest
rl their inability. Such is the picture of the editor of the
rly supported journal. He gets odds and ends together the
t way he can and always heaves a sigh of relief when his
as editor expires.
But thanks to more patriotic students, some of the maga- ·
es which reach us are fat, and, figuratively speaking, burstwith plenty, A vision of the editor of this magazine rises
ore us. He is a man who spends his time in examining and
osing material for each issue from the abundance that ~s
ced m his hands by anxious contributors, and 1-d10 has no
d to spend time in begging men to write something- for the
gizine.
The latter class of magazines not only have more pages, but
have better articles. When will the students in every colarouse tbemsel ves sufficiently to maintain magazines of re able worth?

The l'Villiam ancl Afar_v Montb]~y co11tains an article on
he Mission of Literature . '' The author has compiled a nnmof interesting facts on the subject, but the literary production
not above the ordinary. The paragraphing is very bad, and
article as a whole is not well ·constructed, yet with the ma'al in hand a good essay could have been produced. ''Uncle
well's Story" is well told; the dialect is not vvithout fault,
still is not bad , and the story is interesting. "The Cross of
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Blood " is quite readable, yet the interest is taken away by with·
holding a part for future issues. Unless very long, no article
should be continued in college magazines.
~:o:o:o:olnnnn

.

Onr Younf{" People contains two short articles, '' 'Unrest
Which Men Call Delight,' " and "Eloquence." The latter is
the best, and is worthy of mention. Besides these two articles,
the Young People contains no matter of a literary character.
nnnnn~nn

The Western Maryland College Monthly for April is
above its usual standard. " Krambambuli," a story from the
German, "A Retrospection," and "Agnosticism versus Intellednality" are the best articles.

CLIPPINGS.
The Sophomore.
Court jester in a
That lives four
Grave breaker of
Much laughter

court of fools
gilded years;
defenseless rules;
without tears.

In this class you must learn the forms
Of after-college 1ife;
And gather strength in mimic storms
To master greater strife.
Sophomores we, of all our space
Of time, and this short span,
Is given you, that you may trace
The Jines that trace the men.
Four cycles, are we Sophomores,
Of seasons; then what prize
Shall 'we pant after in weak wars?
Shall we be fools, or wise?
Georgetown College .To11rnnl.
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Applied Mathematics.·
"My daughter," and his voice was stern,
"You must set this matter right;
What time did the Sophomore leave
Who sent in his card last night?' '
"His work was pressing, father, dear,
And his love for it was great.
He took his leave and went away
Before a quarter of eight."
Then a twinkle came to her bright, blue eye,
And her dimple deeper grew,
"'Tis surely no sin to tell him that,
For a quarter of eight is two."-Ex.

She had asked me
Would I help her
With i ler Latin,
'Twas so hard.
Would I help her
Learn to conjugate
That old verb 'Disco.'
Pretty lips so near,
So tempting,
Tended strongly to beguile.
'Didicissem !'
I should smile!-Ex.

.. _

Latin.
All the
All the
·All the
Blessed

people
people
people
death,

dead who wrote it;
dead who spoke it;
die who learn it;
they surely earn it.-Rx.
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ALUMNI.
ATHLONE, VA., April

29, 1900.

MR. EDITOR:

I herewith snbmit a short acconnt of my surroundings and
work, relncl:antly, however, fearing that I shall fail to interest you or your readers.
Beginning last Oct:ober, I tanght a term of five months in
the pnblic schools of our county (Ro.ckingham). I boarded at
my own home and thoroughly enjoyed my walk of a mile. each
morning and evening. To a lover of nature, the old Massanutton towering skyward on the one ha.n d, and on the other the
broad fields of our beautifµl Vall~y afford ,an unfailing source of
delight;, and really I m_u st cofess that I enjoyed the beauties of
my snrroundings more than my efforts in the school room.
'' Teaching young ideas how to shoot '' may be a delightsome
task to some persons, but I am sorry to- say that I failed to be
delighted. From the. slowness with which the ''ideas" seemed
to •'shoot '' I have decided that the stimulus which the born
teacher can impart was wholly lacking. and that school teaching
iS not my calling. I feel, however, that the iustrucl:ion and inspiration that I received from my dear old Alma Mater will yet
bear fruit, and I trust that I may in some way , however humble, become an arc in the wave of usefulness that emanates from
Bridgewater College. I am glad to knO\.\' that the school is having such a prosperous session, and I hope occasionally to drop in
among my old teachers and friends .
With best wishes, I am,
Yours truly ,

L.

PEARLE KOONTZ.

We are sorry that the exalted profession of teaching does
not possess greater charms for Miss Koontz, bt1t we are al::io persuaded that in her case, as has been true in other well known
instances, her modesty is not the least of her virtnes; and we
wonld also remind her that no really good teacher_ is ever selfsatisfied with his work.
During the last month a number of the Alumni from different seetions of the country have paid short visits to the Alma
Mater. · Miss Corn A. Driver, among others, secretary of the
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iation, spent seven:l days about and in the vicinity of the
ege during the last of April. Miss Driver is still in charge
the postoffice at Timberville as assistant to Mr. D. S. WampHer interest in the welfare of the Association is as keen as
, and ber work during the year as secretary has been most
dory and commendable.
Mr. S. D. Zigler (B. E. '99), who recently completed his
for .this session as teacher in the new academy at Union
e, Md., has returned to his home near Mayland, Va. He
occupy the same position at Union Bridge next year, we
erstancl.
Miss Emma Rothgeb (B. E. '98) of Massanutton, Va., paid
friends in Bridgewater a short visit recently. Since her
nation Miss Rothgeb has been teaching in the schools of
County. During the last session she was principal of the
ed school at Hamburg, near her home.
1

Dr. J. S. Geiser ('91), of Baltimore, Md., is chairman of the
. Baltimore Mission Board of the German Baptist Church,
ch bas for its object the erection of a hoi.1se of worship in
timore City. Dr. Geiser and his associates have been zealy pushing this work for some time, and with encouraging re; yet the necessary amount has hot yet been acquired, and the
h's work in the city is very much retarded in consequence.
ations may be sent to Dr. Geiser· at 1607 Edmondson Ave.,
will be glad to furnish information concerning the charncter
progress of the comniittee's vvr.,rk.
Miss Sallie Garber (B. E. '99) spent several .d ays recently in
wing the associations of her Alma 1\1ater1 and soon after
elected an honorary member to the Virginia Lee Literary
· ty. Miss Garber taught near her home at Timberville durthe last school session, with encouraging success. She is .
templating a tour through the v.restem states .d uring the com Miss Effie V. Showalter (B. E. '9S) was rec~ntly elected an
rary member of the Virginia Lee Literary Society.
Mr. S. C. Snell {'97 ), who is bookkeeper in the mercantile
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establishment of .Mr. W. H. Sipe at Lilly, Va., paid 'n s a short
visit several days ago.
According to last report Prof. I. N. H. Beahm (B. E. '87)
was still under treatment at a sanitarium in Pennsylvania, but,
we are glad to say, was steadily, though slowly, recovering his
health. Prof. Beahm was the first annual orator of the Association, and is well kP-own to all the Alumni.
Mr. John H. Hoover, of Tiinberdlle, Va., while attending
the District .Meeting of the Brethren Church, which was held at
this place on the ·26th and 27th ult., paid a brief visit to his
friends at the College.

An Appeal to Alumni.
Since the time for our annual reunion is drawing near, we
trust that every Alumnus, whether a member of the Association or not, is making arrangements to be present. According
to Art . I, By-Laws. The business meeting of the Executive Com·
mittee will be held at 8 a. m. on Tuesday, June 5; the business
meeting of the Association at 10 a. 111., and the annual
program will be rendered at 2 p.m. It will be the duty of the
Association at the business meeting, among other things, to
elect the or-a.tor for the next annual program.
The growth and development of the Association clnring
this, the first year of its existence, has been most encouraging.
The organization ·has been perfected, the Constitution and
By-~~ws _hav~ been printed in .most approved form and placed
in the hands of every member of the Association, a department
for the special use of the Alumni has been opened in the College
Journal, endowment forms have been printed and placed in the
hands of the several members of the Executive Committee,
according to Art. IV, By-Laws, and several donations have
been already received for the ·establishing of Alumni scholarships. In addition to this, the Association, which, one year
ago, was unorganized, has already a membership of over sixty,
including the best wovkers the College has ever sent out; and
last, but not to be omitted, the Association owes no debts,
except its debt of gratitude to the Alma Mater and its obligation to elevate humanity.
··
In vievv, therefore, of the work so well begun, and of the
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glorious opportunities before us, let every Alumnus
a freshthe flame of enthnsiasm that blazed in his bosom
, with the beaming eyes of teachers, friends, and classupon him, he stepped forth from the old College rostrum
the stage of practical life.
"Shall auld acquaintl-l nce be forgot,
And never brought to min'?
Shall auld acquaintance be forgot,
And days o' Jang syne?
"For
For
\\' e'll
For

auld lang
auld lang
tak a cup
auld lan g

syne, dear friends,
syne,
o' kindness yet
syne."

-J. w. w.

Mr. I. S. Lang is expected to deliver the oration, in behalf
e Alumni, at the annual program. Mr.]. C. Myers will
nd as representative of the graduating class . .
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Commencement Invitatio11s
- - -A N D -- -

Class Day

Pro~~rrams.

2_?as s and Fraternity Stali0nery,
Frate rnity Cards and Visiting Cards. 1\'.fenus and
Danc e

. I
~
.~.

Book Plates.

I

A SPECIALTY.

BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA.

Residence. Crawford
aud omce in 1

~Iaryland.)

Progran-is,
Class Pins and Medals.

g[ass Annuals and Artistic Printing
II

I
l

THE s ·u N

1900.

BALTIMORE. MD.

PAPER OF THE PEOPLE,
FOR THE PEOPLE

AND

\\"ITH THE PEOPLE .

.\l<>TIVE.

FE.\ IH.. EtiS IN EX PRE~~IOi\'..
SOUND Ii\'. PHJNClt'LE.

newpaper is an educator; there are all knHls of ed ucators. but tbe man wb c.
money ju ~iciously anrl liberally is b etter able to impart hiR knowl r- clge tha n
man who bas little or nothing to spend.
THE Sm; is the highetit t.ype of a newspaper.
'l'JIE SUN'S reports from au parts of the United Statef; :ire unsurpassed .
THE SuN's Cable Service is the firest known; th f> troubles in the Philippine:;: and
uth Africa demand 1 ompetent correspondenti; an,1 Yast exr!f'nditure of money
labor in getting the news. When you g·et TBE SuN you get news and intellipre·entation of facts with it, as .well as carefully prepared articles of editorial
of highest Atanding. When you read a daily paper, whose principal recomation is its cheapness, you get tbe drrgs-generally Yery poor dng·s at that.
Bv mail Fifty Cents a month; six months , $0 ; one year, $6 . Address,

A. S. ABELL COMPANY,
PnbliRber~

and Proprit>tors,

Baltimorre. ffid.

Every Home, School, and Office Should Own

Webster's International Dictionary

of ENGLISH, Biography, Geography, Fiction, etc.
STANDARD AUTHORITY of the U. S.
Supreme Court, all the State Supreme Courts, the U.S.
Government Printing -Office and of nearly all the
Schoolbooks. Warmly commended by College Presidents, State Superintendents of . Schools, and other
Educators almost without number.

with a Valuable Glossary of Scotch Words and Phrases.

A NEW BOOK-the largest of the abridgments of
the International. It has a sizable vocabulary~ complete
definitions and adequate etymologies. Has over J f 00
pages and is richly illustrated. Size 7xJOx2 5-8 inches.
Its appendix is a storehouse of valuable information.

Nicholas Murray B1itl""r, P·i1.D., Columbia University, New York, s:iys :-

The Collegiate Dictionary is first class in quality and admirably adapted for everyday use.

Specimen pages, etc., of b.1th books sent on application.

G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

...__

WHAT COURSES OF STUDY

Shall My Children Pursue?

This is one of the most important questions that can come before a parent; but it is a question that claims yonr attention, and
you must meet it, for you cannot afford to let them go without an
education. Let us help you to decide it.

l3RIDGEW41'ER COLLEGE
--•..,)•l•OFFERSei..:·IE~·-

I.

A Classical Course,
Which is designed to make a man or woman of broad
culture, and give that thorough training ordiuaiily given
in A. B. courses by the leading colleges.

II. An English Course,

III.
IV.
V.
VI.

\Vhich gives a moderate range of general culture, and
aims especially to lay a good practical foundation for teaching, or any calling in life demanding a good English education.

A Bible Course

Of two years, embracing Olu and New Testament studies,
and such kindred subjects as are needed for a thorough
understanding of the Bible.

A Co1n1nercial Course,

Which drills the student along tbe lines to be pursued in
actual business.

A Shorthand and Typewriting Course
To which the student is not admitted unless fully prepared.

Several Music Courses

Of a high grade, thorough in both Vocal and Instru·
mental Music.
Are you interested in any of the above courses?
to correspond with us before placing your son or daughter in
school. Ask for catalogue. Address all correspondence to the
President,

·-

W. B. YOUNT, Bttidgewatett, Va.

